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ABSTR A CT
This thesis presents the developm ent o f various direct design techniques for inherently stable, 
causal, recursive, 2-dim cnsional digital fillers whose responses im itate those o f 1-dim cnsional analog 
filters. These techniques mainly center around the Chcbyshev function and provide for the design of 
low-pass, band-pass and high-pass filters. Alternatively, an approach  using the B uttcrw orth 
approxim ation is also presented, for the design o f low-pass filters. In the case of each design m ethod 
presen ted , specific filter examples are given and design param eters are  analyzed.
A pplication of the presented filler design techniques in image processing is also studied. A  
com putationally efficient direct form  im plem entation is used for num erous example images.
In addition, program  source code for com puter generation of a desired  filter’s response o r 
transfer function is also included.
- iv -
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I. IN T R O D U C T IO N
This thesis encom passes the research and developm ent of various design techniques for 
inherently stable, causal, recursive, 2-dim ensional digital filters. T he developm ents stem from  
techniques p roposed  by Soltis [1]. First, in this introduction, a  brief overview of 2-dim ensional filters 
will be offered, followed by the m ethods to  study these filters, a  brief discussion of design techniques, 
and concluding with a brief overview of the organization of the following chapters.
A . 2-D im ensional Digital Filters
Two dim ensional digital filters can be generally classified into two m ajor groups; non-recursive or 
finite-extent im pulse response (F IR ) and recursive or infinite-extent im pulse response (H R) filters. 
T he general equations for these filters are given below in their transfer function and difference 
equation form s [2],
F IR  Filter
D ifference Equation




H(zi,Z2) = 2 2  h(ki,k2) zi Z2 (1.2)
k t k2
w here, ’ -
x(nt,n2) =  2-dimensional input sequence 
y(n i,n2) =* 2-dim ensional output sequence 
h (k i,k2) =  filter impulse response
H R  Filter
D ifference E quation
y(ni,n2) = 2 2  a(Ii,b ) x(nj - li,n2 - b ) (1.3)
li b
- 2  2  b (k i,k2) y(ni - k t,n2 - k2)
k i k v
(k t,k2) =  (0,0)
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Transfer Function
- l l  -12
H (zi,z2) =  2 2  a (li,b ) z i Z2
ll b  (1.4)
*ki -k2
2  2  b(ki,k2) z i Z2 
k i k2
w here,
x (n i,n2) =  2-dim ensional input sequence 
y(n i,n2) =  2-dim ensional ou tpu t sequence 
a(U ,b) =  filter coefficients 
b(k i,k2) =  filter coefficients 
Since the exclusive design of this thesis is the recursive group o f filters, it will be discussed 
fu rther. T he com putable g roup o f the recursive filters a re  classed in to  two m ajor sub-groups; the 
first quad ran t and  the non-sym m etric half-plane filters [2], T he  non-sym m elric half-plane filters are 
causal with respect to  one o f the digital variables and non-causal with respect to  the  o ther variable. 
T h e  first q uad ran t filter is a fully causal filter. T he general equations for a first quad ran t filter are 
given below  [2],
F irst Q uad ran t HR Filter 
D ifference E quation
Li L2
" y (n i,n2) = 2 2  a(U,l2) x(ni - U,n2 - b  ) (1.5)
' T^ - .  I1 =  0 l2 =  0
K i K2
- 2  2  b(ki,k2) y(n i - k i,n2 * k2)
k i =  0 k2 =  0 
(k i,k2) =  (0,0)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Transfer Function
Li L2 -ll -b
H(zi,Z2) =  2  2  a (li,b )  zi Z2
Ii =  0 b  =  U (L6)
K i K2 -k i -k2
2  2  b(ki,k2) z i Z2
k i =  0 k 2 =  0
B. Study of 2-D im ensional Recursive Digital Fillers
T he  study o f this type o f filter is separa ted  into two m ain areas. T h e  first a rea  is the calculation 
o f the  filter’s m agnitude, phase and g roup delay responses. T he second area  is the  stability study and 
can involve various techniques for determ ining relative stability.
T he  m agnitude, phase and  g roup delay responses o f a 2-dim ensional digital filter, ou tlined  in (1.5) 
o r ( 1.6), can be  calculated  as follows [2],




=  I H((oiT,io2T ) I tj)(u)iT ,10 2T)
|H(toiT,to2T ) | =  m agnitude response 
4>(wiT,oj2T ) =  phase response 
w t , <02 =  frequency variables 
T  =  sam pling interval
-TT =  <  tojT =  <  TT
and,
Ti(coiT.o)2T) 5 <j>(ojiT,o)2T) (1.8)
ficjjT
w here,
Ti(wlT, o> 2T) =  group delay 
i =  1,2
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T hese  responses can be visualized as surfaces over the digital spectral plane.
T he  stability o f a filler can be determ ined  by num erous techniques. O ne technique based on the 
roo t m aps o f the filter’s denom inator polynomial is slated  as follows [3],
L et H (zi,z2) =  1 (1.9)
B(Z1,Z2)
be a first quadran t recursive filler.
T his filter is stable if and only if the following is true.
1) B(zi,z2) 4  0 for | zi | = 1  and |z2| — 1
2) B(a,z2) 4  0 for [ z2 1 >  =  1 for any a such that | a | =  1
3) B (zi,b ) 4  0 for | z i | >  =  1 for any.b such that | b | =  1
T he  physical realization o f this theorem  is that singularites o f the denom inator polynom ial have a 
m agnitude less than  one when one o f the z-variablcs traverses the com plex unit m agnitude circle.
In  addition  to  this theorem  it is also possible to  ascertain  stability by generating  the  filter’s
im pulse response and testing it for a finite convergence to  zero. T he im pulse response o f a filter of
this type can be calculated using the following equation [2J,
n m
h(n i,n2) =  aoo &(ni,n2) - 2  2  bjj y(ni-i,n2-j) ( 1.10)
i = 0  j = 0  
(i j )  4= (0 ,0 )
T hroughout this research, the previously sta ted  equations and theorem s w ere used to  study the 
filters designed.
C. 2-D im cnsional Recursive Digital F ilter Design T echniques
A s sla ted  earlier, th ere  a re  two different types o f digital filters; non-recursive and recursive. 
A lthough non-recursive fillers som etim es lend them selves to  a m ore efficient application [4], 
recursive filters are  generally less com plex to  realize [2]. U nlike non-rccursive filters, a guaran tee  of 
a linear phase response is difficult to  insure w hen designing recursive fillers [2J. Since this is essential 
in im age processing [5], then  attaining a linear phase response when using recursive systems in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
filter’s passband is param ount.
T he m ajor draw back to  recursive filters has been their com putationally  intensive design 
techniques. M ost existing design techniques center around e ither an iterative optim ization technique 
[2,6-9], which cannot guaran tee  stability, or transform ation m ethods [2,10,11].
In contrast, the  d irect design techniques, developed by this study, provide for inherently stable 
fillers. T he m ethods p resen ted  in this study em ploy the developm ent o f m ulti-dim ensional, z-dom ain 
m athem atical argum ents for use in the Chebyshev o r B utterw orth  functions to  yield filler transfer 
functions.
D . Thesis O rganization
In  the following chap ters each of the six design techniques’ developm ent will be illustrated  and 
design exam ples given. Following the filters’ presentation, th e ir application in image processing will 
be exam ined, w ith various example images.
T he  p rogram  languages used for developm ent in this study a rc  exclusively T u rbo  PA SC A L for the 
IBM  PC  program s and V A X  FO R T R A N  for the D E C  V A X  11-750/85 program s. T he source code 
listing for p lo tting  routines on the IBM  PC, and im pulse generation  and plotting using VT24L 
term inals on a  D E C  V A X  com puter are  shown in A ppendix 1.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
II. F IR ST  C H E B Y SH E V  LOW -PASS 2-D IM E N SIO N A L D IG IT A L  FIL T E R  
In this chap ter the first Chebyshev low-pass 2-dim ensional digital filler’s developm ent and design 
exam ples will be p resen ted .
A. F ilter D evelopm ent
A  generalized form  for the transfer function of a 2-dim ensional H R  filter with no num erato r 
singularities can be sta led  as follows,
H ( z i ,z2) «= 1 (2.1)
B(ZJ,Z2)
w here,
B ( z i ,z 2) =  finite o rder polynomial in z i ,z 2  
By taking the  square  o f the m agnitude response o f the above function and expressing it in term s 
o f the Chebyshev function, the following can be attained,
jcoiT jw2T  2
|H (e  ,e ) |  =  1 (2.2)
2
1 +  (e Cn(Arg))
where,
(0.1 Amax) 0.5 
e -  (10 - 1 )  (2.3)
A m ax =  Passband R ipple [dB]
-1 .
Cn(A rg) =  cos(n cos (A rg)) -^.1; (2.4)
n =  filler o rder 
A rg  =  function in cos(w tT), cos(o)2T )
T he developm ent o f a 2-dim ensional digital Chebyshev argum ent, A rg, m ust now be undertaken . 
By applying the app rop ria te  restrictions on the Chebyshev function argum ent the following can  be 
stated ,
A rg  =  f(cos(u)iT),cos(«2T ))
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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such that I A rg  | <  *» 1.0 in the filter’s passband
| A rg | >  1.0 in the filter’s stopband 
C onsider the following relationship in the two digital spectral variables,
2 2
f(toiT,io2T ) =  (w iT ) +  (102T ) (2.5)
2
(7
This relationship  is a circularly symm etric function cen te red  at,
w iT  =  <o2T  =  0.0
w here,
2 2 2 
| f(o)iT, to2T ) I <  =  1.0 for (wiT) +  (to2T ) <  =  (7  ir)
rep resen ting  the  passband region and,
2 2 2 
| f(toiT,to2T ) | > 1 .0  for (toiT) +  (to2T ) >  ( 7  ir)
rep resen ting  the  stopband  region, where,
7  =  norm alized passband size param eter 
0 . 0  <  7  *  1 .0
T he Taylor Series for the cosine function can be sta ted  as follows,
2 4 6
cos(x) =  1 - x  + x - x  + . . .  (2 .6)
*2 ! ~4l 6 !
o r approxim ately,
-  2
x  s  2  - 2  cos(x) (2.7)
By using the  result o f (2.7) in equation (2.5), the following can be derived,
f(cos(u)iT),cos(u)2T )) =  2 - cos(o)tT) - cos( to 2T ) (2.8)
1 - cos(7 t t )
By m aking a  further trigonom etric substitution, (2.8) can be equivalently sta ted  as follows,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
f(cos(coiT),cos(oj2T )) =  2 - cos(toiT) - cos(co2T ) (2.9)
2
2 sin ( y  t t )
~2
This function rep resen ts  a suitable Chebyshev argum ent in the variables cos(w iT ) and cos(w2T). 
F o r solution o f the roo ts  for the earlie r staled  transfer function, (2.2), it is necessary to  define the 
Chebyshev argum ent as a function o f the two z-dom ain variables. T h e  following relationship provides 
this transform ation,
-1
cos(ioiT) =  zi +  Zj (2.10)
2
Substituting (2.10) in to  (2.9) an appropria te  function in the  z-dom ain variables is attained.
-1 -1
A rg  =  4 - z i . zj - Z2 - Z2 (2.11)
2
4 sin (7  i t )
~2~
I t is now necessary  to  find the denom inator roots o f the transfer function sta ted  in (2.2). Setting 
tha t expression equal to  ze ro  yields the following,
2
1 +  (e Cn(Arg)) -  0  (2.12)
Letting,
-1
cos (Arg) =  W  =  u +  j v
produces the  following,
2
1 +  (e cos( n (u  +  j  v ) )) = 0  (2.13)
or,
cos(n  (u  +  j  v)) =  + -  j  (2 .14)'*
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E xpanding ihe com plex valued cosine function in to  its real and  imaginary parts yields the 
following,
cos(n u)cosh(n v) - j  sin(n u)sinh(n v) =  +  - j (2.15)
e
By studying the  real and imaginary parts o f (2.15) separately  the roots of the polynomial can be 
ascerta ined .
cos(n u) cosh(nv) =  0 (2.16)
Since,
T herefo re ,
cosh(x) <  =  1.0 for any x
cos(n u) =  0 
n u =  (2 k +  1) it for |k |  =  0, 1,2,
Uk =  (2 k +  1) tt for k =  0,1,2, . . .  2n - 1
2 n
C onsidering the  im aginary part,




T herefo re ,
sin(n Uk) =  +  - 1.0 for all k
sinh(n v) =  +  - 1
-1 -1
vk =  sinh (e ) for all k (2.19)
T herefo re , (2.11) and (2.12) lead to  the following,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A rg  =  cos(W k) (2.20)
-1 -1
4 - z i - z i - Z2 - Z2 =  cos(W k) (2.21)
2
4 sin ( y  tt)
~ 2~
From  these  roots the transfer function denom inator polynom ial m ust be developed. A  d irect 
solution for the  z-dom ain variables in (2.21), to  yield the polynom ial factors, leads to  an unrealizable 
filler. A lthough this filler is unrealizable, its responses can  be generated . T he m agnitude response o f 
an exam ple is given in  F igure 2.1 (com puter program  source code given in A ppendix  2). In this 
figure, a  circularly sym m etric passband is p resent with ripple and large a ttenuation in the stopband . 




for the  following expression,
-1 -I
(zi +  ZI ) +  (Z2 +  Z2 )
yields,
-1 -1 £l -£l &
(zt +  Zi ) +  (Z2 +  Z2 ) =  e +  e  +  e + e  (2.22)
Letting,
-  & = £
ensures tha t the solution is exact along toiT = g>2T.
U sing this relation in (2.22) yields the  following,
-1 -1 z -z
(z i +  zi ) +  (Z2 +  Z2 ) =  2(e +  e ) (2.23)
U sing the  result o f  (2.23) to  solve for the o ther term s in (2.21) yields the following values for £.
-1 2
£k =  cosh (1 - sin (y tt) cos(W k)) (2.24)
T
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Hagnitude Response [JB1
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-3 ,1 4 2
3,142 3,142
Type - Exact n  =  4 Amax =  0.5 7 =  0 J  
Figure 2.1: M agnitude Response for Exact Solution
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l t  is necessary to  rep resen t (2.23) in the form o f realizable polynom ial factors. T hrough the 
filter’s developm ent it has been found that the following factors are  sufficient,
-1 -1 gk gk
(z i +  Z2 -2e )(z i +  Z2 -2e ) =  0 (2.25)
W hen studying the stability o f these factors it was found that the first factor rep resen ted  a stable 
factor and the second an  unstable factor. T herefore  the filter was constructed  from  the first factors as 
follows,
H (zi,z2) =  1 (2.26)
2n-L -1 I I  ik 
11 (zi + Z2 -2e ) 
k =  0
B. Design Exam ples
T h e  previously illustrated  filter design technique can be  sum m arized as shown in Figure 2.2 . T he  
com puter program s used to  study the responses o f this filter a re  given in A ppendix  2. Figure 2 3  
illustrates the  m agnitude response o f an exam ple filter. This response is clearly low-pass in natu re  
and  possesses a well defined  passband, with ripple. T he roo t tra jectory  m ap  of this filler is given in 
F igure 2.4. This m ap clearly indicates a stable filter, since all tra jecto ries a re  enclosed within the unit 
circle. A lthough not included in this report, the im pulse response o f this filter was also genera ted  
and converged to  zero  as expected. T he group delays o f the  filter a re  also given in Figures 2.5 and
2.6 . T hese delays do  possess the necessary flat response in the. passband  of the filter to  minimize 
signal d istortion.
T he  input param eters  to  the design technique, as given in Figure 2.2, are  Am ax, n and 7 . T he
V.-V
A m ax input pa ram ete r controls the am ount of ripple p resen t in the  filter’s passband and p roduces 
exact results. T he  passband size param eter, 7 , works as expected to  vary passband size. T he larger 
the  value o f 7  the  larger the  passband is in radial size. T he filler o rder, n, also w orks as anticipated . 
A s the  o rd er increases, th e  transition  from  passband to  stopband becom es sharper and g rea ter 
attenuation  in the stopband  is attained. T hrough exam ples, T ab le  2.1 sum m arizes response 
characteristics for this filter design m ethod.
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First Chebyshev Low-Pass 2-D im ensional Digital F iller Design 
H ( z i ,z2) =  1
B(zi,Z2)
2n-l -1 -1 £k
B(zi,Z2) =  II (zi +  Z2 - 2e )
k =  0
-1 2
=  cosh (1 - sin (7  ir) cos(VVt))
~ 2~
Wk =  Uk +  j vk 
Uk =  (2 k +  1) ir
2 n 
-1 -1
Vk =  +  - sinh (e )
(0.1 Am ax) 0.5 
e -  (10 - 1)
n =  filter o rder =  0 .5 ,1 ,1 .5 ,2 .0 ,.. .
7  «= norm alized passband size 0 .0  <  7  =  <  1 .0  
Am ax =  passband ripple (dB)
F igure 2.2: First Chebyshev Low-Pass Design M ethod
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Figure 2.3: Exam ple Filter M agnitude R esponse
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Type - C heb n *= 4 Amax =  1,0 y  =  0.5 
Figure 2.4: Exam ple Filter R oot T rajecto ries
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Group Delay 1
Type - Clieb it =  4 Am ax =  1,0 7  =  0.5 






Type - C hcb n =  4 Am ax =  1.0 7  “  0.5 
Figure 2.6: Exam ple Filler G ro u p  Delay 2
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Filter Input Param eters F ilter Response
Radial M axim um  M aximum 
n A m ax 7  Passband Passband S topband
Size G ain A ttenuation
M in. Max.
[dB] [rad] [rad] [dB] |dB]
0.5 0.2 0.684 0.720 0.461 49.2
0.4 1.140 1.440 0.460 26.8
0.6 1.710 2.160 0.485 15.4
1.0 0.2 0.684 0.720 0.920 52.0
0.4 1.140 1390 0.944 28.5
0.6 1.600 2.020 0.970 18.1
0.5 0.2 0.509 0.581 0.000 82.0
0.4 0.806 1.280 0.000 48.4
0.6 1.140 1.840 0.000 31.3
1.0 0.2 0.456 0.581 0.000 85.4
0.4 0.806 1.250 0.000 51.8




0.4 0.684 1.250 0.500 69.2
0.6 1.030 1.820 0.480 46.3
1.0 0.2 0.455 0.581 0.986 117.0
0.4 0.684 1.250 0.999 71.9
0.6 1.010 1.740 0.950 49.0
N ote - R adial Passband size m easured from tuiT =  to2T  =  0.0 
to  -3 dB point
-M agnitude Response scaled for 0 dB at 101T  =  wfT =  0 
Table 2.1: Exam ples o f First Chebyshev Filters
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III. S E C O N D  A N D  T H IR D  C H E B Y SH E V  LO W -PA SS 
2-D IM E N SIO N A L D IG IT A L  FIL T E R S
In ihe following sections, the second and th ird  Chebyshev low-pass 2-dim ensional digital filter’s
developm ent with design exam ples will be offered. A n identical developm ent to  tha t which is used
for the first Chebyshev filter is em ployed, except, that a different Chebyshev argum ent is derived.
T his argum ent was designed to  offer g rea ter dynamic range in the m agnitude response of the filter
thereby  providing larger attenuation  in the stopband.
A . Second Chebyshev F ilter D evelopm ent
T he  developm ent o f ano ther 2-dim ensional digital Chebyshev argum ent, Arg, m ust be undertaken. 
C onsider the  following function,
2 2 2 




y  =  norm alized passband size param eter 
0.0 <  y  =  <  1.0 v
A s before , this new  relationship is a circularly sym m etric function. U nlike the earlier function, it
offers g rea ter dynam ic range over the digital spectral dom ain and, this will translate directly into
larger a ttenuation  in the  filter’s stopband.
U sing the  sam e T aylor Series approxim ation for the  cosine function as used in the first
v—.
developm ent, (3.1) can be  expressed as the following, 
f(cos(coiT),cos(io2T )) =
3 - 2  cos(ioiT) - 2  cos(u)2T ) +  cos(y  tt)  (3.2)
1 - cos(7  ir)
By m aking a fu rther trigonom etric substitution, (3.2) can be equivalently sta ted  as follows,
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f(cos(ioiT),cos(w 2T ))
2
2 - sin (7  t t )  - cos(w lT) - cos(io2T)
2
2 sin (7  t t )
(3.3)
2
T his function is a second suitable Chebyshev argum ent in the variables cos(w iT ) and cos(w2T). 
A s before , for solution o f the roots for the transfer function it is necessary to  rep resen t the Chebyshev 
argum ent as a  function o f the  two z-dom ain variables. By use o f (2.10) the  following relationship is 
equivalent to  (3.3),
2 -1 -1
A rg  =  2 - sin (y  t t )  - z l  - z l  * z2 - z2
2
2  sin (7  i t )
(3.4)
2
I t is now  necessary to  find the denom inator roots o f the  transfer function. Since this is the 





1 +  (e  Cn(Arg)) =  0  (3.5)
A rg  =  cos(W k) =  cos(uk +  j vk) (3.6)
Uk ■* (2 k +  1) tt for k *= 0 ,1 ,2 ,... 2n - 1 (3.7)
2 n
- 1 - 1
Vk sinh (e ) for all k (3.8)
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A s earlier, the transfer function denom inator polynomial m ust be derived from  these roots. T he 
developm ent o f the first filler is again employed with the following results.
Letting,
yields,
-1 -1 5 <
(zi +  zi ) + (z2 +  Z2 ) = 2(c +  c ) (3.9)
- 1 2  2
£k =  cosh (1 - sin (7  -it )  cos ( W k )) (3.10)
2 2
U sing the stable polynomial factors developed earlier the filters transfer function can be stated  as 
follows,
H (zi,z2) -  1 (3.11)
2 n -i -1 -1 ^
II (zi +  Z2 -2e )
k =  0
B. T hird  Chcbvshev F ilter D evelopm ent
Following the earlier developm ents a th ird  Chebyshev argum ent was studied and is sta ted  as 
follows,
2 2 2 
f(ioiT,W2T )) -  (7  t t )  - 2((w iT) +  (u>2T ) ) (3.12)
2
(7  tt)
This relationship, the negative o f the second Chebyshev a rg u m e n t, also represents an acceptable 
circularly symm etric function. By using the identical Taylor series approxim ation and trigonom etric 
substitution as earlier, (3.12) can be expressed as follows, 
f(cos(auT),cos(o)2T )) =
2
sin (7  ir) - 2 +  cos(iuiT), +  cos(u>2T)
~2~_________________________________  (3.13)
2
2 sin (7  tt)
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o r expressed, using (2.10), in term s o f the z-dom ain variables,
2 -1 -1
A rg  =  sin (7  tt) - 2 +  zi +  zi +  Z2 +  Z2
(3.14)
2
2 sin (7  tt)
2
F or this filter, the roots o f the  denom inator polynomial are  equivalent to  those staled  in (3.6) to
(3.8). U sing these roots and  the above Chebyshev argum ent, (3.14), in the earlier shown polynomial
factor developm ent, the following results w ere attained,
- 1 2  2 
£k =  cosh (1 - sin (7  it) cos ( Wk ) ) (3.15)
~2 ~~2
with,
H (z i,z2) »  1 (3.16)
2n -l -1 -1 £k
II (zi +  Z2 -2e )
k =  0
C. Design Exam ples
T he  previously illustrated  filter design techniques can be sum m arized as shown in Figures 3.1 and 
3.2 . T he com puter program s used to  study the responses of these filters are  given in A ppendix 3 and 
4 for the second and th ird  Chebyshev designs, respectively. Since the results o f these two techniques 
are  identical only examples for the second Chebyshev filler will be given. Figure 3.3 illustrates the 
m agnitude response o f an example filler. As in the previous technique, this response is clearly 
low-pass in natu re  and possesses a well defined passband, with ripple. T he root trajectory  m ap o f 
this filter is given in Figure 3.4 . This m ap clearly indicates a stable filter. A lthough not included in 
this report, the impulse response o f this filter was also generated  and converged to  zero  as expected. 
T he  group delays o f the  filler are  also given in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 . These delays do  possess the 
necessary flat response in the passband o f the filter. In com parison to  the first Chebyshev filter, the
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Second Chebyshev Low-Pass 2-Dimensional Digital F ilter Design
H(zi,z2) = 1
B(Z1,Z2)
2 n-l - 1  - 1  Ck
B(zi,Z2) = II (zi +  Z2 - 2e )
k  =  0
- 1 2  2
£k =  cosh (1 - sin (7  n )  cos ( W k ) )
~2 ~2
Wk -  Uk +  j Vk
Uk =  (2 k  +  1) TT
2 ~n
-1 -1
Vk =  + -  sinh (e )
n
(0.1 Amax) 0.5
, e =  (10 - 1)
n =  filter order =  0 .5 ,1 ,1 .5 , 2 .0 ,...
7  *= norm alized passband size 0.0 <  7  =  <  1.0
Am ax =  passband ripple (dB)
Figure 3.1: Second Chebyshev Low-Pass Design M ethod
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T hird  Chebyshev Low-Pass 2-Dim ensional Digital F iller Design
H (zj,Z2) =  1
B(Z1,Z2)
2n - l  -1 -1 f t
B(zi,Z2) =  n  (zi +  Z2 - 2e )
k =  0
- 1 2  2
f t  =  cosh (1 - sin (y  t t )  sin ( W k ))
~ T  ~2
Wk =  Uk +  j Vk 
Uk =  (2 k +  1) tr
2 ~n 
-1 -1
Vk =  + -  sinh (e )
n
(0.1 Am ax) 0.5
e =  (10 - 1)
n =  filter o rd er =  0 .5 ,1 , 1.5, 2 .0 ,...
y  =  norm alized passband size 0.0 < y  — < 1.0
A m ax =  passband ripple (dB)
Figure 3.2: T h ird  Chebyshev Low-Pass Design M ethod
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Magnitude Response ( i n  dB)
7  W k
-3,142
.
- 3 , 1 4 2 "
1,008
3,142 3,142
Type - C heb2 n =  4 Am ax =  1.0 7 =  0.5 
F igure 3.3: Exam ple F iller M agnitude R esponse
Root T r a j e c t o r i e s
0,500
0,000  . .
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-1 ,500  -1 ,000 -0 ,500  0,000 0,500 1,000
Type - Cheb2 n =  4 Am ax =  1.0 7  =  0.5 
Figure 3.4: Exam ple F ilter R o o t T rajecto ries
1,500
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Group Delay 1
T ype - C heb2 n =  4 Am ax =  1.0 y  =  U.5 





- • x - .  _ _ ~ -
3.147^ 3.142
Type - Clieb2 n =  4 Am ax =  1.0 y =  0.5 
Figure 3.6: Exam ple Filter G roup  Delay 2
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dynamic range o f the m agnitude response is increased, as expected, but, the group delay maxima has 
also increased.
T he input param eters to  the design technique, as given earlier in Figure 3.1 and 3.2, are Amax, n 
and -y. The input param eters behave in the same m anner as those described in the earlier m ethod. 
Table 3.1 sum m arizes results attained from  this filter design by varying the input param eters.
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Filler Input Param eters Filter R esponse
R adial M aximum M aximum
n Am ax y  Passband Passband Stopband
Size G ain A ttenuation
Min. Max.
[dB] [rad] [rad] [dB] [dB]
0.5 0.2 0.5S1 0.684 0.455 60.9
0.4 1.020 1.300 0.499 37.3
0.6 1.370 1.880 0.483 24.6
1.0 0.2 0.581 0.664 0.900 63.6
0.4 0.806 1.260 0.999 40.1
0.6 1.300 1.840 0.969 27,3
0.5 0.2 0.456 0.581 0.467 99.1
0.4 0.806 1.260 0.440 63.8
0.6 1.030 1.740 0.492 44.7
1.0 0.2 0.456 0.581 0.930 102.0
0.4 0.684 1.160 0.900 66.6
0.6 1.030 1.740 0.980 47.4
0.5 0.2 0.456 0.581 0.417 137.0
0.4 0.664 1.160 0.452 90.3
0.6 0.868 1.740 0.498 64.8
1.0 0.2 0.456 0.581 0.826 140.0
0.4 0.664 1.160 0.899 93.1
0.6 0.911 1.710 0.996 67.5
N ote - R adial Passband size m easured from  toiT =  w2T  =  0.0 
to  -3 dB point
-M agnitude R esponse scaled for 0 dB at w jT  =  to2T  =  0 
T able  3.1: Exam ples o f Second and T hird  Chebyshev Fillers
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IV . B U T T E R W O R T H  LOW -PASS 2-D IM E N SIO N A L  D IG IT A L  FIL T E R  
Now a  filter using the B utterw orth  approxim ation will be developed and design exam ples will be 
given. This filter’s developm ent is similar to  that of the th ree  previously discussed fillers except that 
the B utterw orth  function is em ployed instead o f the Chebyshev.
A. F ilter D evelopm ent
A  generalized form  for the transfer function of a 2-dim ensional recursive filter with no num erator 
singularities can be sta ted  as follows,
H (zi,z2) -  1 (4.1)
B(zi,z2)
w here,
B(zi,z2) =  finite o rder polynomial in zi,z2 
By taking the  square  o f the m agnitude response of the above function and expressing it in term s 
o f the  B utterw orth  approxim ation the following can be attained,
jcoiT jo)2T  2
|H (c  ,e ) |  =  1 (4.2)
2n
1 +  (A rg)
w here,
n =  filler o rder 
A rg  =  function in cos(w tT), c o s(oj2T )
T he Uevelopment o f a  2-dim ensional digital B utterw orth  argum ent, A rg, m ust now be undertaken . 
By applying the app rop ria te  restrictions on the B utterw orth function argum ent the following can be 
stated ,
A rg  =  f(cos(a>iT),cos(co2T )) 
such that I A rg  | £  1.0 in the filler’s passband
| A rg  | >  1.0 in the filter’s stopband
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By considering the first Chebyshev filter’s argum ent for use with this filter, and em ploying the 
sam e developm ent, a B utterw orth  argum ent can be expressed as follows,
-1 -1
A rg  =  4 - z i - zi - Z2 - Z2 (4.3)
2
4 sin (7  i t )
~T ~
It is now necessary to  find the denom inator roots o f the transfer function sta led  in (4.2). Selling 
that expression equal to  zero  yields the following,
2n
1 +  (A rg) =  0 (4.4)
Letting,
p roduces the  following,
or,
A rg  =  W  =  u +  j v
2 n
1 +  (u +  j v) = 0  (4.5)
2 n
(u  +  j v) ' =  - 1 (4.6)
Solving this equation  for the appropria te  roots o f unity yields the following solution,
Uk =  cos((2 k +  1) it) for k =  0,1,2,...2n - 1 (4.7)
2 n
y"k =  sin((2 k +  1) t t )  for k =  0,l,2,...2n - 1  (4.8)
T herefore,
2  n
A rg  =  Wk (4.9)
-1 -1
4 - z i - zi - Z2 - Z2 =  Wk (4.10)
2
4 sin (7  t t )
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From  these roots, the transfer function denom inator polynomial m ust be developed. T he same 
denom inator polynomial factors, as before, are employed to  realize the following results,
-1 2
4k =  cosh (1 - sin (7  t t )  Wk) (4.11)
T
with,
H(zi,z2) -  1 (4.12)
a n  n r -
TT (zi +  Z2 -2e )
k =  0
B. Design Exam ples
T he previously illustrated filter design technique can be sum m arized as shown in Figure 4 .1 . T he 
com puter program s used to  study the responses of this filter arc given in A ppendix 5. Figure 4.2 
illustrates the m agnitude response o f an example filter. This response is clearly low-pass in nature  
and possesses a well defined passband. The root trajectory m ap of this filter is given in Figure 4 3  . 
This m ap clearly indicates a  stable filler. A lthough not included in this report, the im pulse response 
o f this filter was also generated  and converged to zero as expected. T he group delays o f the filler are 
also given in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 . These delays do possess the necessary flat response in the 
passband o f the filler. In  com parison to  the earlier shown Chebyshev filters, this filler docs not 
possess as large a  dynam ic range in the m agnitude response. It does, however, possess a m ore 
desirable g roup d e la y .
T he input param eters to  the design technique, as given earlier in Figure 4.1, are n and 7 . These 
param eters behave in an applicable m anner as those described earlier. Through examples, Table 4.1 
docum ents the  response characteristics of filters designed by this m ethod.
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B utterw orth  Low-Pass 2-Dim ensional Digital F ilter Design
H ( z i ,z2) =  1
B ( z i ,z2)
2 n-l - 1  - 1  £k
B(zj,Z2) =  11 (zi +  Z2 - 2e )
k = 0
-1 2 
£k =  cosh (1 - sin (7  -it )  W k )
_ _
Wk =  Uk +  j vk 
Uk =  cos( (2 k +  1) tt )
T n
Vk =  sin( (2 k +  1) tt  )
2~n
n =  filter order =  0.5, 1,1.5, 2, ...
7  =  norm alized passband size 0.0 <  7  <  1.0
Figure 4.1: B utterw orth Low-Pass Design M ethod
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Type - B utter n  =  4 ^  =  O i  
Figure 4.2: Exam ple Filler M agnitude R esponse
Root T r a j e c t o r i e s
1.G00
-0,500  ..
- 1 , 0 0 0
-1 ,500  -1 ,000  -0 ,500 1.500
Type - B utter n =  4 -y =  0.5 
Figure 4.3: Exam ple Filter R oot T rajecto ries





c ^ ( /
3.142 3,142
Type - B utler n =  4 7 =  0.5 




3 . 1 4 2 ^ 3 . 1 4 2
T ype - B utter n =  4 -y =  0.5 
Figure 4.5: Exam ple Filler G roup  Delay 2
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Filter Input  Param eters F ilter R esponse
Radial M aximum




2 0.2 0.805 0.867 40.8
0.4 1.440 1.740 18.5
0.6 2.400 3.090 8.10
3 0.2 0.684 0.868 61.2
0.4 1.260 1.740 27.7
0.6 2.170 2.700 11.4
4 0.2 0.581 0.801 81.6
0.4 1.140 1.740 36.3
0.6 1.940 2.640 14.9
N ote - R ad ia l Passband size m easured from  ojiT=oj2T  =  0.0 
to  -3 dB point
-M agnitude R esponse scaled for 0 dB at o>iT « to2T  =  0 
T ab le  4.1: Exam ples o f B utterw orth Low-Pass F ilters
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V. CHEBYSHEV HIGH-PASS 2-DIMENSIONAL DIGITAL FILTER
Following the  previous design techniques, a Chebyshev high-pass 2-dim ensional digital filler, with 
exam ples, will now be in troduced . This filler follows a sim ilar developm ent to  tha t discussed in the 
earlie r chapters* except, that a  new  Chebyshev argum ent will be  developed.
A . F ilter D evelopm ent
T he developm ent o f ano ther 2-dim ensional digital Chebyshev argum ent, Arg, must now be 
undertaken . In  the case o f developing a high-pass Chebyshev argum ent, it is necessary to  satisfy 
d ifferen t constrain ts with respect to  the  m agnitude o f the argum ent. T h ese  constrain ts are as follows,
2 2
|f(cos(coiT),cos(co2T ) ) | < =  1.0 for (w iT) +  (102T ) >  =  (7  tt) 
represen ting  the  passband region and,
.2
2 2 . 2  
| f(cos(ioiT),cos(w 2T )) | >  1.0 for (toiT) +  ((02T ) <  (7  tt)
represen ting  the stopband  region, where,
7  =  norm alized stopband size param eter 
0 .0  <  7  = <  1.0
C onsider the following relationship,
f(cos(wiT),cos(co2T )) =  a  (cos(w iT) +  cos(w2T ))  +  p (5.1)
w here,
a , p =  scaling param eters evaluated to  satisfy 
Chebyshev argum ent requirem ents
W ith  the following constraint,
f(cos((oiT),cos(to2T )) =  1.0 for toiT *= (02T  =  tt
in  (5.1) leads to,
P *= 2 a  +  1 (5.2)
In  addition,
f(cos(oJiT),cos(oj2T )) =  -1.0 for toiT =  7  t t  , to2T  =  0.0
in (5.1) leads to,
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a  (cos(y Tt) +  1) +  3 =  -1 (5.3)
Solving for ihe scaling param eters in (5.2) and (5.3) gives the following,
a  =  -2 (5.4)
3 -I- C O S ( y  Tt)
p =  1 - 4 (5.5)
3 +  c o s ( y  Tt)
By using the result o f (5.4) and (5.5) in (5.1), the following function can be slated,
f(cos(toiT),cos((a2T )) =  (5.6)
cos(y  n r )  - 1 - 2  ( cos(ioiT) +  c o s(« 2T ) )
3 +  cos(y  it)
This function represents a suitable Chebyshev argum ent in the variables cos(toiT) and cos(w2T). 
By using the results o f (2.10) this equation can be expressed in term s o f the z-dom ain variables as 
follows,
-I  -1
A rg  =  c o s ( y  Tt)  -1 - z i - z i - Z 2  - Z 2  (5.7)
3 +  cos(y  tt)
It is now necessary to  find the denom inator roots o f the transfer function. This is an identical 
solution to  that shown earlier, so only the  results will be sum m arized.
Solving,
2
1 +  (e C„(A rg)) =  0 (5.8)
yields,
A rg  =  cos(W k) =  cos(uk +  j \’k) (5.9)
w here,
Uk =  (2 k +  1) tt for k =  0 ,1 ,2 ,... 2n - 1 (5.10)
2  n
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-1 -1
Vk =  sinh ( e ) for all k (5.11)
n
From  these roots the transfer function denom inator polynomial m ust be derived. U sing a sim ilar 
developm ent to  that of the earlier filters, this can be attained.
Letting,
- l  -1 i  -g
(zi +  zi ) +  (z2 +  zi ) =  2(e +  c ) (5.12)
yields,
-1 2
£k =  cosh ((1 +  cos (y t t ) )  sin ( W k ) - 1 )  (5.13)
T  ~1
A s before, (5.12) must be represen ted  in the form  of realizable polynom ial factors. U nfortunately, 
the earlie r developed polynomial factor was insufficient, producing an unstable filler. T herefo re , an 
additional factor was derived to  com pensate for this instability. T he two possible polynom ial factors 
are  sla ted  as follows,
-1 -1 gk gk
(z i +  Z2 -2e )(z i +  Z2 -2e ) =  0 (5.14)
-1 -1 -€k 4k
(zj +  Z2 -2e )(z i +  Z2 -2e ) =  0 (5.15)
T he selection o f an appropria te  factor depends on the value of gk.
T he  selection o f the p ro p er polynomial factor is sum m arized as follows, with the filter’s transfer 
fu n c t io n .^
V - N
H (zi,z2) =  1 (5.16)
2n - l  ^1 ~l r T
II (zi +  Z2 -2e )
k = 0
g’k ■ gk if real com ponent o f gk is positive 
=  -gk if real com ponent o f gk is negative
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B. Design Exam ples
T he previously illustrated  filter design technique can be sum m arized as shown in Figure 5 .1 .  The 
com puter program s used to  study the responses of this filler a re  given in A ppendix  6. Figure 5.2 
illustrates the m agnitude response o f an example filler. This response is clearly high-pass in nature 
and  possesses a well defined passband, with ripple. The roo t trajectory  m ap o f this filler is given in 
F igure 5.3. This m ap clearly indicates a stable filter. A lthough not included in this repo rt, the 
im pulse response o f this filter was also generated  and converged to  zero  as expected. T he group 
delays o f the filter are  also given in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 . These delays do  possess the necessary flat 
response in the  passband o f the filter.
T he input param eters to  the  design technique, as given earlier in Figure 5.1, arc  Amax, n and  7 . 
T he  input param eter 7  works as expected to  vary the stopband size. T he  larger the value o f 7 , the 
larger the stopband  is in rad ial size. T he o ther input param eters behave as expected. T able  5.1 
sum m arizes response characteristics obtained from  this filler design .
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Chebyshev H igh-Pass 2-D im cnsional Digital F ilter Design 
H (zi,Z 2) =  1
B(zi,Z2)
2n -l -1 -1 &
B(zj,Z2) =  n  (zi +  Z2 - 2e ) 
k =  0
- 1 2  2 
£k =  cosh ((1 +  cos (y  ir))s in  ( W k ) - 1)
~ T  T
Wk =  Uk +  j Vk
Uk =  (2 k +  1) tt
2 n 
-1 -1
Vk =  + -  sinh (e )
n
(<1.1 Am ax) 0.5 
e =  (10 - 1)
n =  filter o rder =  0 .5 ,1 ,1 .5 ,2 .0 ,.. .
y  =  norm alized stopband size 0.0 <  7  =  <  1.0v_
A m ax =  passband ripple (dB)
Figure 5.1: Chebyshev H igh-Pass Design M ethod
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3.142 3.142
T ype - C heb H P  n =  4 Am ax =  0.5 7  =  0.5 
F igure 5.2: Exam ple Filler M agnitude R esponse





-1 ,500 -1 ,000  -0,500 1,500/ t
Type - C heb H P  n =  4 Am ax =  0.5 7 =  0.5 
Figure 5.3: Exam ple Filler R o o t T ra jec to rie s
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Type - C heb H P n =  4 Am ax =  0.5 y  — 0.5 
Figure 5.4: Exam ple F ilter G ro u p  Delay t
Group Delay 2
3,142 3,142
Type - C heb H P  n =  4 Am ax =  i u  7  =  1 0  
Figure 5.5: Exam ple Filter G roup  Delay 2
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Filter Input Param eters Filter Response
Radiul M aximum M aximum
n A m ax y  S topband Passband Stopband
Size G ain  A ttenuation
M in. Max.
[dB] [rad] [radj [dB] [dB]
0.5 0.3 0.469 0.570 0.497 3.84
0.4 0.918 1.500 0.486 8.09
0.5 1.250 2.400 0.499 13.2
1.0 0.3 0.693 1.050 0.990 5.67
0.4 1.030 1.780 0.970 10.5
0.5 1.400 3.140 0.990 15.8
0.5 0.3 0.700 1.370 0.496 8.15
0.4 1.140 2.370 0.490 15.2
0.5 1.400 3.220 0.4S0 22.5
1.0 0.3 0.800 1.530 0.990 10.6
0.4 1.150 2.820 0.990 17.9
0.5 1.500 3.220 0.950 25.3
0.5 0.2 0.470 0.797 0.497 5.13
0.3 0.797 1.780 0.481 13.4
0.4 1.140 3.190 0.497 22.8
1.0 0.2 0.470 1.030 0.993 7.21
0.3 0.918 1.910 0.961 16.1
0.4 1.300 3.180 0.981 25.6
- R adial Stopband size m easured from w iT =  w’T  = 0.0
to -3 dB point
-M agnitude R esponse scaled for 0 dB at w iT  =  102T  =  ir 
T ab le  5.1: Exam ples o f Chebyshev High-Pass Filters
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VI. G EN ER A L C.HEBYSHEV 2-DIM ENSIONAL DIG ITAL FILTER  
In this chapter, the development and design examples o f the general Chebyshev 2-dimensional 
digital filler will be presented. This filler provides for direct design of either a low-pass, band-pass or 
high-pass filter by varying the appropriate input parameter. This filter follows a similar development 
to that discussed for the high-pass filter, except, that a new Chebyshev argument will be developed.
A. Filter Development
The development o f  another 2-dimcnsional digital Chebyshev argument, Arg, must now be
undertaken. In the case o f developing a general Chebyshev argument, it is necessary to satisfy
different constraints with respect to the magnitude of the argument. These constraints are as follows,
| f(cos(u)iT),cos(W2T)) | =  <  1.0
2 2 2 2 
for (71 ir) =  <  (ghT) +  (012T) =  <  (7  2 tt)
representing the passband region and,
| f(cos(toiT),cos(co2T)) | >  1.0
2 2 2 2 
for (72 ir) <  (coiT) +  (102T) <  (71 ts )
representing the stopband region, where,
71 =  normalized lower passband edge parameter
0.0 *= <  71 <  72
72 =  normalized upper passband edge parameter
71 <  72 = <  1.0
"v—
Consider the following relationship, — ^
f(cos(uiT),cos(w2T)) =  a  (cos(unT) +  cos(co2T)) +  2 (J -  (6.1)
where,
a  , (3 =  scaling parameters evaluated to satisfy 
Chebyshev argument requirements
With the following constraint, •**
f(cos(coiT),cos(o>2T)) =  1.0 for toiT *= 002T “  71 ir
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in (6.1) leads to,
2  p  =  1  -  2  «  cos(-yi t t )  ( 6 . 2 )
In addition,
f(cos(toiT),cos(o)2T)) =  -1.0 for wiT =  102T =  72 t t
in (6.1) leads to,
2 a  cos(72 t t )  + 2 p =  -1 (6.3)
Solving for the scaling parameters in (6.2) and (6.3) yields the following,
«  =  1 (6.4)
c o s ( y i  -it )  -  C O s ( y 2  i t )
2  p  =  - ( c o s ( - y i  - j t )  +  c o s (72  t t ) )  ( 6 . 5 )
cos(y i t t )  - cos(y2 t t )
By using the result o f (6.4) and (6.5) in (6.1) leads to  the following function,
f(cos(coiT),cos(w2T)) =  (6.6)
-cos(7 i i t )  -  c o s (72 t t )  +  cos(tolT) +  cos(w2T)
cos(7 i t t )  -  cos(72 t t )
This function is a suitable Chebyshev argument in the variables cos(wtT) and cos(w2T). By using 
the results o f (2.10), this equation can be expressed in terms o f the z-domain variables as follows,
-  1 -  1
Arg =  -2 (cos(7 i t t )  - cos(y2 t t ) )  +  z i  +  zi +  Z 2 +  Z 2 (6.7)
2  (cos(y i it) - cos(y2 t t  ) )
It is now necessary to find the denominator roots o f the transfer function. This is an identical 
solution to that shown earlier, so only the results will be summarized.
Solving,
2
1 +  ( E Cn(Arg)) =  0  (6.8)
yields,
Arg =  cos(Wk) =  cos(uk +  j Vk) (6.9)
where,
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Uk =  (2  k +  1) tr for k =  0,1,2, . . .  2 n - 1 (6 .10)
2 n 
-1 -1
Vk *= sinh ( e  ) for all k (6 .11)
From  these  roots, the  transfer function denom inator polynomial m ust be  derived. Using an 
identical solution to  that o f the Chebyshev high-pass filler, the denom inator polynomial factors can 
be form ed as follows,
-1 2 2
£k =  cosh (cos(7 i i t )  c o s  ( W k )  +  cos(72 i t )  sin ( W k ) ) (6.12)
~ 2  T
w here,
H (Z1,Z2) «  1 (6.13)
2n - l  -1 -1
11 (zi +  Z2 -2e )
k =  0
£’k =  £k if real com ponent o f £ k is positive 
*» -£k if real com ponent o f  £ k is negative
B. Design Exam ples
T h e  previously illustrated  filter design technique can be  sum m arized as shown in Figure 6 .1 . T he  
com puter p rogram s used to  study the responses o f this filter a re  given in A ppendix  7. Because o f the 
genera l na tu re  o f  this filter, its low-pass and high-pass responses will be  studied separately.
F igure 6.2 illustrates ' tU ^m agnitude response of an exam ple low-pass filler. This response is 
clearly low-pass in na tu re  and possesses a well defined passband, with ripple. T he root tra jectory  
m ap  o f this filter is given in Figure 6.3 . This m ap clearly indicates a stable filter. A lthough not 
included in this rep o rt, the impulse response o f  this filter was also genera ted  and  converged to  zero  
as expected. T h e  g roup delays o f the filter are also given in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 . T hese delays do4*
possess the necessary  flat response in the passband o f the filter. In com parison to  the earlier
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G cncra l Chebyshev 2-Dimensional Digital F ilter Design 
H(7-1,Z2) =  1
B(Z1,Z2)
2n - l  -1 -1
B(zi,Z2> =  11 (zi + Z2 - 2e )
k =  0
- 1 2  2
£k “  cosh (cos(7 i t t )  c o s  ( W k ) +  cos(-y2 t t )  sin ( Wk ) )
T  ~2
Wk =  Uk +  j Vk 
Uk —  (2 k +  1) TT
2 n 
- I  -1
Vk =  + -  sinh (e )
n
(0.1 Am ax) 0.5 
e =  (10 - 1)
n =  filter o rder =  1, 2, 3, ...
71 =  norm alized low erpas§band edge 0.0 =  <  71 <  72
72 =  norm alized upper passband edge 71 <  72 “  <  1.0
A m ax =  passband ripple (dB)
Figure 5.1: G eneral Chebyshev Design M ethod
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Hagnitude Response ( in  dB)
w m i
m mj ^ 5 3 ® ^ /V y
4 4 ¥ -
3.142 3.142
T ype - G en C heb n =  4 Am ax =  0.5 71 =  0.0 72 =  0.4 
Figure 6.2: Exam ple Low-Pass F ilter M agnitude R esponse
Root T ra je c to r i e s
1,003
-1 ,500  -1 ,000  -0 ,500 1,000 1,500
Type - G en C heb n =  4 Am ax =  0.5 71 =  0.0 72 “  0.4 
F igure 6.3: Exam ple Low-Pass F ilter R oot T rajectories
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Group Delay i
T ype - G en C heb n =  4 Am ax «= 0.5 71 =  0.0 72 =  0.4 
Figure 6.4: Exam ple Low-Pass F ilter G roup  D elay I
Group Delay 2
T ype - G en C heb n =  4 Am ax *» 0.5 71 =  0.0 72 ** 0.4 
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discussed Chebyshev low-pass techniques, this filter offers approxim ately the sam e response as 
atta ined  from  the first Chebyshev design.
T he  input param eters to  the design technique, as given earlier in Figure 6.1, a re  Am ax, n, 71, and 
72 . AH input param eters function as expected. Table 6.1 sum m arizes results a tta ined  from  this 
filler’s low-pass design capabilities.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the m agnitude response o f an exam ple high-pass filter. This response is 
high-pass in na tu re  and possesses a well defined passband, with ripple. T he  root trajectory  m ap of 
this filler is given in Figure 6.7 . This root m ap clearly indicates a stable filler. T he g roup  delays of 
the filter a rc  also given in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 . T hese delays do  possess the necessary flat response in 
the  passband  of the filter. In  com parison to  the earlier discussed Chebyshev high-pass techniques, 
this filter offers approxim ately the sam e response.
T ab le  6.2 sum m arizes results atta ined  from  this filler’s high-pass design capabilities.
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Filter Input Param eters F iller R esponse
R adial M aximum M aximum
n A m ax 71 72 Passband Passband Stopband
Size G ain A ttenuation
M in. Max.
[dB] [rad] [rad] [dB] [dB]
0.5 0.0 0.2 0.806 0.939 0.4S0 48.4
0.0 0.4 1.390 1.970 0.480 23.4
0.0 0.6 2.620 3.320 0.490 8.41
1.0 0.0 0.2 0.806 0.939 0.967 51.1
0.0 0.4 1.370 1.880 0.975 26.2
0.0 0.6 2.400 3.160 0.996 10.9
0.5 0.0 0.2 0.581 0.911 0.457 80.4
0.0 0.4 1.030 1.840 0.473 42.9
0.0 0.6 1.940 2.850 0.494 19.5
1.0 0.0 0.2 0.581 0.911 0.910 83.2
0.0 0.4 1.030 1.840 0.950 45.7
0.0 0.6 1.820 2.770 0.987 22.3
0.5 0.0 0.2 0.456 0.911 0.496 112.0
0.0 0.4 0.911 1.820 0.496 62.5
0.0 0.6 1.590 2.740 0.500 31.2
1.0 0.0 0.2 0.456 0.806 0.990 1151K
0.0 0.4 0.911 1.740 0.990 65.2
0.0 0.6 1.490 2.730 1.000 33.9
N ote - R adial Passband size m easured from  to iT -w iT  =  0.0 
to  -3 dB point
-M agnitude R esponse scaled for 0 dB at toiT =  W2T  =  0 
T ab le  6.1: Exam ples o f G eneral Chebyshev Low -Pass Filters
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Hagnitude Response ( in  dB)
V > :  :- 'Ti  j-ry r* r  :  j
Q ^ g g g S ?
■12,593
3,142 3.142
Type - G en C heb n =  4 Aniax =  0.5 71 =  0.25 72 =  1.0 
Figure 6.6: Exam ple H igh-Pass F ilter M agnitude R esponse




1 .000 1,5001,000 -0 ,500
Type - G en C heb n =  4 A m ax =  0.5 71 -  0.25 72 =  1.0 
Figure 6.7: Exam ple H igh-Pass F ilter R oot T rajectories
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Type - G en  C heb n =  4 Am ax =  0.5 71 =  0.25 72 =  1.0 
F igure 6.8 : Exam ple H igh-Pass F iller G roup  D elay 1
Group Delay 2
Type - G en  C heb n =  4 Am ax =  0.5 71 =  0.25 72 =  1.0 
F igure 6.9: Exam ple H igh-Pass F iller G roup  D elay 2
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Filter Input Param eters Filter R esponse
R adial M aximum Maximum
A m ax 71 72 S topband Passband Stopband
Size G ain A ttenuation
M in. Max.
[dB] | rad] [rad] [dB] [dB]
0.5 0.2 1.0 0.342 0.342 0.496 3.43
0.3 1.0 1.140 1.840 0.490 10.3
0.4 1.0 1.600 3.220 0.450 19.5
1.0 0.2 1.0 0.570 0.918 0.990 5.15
0.3 1.0 1.140 2.140 0.976 12.8
0.4 1.0 1.710 3.260 0.973 2 2 3
0.5 0.2 1.0 0.693 1.250 0.499 7 3 7
0.25 1.0 1.030 1.910 0.490 12.6
0.3 1.0 1.250 3.170 0.498 18.4
1.0 0.2 1.0 0.797 1.480 0.998 9.74
0.25 1.0 1.030 2.140 0.979 15.2
0.3 1.0 1.250 3.190 0.990 21.2
0.5 0.15 1.0 0.470 0.918 0.500 6.14
0.2 1.0 0.797 1.630 0.480 12.3
0.25 1.0 1.030 3.140 0.488 19.4
1.0 0.15 1.0 0.570 1.140 1.000 6.14
0.2 1.0 0.797 1.840 0.958 15.0
0.25 1.0 1.140 3.150 0.974 22.2
N ote  - R adial S topband size m easured from  coiT -to’T  —0.0 
to  -3 dB point
-M agnitude R esponse scaled for 0 dB at cotT =  (02T  =  ir
Table 6.2: Exam ples of G eneral Chebyshev H igh-Pass Filters
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VII. F IL T E R  IM PLEM EN T A TIO N  
T he im plem entation, through software, of 2 dim ensional digital Filters, designed by the 
previously discussed m ethods, was studied to  illustrate their application in the Field o f image 
processing. T he m ethod o f im plem entation will be discussed First, and, results attained from  filtering 
som e selected images will then  be illustrated.
A . 2-Dim ensional Recursive Digital F ilter Im plem entation
T he basic form  of the Filter transfer functions attained by use of the previously described design 
techniques is in the following form,
H(zi,Z2) «  1 (7.1)
2n-l -1 -1
IT (zi + Z2 + Ck) 
k = 0
where,
Ck =  complex valued constant calculated as 
p e r speciFic design m ethod and input 
param eters
n =  Filter o rder
It is necessary , for im plem entation, to  express this transfer function as an  expanded polynomial 
instead of the product o f factors, as follows,
H (z i,z2) =  aoo (7.2)
N N -i -j
2  2  b i j  z i  Z 2
i = 0 j = 0
where,
aoo =  num erator coefficient (used for m agnitude scaling)
N • -  2  n
bij =  denom inator polynomial cocfFicicnls 
(boo =  1.0)
T he conversion from  (7.1) to  (7.2) is accom plished by use of the com puter program
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T R A N SFE R .PA S. T he source code listing o f this program  is given in each m ethods’ appendix, 
respectively.
This function (7.2) can now be expressed in a d ifference equation form, which can be 
im plem ented, as follows,
N N
y(n i,n2) =  aoo x(ni,n2> - 2  2  bij y(ni-i,n2-j) (7.3)
i =  0 j =  0 
( i , j ) * ( 0,0)
w here,
x (n j,n2) =  2-dim ensional input sequence 
y (n i,n2) =  2-dim cnsional ou tput sequence 
n i,n 2 =  sequence indices 
T hrough studying the form  of the filter polynomials, (7.3) can be sim plified to  only consider the 
non-trivial filter coefficients. By considering this upper triangular region of recursion, the  following 
can be  stated ,
N N-i
y (n i,n2) =  aoo x(ni,n2) - 2  2  bij y(ni-i,n2-j) (7.4)
i —0 j = 0  
Go W  (o,o)
In  addition, th rough observing symmetry in the filter polynomial coefficients, a  fu rther 
sim plification can be m ade. Since,
bij =  bji
(7.4) can be com putationally  sim plified to,
N-i
y (n i,n2) =* aoox(m ,n2) -  2  bn y(ni-i,n2-i) (7.5)
i = 1
N-j-1 N-j
- 2  -2  bjk (y(ni-j,n2-k) +  y(m -k,n2-j)) 
j  =  0 k = j  + 1
B. Im plem entations in Image Processing
Im age processing provides vast applications for the use o f 2-dim ensional digital fillers. Low -pass
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filters are  used for sm oothing images. This is done prim arily for dim inishing spurious effects that 
may be present in a digital image [12]. In contrast, high-pass filtering is done prim arily for feature  
and edge enhancem ent [12].
F or testing o f the capabilities o f fillers designed using the previously developed techniques their 
im plem entation through softw are (program  source code given in A ppendix  8) was undertaken . T h e  
filters used for each  im age arc  given in Table 7 J  and the images arc  shown in Figures 7.1 through 
7.6 . E quation  (7.4) was used in the im plem entation software. In Figures 7.1 and 7.2, various degrees 
o f blurring w ere in troduced  in to  the digital images. A s the filters’ passband size increased radially, 
the  am ount o f b lurring decreased , as expected. In  Figure 7 3 , the sign im age was processed with 
various high-pass filters. A s the  size o f the fillers’ stopband increased radially, m ore inform ation was 
rem oved from  the  original image. In the case o f the u pper right image, dynam ic com pression was 
achieved, due to  a relatively small stopband. For the lower right image, all illum ination effects are  
suppressed  and  transitions rem ain. F o r the piston image, identical filters to  those im plem ented on 
the  sign image w ere used. D ue to  partial dynamic range usage in the original image and  full dynam ic 
range scaling in the im plem entation software, the upper right im age is an enhancem ent o f the 
original image. A dditionally, due to  non-uniform  illumination o f the  original im age, the horizontal 
and  vertical transitions w ere no t sensed  in the lower left image. In  F igure 7.4, high-pass fillers 
designed by th e  general Chebyshev filter m ethod w ere im plem ented. A s was done in the previous 
im age varying rad ial sizes o f stopband  w ere used and a re  sum m arized in T able  7.1 . For the chess 
board  im age, rising transtions w ere sensed, but, due to  the filter o rd e r  relative to  the image size, 
falling transitions w ere de tec ted  to  a sm aller degree. W ith the skull image, dynam ic com pression was 
achieved in the  u pper right processed  image and further com pression was shown in the low er right 
im age. In  the case of the low er left image, m ost of the image inform ation was rem oved and noise 
am plification was in troduced.
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Figure Im age F iller Type Location n Am ax 7
7.1 T erm inal C h cb l
7.2 Term inal B utter
7.3 Sign C heb H P
Piston C heb H P
U L Original Image
U R 4 1.0 0 .3
L R 4 1.0 0 .5
LL 4 1.0 0 .7
n 7
U L O rigina I Image
U R 4 0.1
L R 4 0.3
LL 4 0.5
n A m ax 7
U L Originail Image
U R 4 0.5 0.3
L R 4 0.5 0.5
LL 4 0.5 0.7
U L O riginal Im age
U R 4 0.5 0.3
LR 4 0.5 0.5
LL 4 0.5 0.7
n A m ax 71 72
Chess G en  C heb U L O riginal Image
U R 3 L 0  0.3 1.0
LR 3 J .O  0.4 1.0
LL 3 X -1 &  0.5
V - s
1.0
Skull G en  C heb U L O riginal Image
U R 3 1.0 0.3 1.0
L R 3 1.0 0.4 1.0
L L 3 1.0 0.5 1.0
U L  =  U p p er Left U R  — U pper Right L L  =  Low er Left L R  =  Low er R ight 
T ab le  7.1: F ilter Input Param eters for Processed Images





Figure 7.1: Im ages Processed with F irst Chebyshev 
Low -Pass Fillers
Figure 7.2: Images Processed with B utterw orth  
Low-Pass Fillers
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Figure 7 3 : Im ages Processed with Chebyshev 
H igh-Pass F ilters
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Figure 7.4: Im ages Processed with G eneral Chebyshev 
H igh-Pass Fillers
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
It can be clearly sta led  that a viable m ethod for the design of inherently stable, first quadran t,
2-dim cnsional, recursive digital filters has been  developed and their efficient im plem entation in image 
processing has been  illustrated. From  the six different design m ethods p resen ted , the ability to  
design a desired  low-pass, band-pass o r high-pass filler has been  shown. T he stability o f any filter 
designed is guaran teed  through its developm ent and the transfer function polynomial is easily studied 
due to  its factorability. In  addition, the filters lend them selves to  efficient im plem entation due to  their 
u p p er triangular first quadran t recursion and coefficient symmetry. Also, since the degree o f relative 
stability o f these filters can be determ ined , they can be im plem ented in finite precision arithm etic  
systems.
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A P PE N D IX  1
IBM  PC Plotting and V A X Impulse 
R esponse G eneration  Program  Source C ode
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1 procedure grnph2d(data:form ;n:ln teger;title :form 4);
2
3 {NMWMtt«N*K»NttNM***«#W*WMNMMMK»N
4 Procedure to  Draw Line graphs 
6
7 var
8 I ,x ,y , la s tx . la s ty , I  {Integer;
9 xy tarray [ I . .2 . I . .2] of rea l;
10 range :array [ I . .2 J  of re a l;
11 flag2 {boolean;
12 temp2 schar;
13 th e ta .d lf f  :rea l;
14
16
17 L is t of Variables
18 Name Use
19
20 data « array containing points to be p lotted
21 n ■ number of separte graphs contained in data
22 1,1 » loop counters
23 x ,y , la s tx ,la s ty  ■ computational variables used during p lo t
24 xy ■ array to  store range of graph
25 range ■ array to  store differences in xy
26 flag2,temp2 » variables used in program option selection






34 Find range of points in graph
36
37 x y C l.I] : -0 .0 ;
38 x y [ l.2 ]:*0 .0 ;
39 xy t2 .I]:« 0 .0 ;
v. 40 xy[2 ,2 ]s*0.0 ;
"N "—4 1  fo r I j «I to  n*npts do
■—-42 ' '  beg I n
43 I f  x y [ l,2 ]< d a ta [ l, l ]  then x y [ l .2 ] : - d a ta [ l , l ] ;
—44 I f  x y [ l . l ]> d a ta [ l , i ]  then x y [ l . l ] : « d a ta [ l . l ] ;
45 I f  xy [2 .2 ]<data [2 ,I] then x y [2 ,2 ]:*d a ta [2 ,I] ;
46 | f  x y [2 ,l]> d a ta [2 J ] then x y [2 , l] :* d a ta [2 . I ] ;
47 end;
48
50 Selection of u n it c irc le
52
53 w r lte ( ’ Do you want u n it c irc le  shown in p lo t (Y/N) ’ ) :
54 readln(temp2);
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55 f Iag 2:» fa lse ;
56 temp2:«Upcase(temp2);
57 I f  temp2*’ Y’ then
58 begin
59 f la g 2 : - t ru e ;
60 I f  x y [ t . l ] > - t . 5  then x y [ l . ! ] : ■ - ! . 5 :
61 I f  x y [ l . 2 ] < l .5  then xyCI. 2 3 : - I .5;
62 I f  x y [2 .1 ]> -1 .0 then xy [2 .1 ] :  — 1.0;








71 r a n g e [ 1 ] : « x y [ l .2 ] - x y [ l , l ] ;
72 ra n g e [2 ] :» x y [2 .2 ] -x y [2 . I ] ;
73 I f  range[! ]< ■ ! .5"range[2] then
74 begin
75 ra n g e [ l ] :« l .5 * ra n g e [2 ] ;
76 d I f f : » x y [ I . I ] + r a n g e [ I ] -x y [ I .2 ] ;
77 x y [ l . 1 ] : - x y [ l . l ] - d l f f / 2 ;
78 x y [ l . 2 ] : - x y [ l . 2 ] + d i f f / 2 ;
79 end;
80
81 c lrs c r ;
82 h ires;
83 h lres co lo r( l5 ) ;
84 g o to x y (3 l . I ) ;
85 w r l t e ( t l t l e ) ;
86 for I :■ I to  5 do
87 begin
88 g o to x y ( l ,2 + 5 * ( l -1 ) ) ;
89 w r l t e ( x y [ 2 .2 ] - ( l - l )« r a n g e [2 ] /4 !7 :3 ) ;
90 end;
91 for I ! - I to  7 do
92 begin
93 g o to x y (8 + ( l - l ) » !1.24);
94 w r I t e ( x y [ I . I ] ♦ ( I - I ) * r a n g e [ I ] / 6 : 7 :3 ) ;
95 end;




100 for I : - I to  5 do
101 begin
102 d raw (72 ,ro un d( IO +( I - I ) *4 I . 3 ) ,7 8 ,ro u n d ( l0 + ( I - I )» 4 I .3 ) ,1 5 ) ;
103 I f  1 0 5  then
104 begin
105 for Js»l to  4 do
106 draw (74 .round(IO +(l- l )“4 l .3 + J *8 .2 6 ) ,7 6 ,ro u n d (1 0 + ( l - l ) *4 l .3 + J "8 .2 6 ) .15);
107 end;
108 end;
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109
110 fo r I:« l to 7 do
111 begin
112 draw(round(75+(l-l)*94).l72.round(75+(l-t)*94).l78 ,l5 );
113 I f  107 then
114 begin
115 fo r J : - 1 to 5 do





122 Loop to  draw m ultip le  graphs on same picture
124
125 fo r I:« l to  n do
126 begin
127 Ias tx :«round((data[I. l+ (I -1)*n p ts ]-x y [I, I))/range [I]*564•0+75);
128 las ty :* l75 -round((da ta [2 ,l+ (l-l)#np ts ]-xy [2 .1 ])/range [2 ]# l65 );
129
130 { m*nm* * h* ww»nnxmkkwwmxxmx
131 Loop to  draw each graph
133
134 fo r I : *2 to npts do
135 begin
136 x:-round ((da ta [l, l+( l- l) * n p ts ] -x y [ l.  l])/range[l]*564.0+75);
137 y:»175-round((data[2.l+(1-1)*np ts ]-xy [2 .l)) /ran ge [2 ]* l65 );
138 d ra w (x .y ,la s tx .la s ty .15);
139 las tx :*x ;





145 Draw u n it c irc le
146
147
148 I f  fIag2 then
149 begin
150 fo r l : - l  to  100 do
151 beg I n —"“--v.
152 th e ta :*( I-I)/I00*»2*pl;
153 x:*round((cos(the ta )-xy [l,l])/range [l]"564 .0+75);
154 y:« l75-round((s ln(theta)-xy[2, l])/range[2]»*l65);




159 fo r l : * l  to  200 do
160 begin
•61 y:« l75-round(-xy[2 .l]/range[2 ]» l65);
162 x :» round(((range [l]) '*(l-l)/l99 )/range [l]*564+75);
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163 p lo t(x .y , l5 )
164 end;
165
166 fo r I:*1 to 175 do
167 begin
168 y:-l75 -round(range [2 ]*(l-1 )/l74 /range [2 ]*l65 );
169 x:«round((-xy[1,1])/range[l]«564+75);




175 Halt fo r user In itia te d  screen dump
177
178 repeat u n til KeyPressed;
179 end;









8 I .J . I < J . r l . r 2 , r 3 . r 4 , r 5 . r 6 , r 7 , r 8 , x . y . x 2 , y 2  {Integer;
9 z m a x ,z m ln .fa c t ,fa c t2 .fa c t l . fB c t3  :re a l;
10 dxy :array C I. . 2 . 1. .npts] of Integer;
11 range sarray [ I . . 3] of re a l ;
12 Input : char;
13 f lag  {boolean;
14
16




21 I .J .k  “ Loop counters
22 zmax.zmln > Maximum and minimum values In z d irection
23 f a c t . f a c t l . f a c t 2 , f a c t 3  » Computational variables
24 dxy » array to store transformed 30 to 2D points






32 I n i t i a l  Ize screen
33
34
35 c lrscr ;
36 w rite  In;
37 w r l te ln C  Plot of ’ . t i t l e ) ;
38 w r l t e ( ’ Do you want hidden line removal ( Y /N ) ' ) ;
39 read ln f Input);
40 lnput(»upcase( Input);
4 r v = * J f  lnput»'Y' then
42 — « * />  lag {- true
43 else
44 — f Iag :> fa  Ise;
45 h ires;
46 h lre s c o lo r (15);
47
49 f ind  Zmax and Zmln
50 * m«xm* nxn* nkx«»n* kk}
51
52 zmaxs*data[3.I];
53 zm ln {*d a ta [3 , I ] ;
54 for I {»1 to  npts do
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55 begin
56 If  zm ax<data[3 ,I]  then  z m a x : -d a t a [3 . I ] ;
57 If  zm ln> da ta [3 .I ] then  z m ln :« d a ta [3 , I ] ;
58 end;
59 i f  zmax*zmln then zmax:«zmax+l;
60
62 Draw I n i t i a l  screen  -  axis* and range
$3 ###***#***#*#*##****#*#***#****#******}
64
65 g o t o x y ( 2 l . l ) ;
66 v r l t e ( t l t l e ) ;
67 GotoXY(73.8);
68 w r l te (z m ax :7 :3 ) ;
69 g o to x y (7 3 .18):
70 w r l t e ( z m ln :7 :3 ) ;
71 g o to x y ( l .2 0 ) ;
72 w r l t e ( x y [ 2 . I ] : 7 : 3 ) ;
73 g o to x y (7 l ,2 0 ) ;
74 w r l t e ( x y [ l , l ] : 7 : 3 ) :
75 g o toxy(40 ,25);
76 w r l t e ( x y [ I , 2 ] : 7 : 3 ) :
77 g o toxy(30 ,25):
78 w r l t e ( x y [ 2 . 2 ] : 7 : 3 ) :
79 d raw (307 .101,575,146.15);
80 d raw (307 ,101 .40 .146 ,15);
81 d raw (307 .101 .307 .11 .15);
82 d raw (4 0 .146 .40 .56 .15):
83 d raw (4 0 ,5 6 .3 0 7 .11.15);
84 draw (307.11,5 7 5 .5 6 .1 5 ) ;
85 d raw (57 5 .56 ,5 75 .146.15);
86 d raw (575 .146 .307,191.15);
87 d raw (307 .191 .40 .146 .15);
88 r a n g e [ I ] : * x y [ I ,2 ] - x y C I . I ) ;




93 Perform t r a n s fo rm a t io n  of 3D p o in t s  In to  2D screen  a rray
95
96 f a c t : » x y [ l .  1 ] / r a n g e [ lT -x y I? « J ] / r a n g e [ 2 ] :
97 f a c t  I x y [ l . l ] / r a n g e [ l ] - x £ ) [ 2 .  l ] / r a n g e [ 2 ] ;
98 fo r  I : - l  t o  n p ts  do
99 begin
•00 f  a c t 2 : - d a t a [ 2 , 1 ] / r a n g e [ 2 ] - d a t a [ I . I ] / r a n g e [  I ] ;
101 fact3 :»data [2 ,I]/range [2 ]+data [I. I ]/ra n g e [I) ;
102 dxy[ I , I ] : -307+round(( f a c t2 + fa c t )« 2 6 7 ) ;




107 Draw graph in x -z  p lane
108
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110 for I :»2 to nptsx do
111 begin
112 J : * ( l - I ) « n p ts y + I ;
113 draw(dxy[I, J ] ,d x y [2 .J ] .d x y [ I , J -np tsy ] .dxy [2 ,J -nptsy ] ,15);
114 end;
115
| 16 {M KM M N M M N N ttN tfXN H M N N N W ttM ffM
117 Draw graph In y-z  plane
1 1 8  ftM W M M X ttM X M ttN N X ftX X M X M N ttK tt}
119
120 for I:»2  to nptsy do
121 begin
122 d ra w (d x y [ l , l ] .d x y [2 .1 ] .d x y [ l .  I - I ] , d x y [ 2 . 1 - U . I 5 ) ;
123 end;
124
12 5  {X « « « « M N « N tt* X K X X X K * M « K « « N K « N * « « « « M M K N W N M * X N « « N W « N «
126 Draw surface as a series of squares In xyz space
127 a*###*###**####*####*###*######***#*###*###****##}
1 2 8
129 for I:»2 to  nptsy do
130 begin
131 for J:»2 to  nptsx do
132 begin
133 k :« (J - l ) *n p ts y + l;
134 x :» d x y [ l ,k ] ;
•35 y :«dxy[2 ,k ];
136 I f  f la g  then
137 begin
138 x2 :«d x y [ l .k -n p ts y - l ] ;
139 y2:«dxy[2 .k -nptsy-t] ;
140 r l : - x 2 - d x y [ l . k - l ] ;
141 r2 :-y 2 -d x y [2 .k -l];
142 r3 :*x 2 -d x y [ I .k -n p ts y ] ;
143 r4 :*y2-dxy[2 .k -np tsy ];
144 r 5 : - x - d x y [ l . k - l ] ;
145 r6 :» y -d x y [2 .k - l ] ;
146 r7s»x-dxy[I ,k -nptsy];
147 r8 :«y -dxy[2 .k-nptsy];
148 fo r  ls-1 to  15 do
149 begin
150 drau(x.y,round(dxy[ I ,k - l]+ r  1 •* 1 /15>. round(dxyC2. k- I3 *r2 * l/1 5 ).0 );
151 d raw (x ,y .round(dxy[I .k -nptsy]+r3*l / l5 ) .round(dxyt2(k -n p ts y ]+ r4 " l / l5 ) .0 ) ;
152 d raw (x2 ,y2 .ro u nd (d xy[l .k - l ]+ r5*1 /15 ) ,round(dxy[2 ,k - I]+ r6"1 /1 5 ) .0 ) ;
153 draw(x2,y2.round(dxy[ I ,k -n p ts y ]+ r7 * l / l5 ) . ro u n d (d x y [2 .k -n p ts y ]+ r8 ' ' l / l5 ) .0 ) ;
154 end;
155 d r a w (d x y [ l ,k - l ] .d x y [2 .k - l ] .d x y [ l .k -n p ts y - l ] ,d x y [2 ,k -n p ts y - l ] ,  15);
156 d ra w (d x y [I .k -n p ts y ] ,d x y [2 ,k -n p ts y ] ,d x y [ I .k -n p ts y - I] ,d x y [2 ,k -n p ts y - I] ,15);
157 end;
'58 d r a w ( x .y ,d x y [ l . k - l ] ,d x y [ 2 .k - l ] , 15);
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163
164 {H N H » H M * f tM t t * K » * f t t tN W t tM M * * » » » N « * N M W N N * N * R » * »
165 Pause for keyboard In i t ia te d  screen dump
167
168 repeat u n t i l  KeyPressed;
169 end;
170
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1 c
2 c This Is a program to generate the Impulse
3 c response of a two dimensional f i l t e r  from
4 c Its  transfer function
5 c
6 c INPUT -  th is  program expects to  read a disk
7 c f i l e  that contains the coeff ic ients  of the
8 c transfer function In expanded form. After the Integer
9 c order with respect to z l  and z2, respectively, the
10 c real numbers representing the coeff ic ients  should be
I I c availab le  In the following order:
12 c num scale fac tor .
13 c c ( 0 . 0 ) , c ( 0 , 1) . c ( 0 ,2 )  . . .  c ( 0 .n ) . c ( l . 0 )  . . .  c ( l , n )  . . .  c(m.n]
14 c
IS c c (0 .0 )  -  1.0
16 c
17 c
18 c OUTPUT -  the program w i l l  output an array of Identical form
19 c containing the Impulse response. I f  the response does not
20 c decay to zero the program w i l l  Indicate I t  with a message
21 c *
22 c w rit ten  by Tim Kent
23 c June 87
24
25 real c (5 0 .5 0 ) .y ( 1000,1000)
26 Integer m.n.a.b
27 character#20 f 1l e l n . f 1leout






34 p r in t  * .  'Enter Input Filename'
35 read 10. f 1leIn
36 10 format(a20)
37 p r in t  ». 'Enter Output Filename'
38 read 10. f l le o u t
39 o p e n ( l . f 11e - f 1le in .s ta tu s * 'o ld ' )
40 o pe n (2 ,f1le » f 11eout.s ta tus*•new’ )
41
42 r e a d d . * )  m
43 re a d ( l ,« )  n
44 re a d (1 .* )  scale
45 do l« l ,n + l
46 do J«l,m+I




51 f la g l * . t r u e .
52 e r r o r - . f a ls e .
53 1-1
54 Jmax-0
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55
56 do whlle ( f l a g l )
57 f la g l * . f a ls e .
58 f Iag 2* . t ru e .
59 J- l
60 do while ( f lag 2)
61 f Iag 2 * . fa ls e .
62 output*0.0
63 I f  ( l . e q . l .a n d .J .e q .1) output*scale
64 do k*2,m+l
65 k2*l-k+ l
66 I f  (k 2 .g t .0 )  then
67 c p r in t * .  I . J . '  ’ .ou tp u t . ’ ’ . c ( l . k ) , ’ * .y (J .k2 )
68 output*ou tput-c ( l .k )*y (J .k2)
69 I f  (ab s(y (J ,k2 ) ) .g t .sm a l1) f la g 2 - . t ru e .
70 end I f
71 end do
72 do 1-2,n+l
73 I2 -J - I+ I
74 I f  ( I2 .g t .0 )  then
75 c p r in t * .  I . J . ’ ’ .o u tp u t , ’ ’ . c ( l . l ) . ’ ’ . y ( l 2 . l )
76 output-output-c(1,1) * y ( 12.1)
77 i f  (a b s (y ( l2 , I ) ) .g t .s m a 1 1) f la g 2 - . t ru e .






84 I f  ( k 2 .g t .0 .a n d . l2 .g t .0 )  then
85 c p r in t * .  1 .J . • ’ .o u tp u t . ’ ’ . c ( l . k ) . ’ ’ .y ( l2 .k 2 )
86 output*output-c(1,k ) *y ( I2 ,k 2 )




91 [ f  (abs(output).gt.smal1) f lag 2* . t ru e .
92 c p r in t * .  I .J ,output
93 i f  (abs(ou tpu t) . I t .sm at1/100) output*0 .0
94 y(J . I ) -o u tp u t
95 I f  ( f Iag 2)  f l a g l * . t r u e .
96 I f  (J.ge.Jmax) then
97 Jmax*J
98 else
99 f Iag 2* . t ru e .
100 end I f
tot J-J+ '
102 I f  (J.gt.max) then
103 erro r* .t ru e .




108 l - l+ t
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109 I f  ( l .g t .m ax ) then
110 e r ro r* . t ru e .





116 i f  (e r ro r )  p r in t  # , 'Response did not reach zero*
117
118 w r l te (2 .# )  Imax
119 w r l te (2 .# )  Jmax
120 do J*I,Jmax
121 do I* I , Im ax
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1 c
2 c This program reads data f i l e s  w ritten  by IMPULSE.FOR
3 c and creates a REGIS graphics f i l e  that when typed to
4 c the terminal draws a surface representing the Impulse
5 c response
6 c
7 c By Tim Kent June 87
8 c
9 c Language Vax FORTRAN
10 c -
It real data(500 .500 ) ,xy(2 .2 ).range(3)
12 Integer dxy(2,250000)
13 character*20, f 1 l e ln . f l le o u t
14
15 p r in t * ,  ’Enter data filename'
16 read 10,f 11e 1n
17 10 format(a20)
18 p r in t * ,  'Enter REGIS format output filename'
19 read 10,f l le o u t
20 o p e n ( I , f 11e - f 1le In ,s ta tu s * ’ o ld ' )
21 o pen(2 ,f1l e * f 1leout,s ta tus - 'new ')
22
23 w r i t e ( 2 , * )  char(27 ) / / 'P 0p  S(E) S(C0)’
24
25 r e a d ( l , * )  nptsy









35 c lo s e d )
36
37 x y d . l ) - l
38 x y ( l .2 ) -n p tsx




43 zm ln -datad , 1)
44 do 1*1,nptsx ~
45 do J - l .np tsy
46 I f  ( d a t a d , J).gt.zmax) zmax*data(l,J)




51 call  draw(399.239.799.359 .D
52 c a l l  draw(399,239.0.359.1)
S3 ca ll  draw(399,239.399.0.1)
54 ca ll  d raw (0 .359 .0 .70 . l)
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55 c a l l  draw(0.70 .399 .0 ,1 )
56 c a l l  draw(399.0 ,799.70 .1)
57 ca ll  draw(799.70.799.359.1)
58 ca ll  draw(799,359.399.479.D
59 ca ll  draw(399.479.0 .359.1)
60
61 r a n g e ( l ) * x y ( l . 2 ) - x y ( l , l )
62 ra n g e (2 )*x y (2 ,2 ) -x y (2 .1)
63 range(3)*zmax-zmln
64
65 f a c t * x y ( 1,1) / r a n g e ( I ) - x y ( 2 ,1) /range(2)
66 f  act 1 — x y (1.1) / ra n g e (1) - x y ( 2 , 1) /range(2)
67 do I - 1 , nptsx
68 do J - l ,np tsy
69 f a c t 2 - f l o a t ( j ) / r a n g e ( 2 ) - f lo a t ( 1) / ra n g e (1)
70 f  ac t3« f1o a t (J ) / ra n g e (2 )+ f1o a t ( 1) / ra n g e (1)
71 k - ( M ) * n p t s y + J
72 d x y ( l ,k ) -3 9 9 + in t ( ( fa c t2 + f  act )** 399+0.5)





78 do 1 -2 .nptsx
79 J - ( l - l ) * n p ts y + l
80 c a l 1 drau(dxy(1 .J ) .d x y (2 .J ) ,d x y ( l .J -n p tsy ) ,d xy (2 .J -n p tsy ) ,3 )
81 end do
82
83 do I - 2 . nptsy
84 cal 1 draw(dxy( 1, l ) ,d x y (2 ,  l ) ,d xy (  1 .1 - I ) .d x y ( 2 .1 - D .3 )
85 end do
86
87 do 1 -2 .nptsy
88 do J-2.nptsx
89 k - (J - l ) *n p ts y + l
90 c a l 1 d ra w (d x y (1 .k ) .d x y (2 .k ) .d x y ( l .k - l ) ,d x y (2 ,k - t ) .3 )




95 w r l te (2 ,5 0 )  zmax
96 50 fo rm ate  P[0,460] T”max -  • .£ 1 5 .8 . ’ " ' )
97 w r l te (2 ,6 0 )  zmln








106 subroutine d raw (a .b .c .d ,1)
107 Integer a .b .c .d
108 w r l te (2 .2 0 )  a .b . l
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109 20 formate P[ ’ . 1 4 . 1 4 . ’ ] W (l’ . I I . • ) • )
110 wrlte(2 ,30) c.d
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A P PE N D IX  2
First Chebyshev Low-Pass Filler 
R esponse Program  Source C ode

























































*  This program calculates the frequency, phase and delay
*  response of a two dimensional d ig i ta l  f i l t e r  derived
*  from the second chebyshev argument 
«
*  Program By -  Tim Kent Date Nov.86
*  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3.0
S o lt is  . T. Kent*  FI I te r  Theory -  Dr. J. 
«
■array [ I . . 3 . 1. .npts] of real  
■array [ I . . 2 . I . . 2 ]  of re a l ;  
■array [ I . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;
■ s tr ln g [40 ];
:form;




















amax.eps.factO.gamma.cl.x .y .s .t.wtl,wt2,mag,pl,p2,scale  
phase,deltal,delta2.delp1.delp2,n  :r e a I ;
I . J.k.m.nextx.nexty sInteger;
u .v .cu.cv.zu .zv  :array [h .ordmax] of re a l;
Z l , z 2 . t t . t 2 . d p . t 3 . t 4  :form3;
f lag  tboolean;
temp jchar;




procedure cadd(var z l ,z2 ,z3 :form 3);
Procedure to simulate complex addition
begin
Z l [ l ] : - z 2 [ l ] + z 3 [ l ] ;
z ! [2 ] : -z 2 [2 ]+ z 3 [2 ] ;
end;
: r e a I ;
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55
56 procedure cexp(var x ,y :re a l) ;
57
58




63 s , t  sreal;
64 begin
65 t : * x ;
66 s :*y :
67 x:*exp(t)#cos(s);
68 y :«exp (t)*s in (s );
69 end;
70
7) procedure cmult(var zl,22,z3:form 3);
72
73




78 z l [ 1 ]:« z2 [I]*z3 [l]-z2 [2 ]# z3 [2 ];
79 z l [ 2 ] : “ Z2[I]*z3[2 ]+z2[2]*z3[ 1];
80 end;
81
82 procedure arccosh(var zl,z2 :form 3);
83
84




89 x .y .b .c .d .e .f.g .t.s lg n  :re a l;
90
91 begin
92 x :- z 1C1 ] ;




97 lf*O »0  then
98 s 1 gn:■ 1
99 else
100 sign: — 1;
101 e:»y+slgn»sqrt((sqrt(b#b+c#c)-b)/2);
102 f:« ln(sqrt(d*d+e#e));
103 I f  ((abs(e)<1e-)00)and(d<0.0)) then
104 t:» p l
105 else
106 begin
107 I f  abs(d)<le-l00 then
108 begin
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109 I f  e>-0 then
110 sIgn:-1
111 else
112 s lg n :« -l;




117 t:»a rc tan(e /d );
118 I f  d<0 then
119 I f  e>0 then
120 t:» t+ p l
121 else
122 t !» t - p l ;
123 end;
124 end;
125 g : - t ;















141 c lrs c r ;
142
143 {«NNN*«NW«»«tt**N«N»*N«WMMN*«W»*W
144 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
145 «*««wnm* * n* m*«n*«n* wnwnm«n* * m* n}
146
•47 wrlteln('Frequency Response -  Type I -  Chebyshev Argument #2’ ) ;
•48 w rlte ln ;
•49 wrlteC'Enter order of f i l t e r  (♦ve < ',ordmax,'/2) ; * ) :
150 readln(n); "v -
•51 m:*trunc(2»n);
•52 w r lte ( ’ Enter passband r ip p le  Amax ; ' ) ;
•53 readln(amax);
• 54 w r lte ( ’ Enter Gamma (0<gamma<l.0 )  ; ' ) ;
•55 readln(gamma);
156 c 1 i *s I n ( gamma#p l/2)**s i n (gamma*p 1/2);
•57 w rlte ln ;
•58 eps:*sqrt(exp(0.I*am ax*ln(10))-I);
• 59
I 60 { XKMHNNXXHXNHXMXNMWWOWNNXttOXXXtttt
•51 Ca IcuI at I on of chebyshev poles
162
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163
164 fa c tO :  — ln (  l / e p s + s q r t (  l / e p s / e p s + l ) ) / n ;
165 f o r  k : « l  t o  m do
166 beg in
167 u [ k ] : * ( 2 * k - l ) * p l / 2 / n ;
168 v [ k ] : » f a c t 0 ;
169 end;
170
172 C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  C os ine  o f  chebyshev  p o l e s
| 73 XtfKHXWXNXXNXXWXXWMXXXMMMMXXXXXWXXXffXNN***}
174
175 f o r  k : * l  t o  m do
176 b e g in
177 cu [k]:»0.5#cos(u[k])*(exp(v[k])+exp(-v[k]));




182 C a lc u l a t i o n  o f  Zsl —  ( A rc c o s h (z ) )
183 XXHItKKXtUHHHtXHXNXXXHXXXXXXXHXXMXXX**#}
184
185 f o r  k :«1 t o  m do
186 beg in
187 cu [k]:«c l#cu [k];
188 c v [k ]:-c l*c v [k ];
•89 z l [ I ] : - 1-cuCk];
190 z l [ 2 ] : — c v [ k ] ;
191 a r c c o s h ( z 1 . z 2 ) ;
192 z u [ k ] s » z 2 [ I ] ;




•97 S e t t i n g  o f  x - y - a x l s  l i m i t s  f o r  p l o t t i n g
199
200 xyC1 .1 3 : - - p I ;
201 x y [ l , 2 ] : - p l ;
202 x y [ 2 . 1 ] : ~ p l ;
203 x y [ 2 , 2 ] : - p l ;
204
205 {XMKXMXXNNXNNNXNXXXXXXXXNNNXKX
206 S e l e c t io n  o f  T ab le  o f  Values
208
209 f l a g : « f a l s e ;
210 w r l t e ( 'D o  you want a t a b l e  o f  v a lu e s  f o r  m agnitude  and ph ase  ( Y/N) ’ ) ;
211 r e a d l n ( t e m p ) ;
212 tem p:»U pcase ( tem p);
213 | f  t e m p - 'Y ' th e n
214 beg in
215 f l a g : * t r u e ;
216 end ;
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217 I f  f la g  then
218 begin
219 w r lte ln ;
220 wrIteln('Frequency Response -  Magnitude and Phase');
221 w r l te ln C  vt*T  w2*T [ H ( z l . z 2 ) ]
222 w r i te ln C  (dB)




227 Calculation of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial factors
228
229
230 for 1: * l  to  m do
231 begin
232 2 u [ 1 ] : * z u [ 1];
233 2 v [ l ] : » z v [ i ] ;
234 c e x p (z u [ l ] ,2 v [ l ) ) ;
235 z u [ l ] : » - 2 . 0 * z u [ i ] ;
236 zv[ 1 ] : — 2.0*zv[ 1 ] ;
237 end;
238
239 { X X » N » * M W X t t * * N M M * t t * t t K * » W X X M W N X * * » X W N M W t t X * M X *
240 Loop to generate f i l t e r  magnitude response
241 * W X K * W * * W * t t H M I t X t t * X W X t t M X t t M M X « » * « X X N * M * X X K * X t t }
242
243 for 1: - l  to nptsx do
244 begin
245 for J : - l  to nptsy do
246 begin
247 wt 1: ■(1 - 1 ) * ( x y [ 1, 2 ] - x y [ 1 .1 ] ) / ( n p t s x - 1)+xy[ 1.1 ] ;
248 w t 2 : - ( J - l ) » ( x y [ 2 . 2 ] - x y [ 2 . l ] ) / ( n p t s y - l ) + x y [ 2 . l ] ;
249 z l [ l ] : » c o s ( - w t l ) ;
250 z l [ 2 ] : - s l n ( - w t l ) ;
251 z 2 [ l ] : -c o s ( -w t2 ) ;
252 z2 [2 ] !« s in ( -w t2 ) ;
253 d p [ l ] : - l . 0 ;
254 d p t2 ] : -0 .0 ;
255 c a d d ( t t .z 1 .z 2 ) ;
256
257 { X X M X X X X X X X H X X X X X X X M X X X X H X X N X X W X X X X M X X M X H N N X
258 Loop to  mult ip le f i l t e r  polynomial factors
259
260
261 fo r  k : - l  to m do
262 begin
263 t 2 [ l ] : « z u [ k ] ;
264 t 2 [ 2 ] : - z v [ k ] ;
265 c a d d ( t 3 . t l . t 2 ) ;
266 cm u lt ( t4 .d p .t3 ) ;
267 dp[ l ] : - t 4 C 13;
268 d p [2 ] : - t4 [2 ] ;
269 end;
270
<H(zi.22) ’ ) :
(ra d )’ ) ;
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271
272 Calculation of magnitude In dB with dc scaling
273 * N N N N N « K N » M N N N t f K » N W * « * * * * W N N « K M N M N H K M W * H N N M K K N I « }
274
275 k : * (  l-1)#nptsy«-J;
276 m ag:*sqrt(dp[l]*dp[l]+dp[2)*dp[2]);
277 i f  k»l then scates-mag;
278 mags— 20*ln(mag/scale)/ ln( 10);
279
280
281 Calculation of phase from —2p1 -  0
282
283
284 p ha se :* - ! .0 *a rctan(dp [2] /dp [1 ]);
285 I f  dptlXO.O then
286 phase:— pl +phase
287 else
288 begin
289 I f  dp[2]<0.0 then phase:—2*p1+phase;
290 end;
291 d a t a [ l ,k ] : * w t l ;
292 d ata[2 ,k ]:*w t2;
293 data[3.k]:*mag;
294 d a ta 2 [ l ,k ] :» w t l ;
295 data2[2,k]:*wt2;
296 data2[3.k):»phase;
297 I f  f lag  then
298 begin




303 wr 1t e 1n;
304
305
306 Call to graphing procedure
307
308
309 c lrs c r ;
310 t i t l e : * '  Magnitude Response ( in  dB) ' ;
311 g rap h 3d(data .xy .t l t le ) ;
312 c lrscr;
313 t i t l e : * '  Phase Response ’ ;
314 graph3d(data2 .xy .t lt le );
315 c lrscr;
316
317 { H N N N * M X W W * « t t X t t N « « t t X X N X N N M H » * M « N M M t t X H * *
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325 del to I s - ( x y [ l . 2 ] - x y [ I , l ] ) /n p t s x ;
326 d e l ta 2 : - (x y [2 ,2 ] -x y [2 , ! ) ) /n p ts y ;
327 for i : - l  to nptsx do
328 begin
329 w t I : « ( l - l ) # ( x y [ I , 2 ] - x y [ I , I ] ) / ( n p tsx - I )+xy [1,1];
330 for J : - l  to nptsy do
331 begin
332 w t 2 : - ( J - l ) * ( x y [2 ,2 ] -x y [2 . l ] ) / (n p ts y -1 )+ x y [2 . l ] ;
333 k :» ( l - l ) *n p tsy+ J ;
334 nextx:»k+nptsy;
335 nexty:«k+l;
336 I f  nexty>l*nptsy then nexty:-nexty-2;
337 I f  nextx>npts then nextx:-nextx-2*nptsy;
338 d a ta [ l .k ] : * w t l ;
339 d e ly [ l .k ] : - w t l ;
340 data[2 ,k ]:*w t2;
341 d e ly [2 .k ): -w t2 ;
342 d e lp l :—data2[3,nextx]+data2[3.k];
343 deIp2 s —data2[3,nexty]+data2[3,k];
344
346 Scaling of vertica l change elements for periodic wrap-around
348
349 I f  abs(deIp I )>pI•* 1.2 then
350 begin
351 I f  delpl>0.0 then
352 delpl:»delp l-2*p l
353 else
354 d e lp l: -de lp l+2*p l;
355 end;
356 I f  absCdeIp2)>pIwI .2 then
357 begin
358 I f  delp2>0.0 then
359 de I p2: —de I p2-2**p I
360 e I se
361 delp2:»delp2+2*pl;
362 end;
363 d a ta [3 ,k ] :» d e lp l /d e l ta l ;
364 d e ly [3 .k ]: -d e lp 2 /d e lta2 ;
365 I f  J-nptsy then d e ly [3 .k ] : * -d e ly [3 ,k ] ;





371 Call to Graphing Subroutines
372 n* nn* * nwkhm«mwm«nmm«nnn* mnk* m}
373
374 t i t l e : - ’ Group Delay I ’ ;
375 g rap h 3d(data ,xy ,t i t le ) ;
376 c lrscr ;
337 t i t l e : - ’ Group Delay 2 ' ;
378 g rap h 3d (de ly .xy .t i t le ) ;





382 { M * W M M K * N * * X « K K H * « « K M K M * N











5 *  This program calculates the root t ra je c to ry  *
6 *  of a two dimensional d ig i ta l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 *  from the second chebyshev argument *
8 <t it
9 if Program By -  Tim Kent Date Nov.86 *
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0 *
1 1 *  *






18 npts-150; {«it-Needed for graph2d)
19 nptsord-3000;
20 type
21 form -array  [ I . . 2 , I . .nptsord] of re a l ;  { * * }
22 form3 -array [ I . . 2] of re a l;
23 form4 -  s tr ln g [40 ];
24
25 var
26 data sform; { * * }
27 amax.eps,factO,gamma.cl.x .y ,s .t.p l,p2,theta.n sreal;
28 I .J .k .m . I  : Integer;
29 u .v .cu .cv .zu .zv  sarray [h .ordm ax] of re a l ;
30 z l . z 2 . t l . t 2  sform3;
31 t i t l e  s form4;
32
33




38 ($ |  graph2d.pas)
39
40 procedure csub(var z l ,z2 .z3 :fo rm 3);
41 '  .
42 {M«ttif1titft«N*M«*ttW«Mtttf««Ktfttlfltiftttt*«il*ttitltttttttlfNtt
43 Procedure to  simulate complex subtraction
44 *  it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it It if it it it* it it it it it if it it it it it it it itifit it)
45
46 begin
47 z l [ l ] : - z 2 [ l ] - z 3 [ l ] ;
48 z l [ 2 ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] - z 3 [ 2 ] ;
49 end;
50
51 procedure clnv(var z l ,z2 :form 3);
52
53 {ttttititititiiititititititititititititititifititititifititititititititititititit
54 Procedure to simulate complex Inversion




5 7  v a r
58 mag sreal;
59 begin
60 m a g :*z 2 [ I ] *z 2 [ I ]+ z 2 [2 ]*z 2 [2 ] ;
61 z l [ l ] ! * z 2 C l] /m a g ;
62 z l [ 2 ] : — z2[2]/mag;
63 end;
64
65 procedure cexp(var zl,z2sform3);
66
6 7  {K t t * t t« N K « K * N M N N N « « « M * * * « M » N « N N N * M K N W * M M M « » * N « M
68 Procedure to simulate complex exponentiation
70
71 begin
72 z l [ I ] : « e x p (z 2 [ l ] )# c o s (z 2 [2 ] ) ;
73 z l [ 2 ] s - e x p ( z 2 [ l ] ) * s ln ( z 2 [ 2 ] ) ;
74 end;
75
76 procedure cart(var zlsform3; th e tas re a l) ;
77
79 Procedure to  perform cartesian to  polar conversion
81
82 begin
83 z l [ l ] : « c o s ( th e ta ) ;
84 z1 [2 ]s -s ln ( th e ta ) ;
85 end;
86
87 procedure arccoshfvar z l .z2 : fo rm 3);
88
90 Procedure to  calculate arccosh of z
9 1 « « * » * » M K M » K X « N » * f t» * N » W t t« N N * M » * « N X X « N M « N » }
92
93 var
94 x , y ,b .c ,d .e . f ,g , t . s ig n  sreal;
95
96 begin
97 x s « z I [ I ] ;




102 I f  c>-0 then
103 slgns>l
104 else
•05 signs — I;
106 es «y+s I gn*sqrt( (s q r t (b " b + c *c ) -b ) /2 ) ;
•07 fs" ln (sq rt (d *d +e*e )) ;
•08 | f  ( (ab s(e )< le - l00 )and(d<0.0 ))  then
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109 t:» p l
110 else
111 begin
112 I f  abs(d)<1e-100 then
113 begin
114 I f  e>*0 then
115 sIgn: - t
116 else
117 sIgn: 1 ;




122 t :» a rc ta n (e /d ) ;
123 I f  d<0 then
124 I f  e>0 then
125 t:« t+ p l
126 else
127 t s - t - p l ;
128 end;
129 end;
130 g :“t ;
131 z 2 [ l ] : * f ;














•46 c lrs c r ;
147
149 Input f i l t e r  specifications
'50
151
152 w rl te ln ( 'R o o t Trajectory -  Type 1 -  Chebyshev Argument #2 ’ ) ;
'53 w r l te ln ;
154 w rl teC E n te r  order of f i l t e r  (+ve < ’ .ordmax,’ / 2 )  ; ' ) ;
155 read ln (n );
156 m:«trunc(2*n);
157 w rl teC E n te r  passband rip p le  Amax ; • ) ;
158 readln(amax);
159 w r l teC E n te r  Camma (0<gamma<l.0) ; ' ) ;
160 readln(gamma);
161 cl :«sln(gamma,,pi/2)«sln(gamma,,p | /2 ) ;
152 w r l te ln ;
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163 eps:»sq rt (exp (0 .1 *am ax* ln ( I0 ) ) - I ) ;
164
165
166 Calculate chebyshev poles
167
168
169 f  a c t O 1n(1/eps+sqrtC1/eps/eps+1 )) / n ;
170 for k : * l  to  m do
171 begin
172 u [ k ] : - ( 2 * k - t ) * p l / 2 /n ;




177 Calculate cosine of cheb poles
178 t t » « N t f « N « N * W * f t K X » K X » X N f t K X X H * * M * t t }
179
180 for k:*1 to  m do
181 begin
182 cu [k ] :« 0 .5 *c o s (u [k ] ) * (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;




187 Calculate zsls -  arccosh(z)
188
189
190 for k :-1 to  m do
191 begin
192 cu [k ] :« c l*c u [k ] ;
193 c v [k ]:«c l#cv [k ];
194 z l [ l ] : - l - c u [ k ] ;
195 z1[2 ]s— cv[k];
196 arccosh(zl .z2);
197 z u [k ] : -z 2 C l] ;




202 Loop to generate root t ra je c to r ie s  for e l l  factors
203
204
205 for 1:»1 to  m do
206 begin
207 t l [ l ] : - z u [ l ] ;
208 t 1 [ 2 ] : « z v [ l l ;
209 c e x p ( t 2 , t l ) ;
210 t l [ l ] : « 2 * t 2 [ l ] ;
211 t l [ 2 ] : - 2 * t 2 [ 2 ] ;
212
213 { m w ww ww w  j * ) * # * ) * *
214 Loop to generate points of t ra je c to r ie s
215
216
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217 fo r I:» l to npts do
218 begin
219 th e ta :» (l- l) /(n p ts -1 )# 2 # p l;
220 c a rt(22.th e ta );
221 c su b (t2 .tl.z2 );
222 c lnv (2l . t 2) ;
223 data[ I , I+ (I - 1 )#npts]: *z I [ I ] ;





229 Call to graphing routine
230
231
232 c lrs c r ;
233 w rlte ln ;
234 t i t l e : - '  Root Trajectories
235 graph2d(data,m .title);
236 c lrs c r ;
237
238 {NNMNNNN«N»Mtt*N*NNft***«N*










3  { X X K X X X X K K X K X K K X X X X K X K X X K X X X X X K X X K X X K K K X K X K X K X X K K K X X X X X X X X X K X
4  X X
5 *  This program calculates the expanded transfer *
6 # function of a two dimensional d ig i ta l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 *  from the second chebyshev argument *
8 x x
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date J u l .87 *
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0 *
11 x x
12 # F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o lt is  . T. Kent a
13 a x





19 form3 -array  [ I . . 2] of re a l ;
20 var
21 num.amax,sum.eps.n.factO.gamma.sign.
22 c l . x . y . s . t . w t l .wt2.mag.pl,p2.scale -.real;
23 I .J .k , l .m .n ex tx .n e x ty  ! Integer;
24 u .v .cu .cv.zu .zv  sarray [L .ordm ax] of re a l ;
25 2 l . z 2 . t l . t 2  sform3;
26 f lag  :boolean;
27 temp :char;
28 filename :s t r in g [ l3 ] ;
29 output stext;
30 a .b .c .d  tarray [ 0 . .ordmax.O..ordmax] of re a l ;
31
32 { X K K X X K X X X X K X
33 Subprograms





39 { K X K X X X X X X K X K X X K X K K X X X X X X X X K K X X K K X X X X K X K K X K X K K X K X
40 Procedure to temporarily h a l t  program execution
4 I X X X X K X K K X X X K X X X X X X X X X X K X X X K X X K X X X X X X X X X X X X X X K X X K }
42
43 begin
44 w r i te ln ;
45 w r l te ln ( 'p res s  any key to continue');
46 repeat u n t i l  keypressed;
47 w r i te ln ;
48 end;
49
50 procedure cexp(var x .y : r e a l ) ;
51
52 { X X K X X X X X K X X X K K X X X X X K X X X X X X K X X X K X X X M X X X X X K X X K X
53 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
54 X X X K X X K X X X K K X X K X X X X X X X K X X X K X X K K X X K X X X X K X X K X X X }




57 s , t  : r e a I ;
58 begin
59 t : * x ;
60 s :*y;
61 x:*exp(t)*cos(s);
62 y : *e x p ( t ) *s ln (s ) ;
63 end;
64
65 procedure cmult(var z l ,z2 .z3 :form 3);
66
68 Procedure to simulate complex multip lication
70
71 begin
72 z l [ l ] : * z 2 [ I ] * z 3 [ l ] - z 2 [ 2 ] # z 3 [ 2 ] ;
73 z l [2 ] : -z 2 m *z 3 [2 ]+ z 2 [2 ]< *z 3 [ t ] ;
74 end;
75
76 procedure arccosh(var z l ,z2 :form 3);
77
79 Procedure to calculate arccosh of z
81
82 var
83 x .y .b .c .d .e . f .g . t .s lg n  :re a l;
84
85 begin
86 x : - z l [ l ] ;
87 y : * z l [ 2 ] ;
88 b : *x *x -y « y - l ;
89 c:»2*x*y;
90 d:*x+sqrt((sqrt(b*b+c*c)+b)/2);
91 I f  c>*0 then
92 s ign:* I
93 else
94 s lg n : * - l ;
95 e :*y +s Ign*sqrt( (sqrt(b*b+c*c)-b ) /2 );
96 fs-lnCsqrtfdxd+exe));
97 | f  ( (abs(e)<le-l00)and(d<0.0))  then
98 t : - p i
99 else
100 begin
101 I f  abs(d)<le-l00 then
102 begin
103 I f  e>»0 then
104 s ign:* I
105 else
106 s ig n : * - I ;
107 t : *p l /2 " s lg n ;
108 end






t :« a rc ta n (e /d ) ;  










I f  e>0 then 
t :« t+p l  
else 
t s - t - p l ;
t 19 g : - t ;
120 z 2 [ l ] :« f ;














135 c lrs c r ;
136
137 { X X X X X N X X X H M X X N X X W X W M X X X X X X X N N X X
138 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
139 *#tt««<t*XMNN«XNXttttKKXNX*#M*MMMNtt}
140
141 wrlteln('Expanded Transfer Function Generator');
142 w rite ln C  Chebyshev Argument # 2 ');
143 w rite ln ;
144 w rite ('E n te r order of f i l t e r  (+ve <’ .ordmax.’ /2 ) ; ' ) ;
145 readln(n);
146 m :-trunc(2*n);
147 w rite ('E n te r passband r ip p le  Amax ; ' ) ;
148 readln(amax);
149 w rlte f'E n te r Gamma (0<gamma<l.0) ; ' ) ;
150 read In(gamma);
151 cl:«sln(gamma*pl/2)*sln(gamma*pl/2);




156 Ca leu I at I on of chebyshev poles
157 MXM**ttX*N»N»tt«X«N«»*»MXXKNXXKft*}
158
159 factO: — ln( l/eps+sqrt( 1/eps/eps+l))/n;
160 fo r K:»1 to m do
161 begin
>62 u [k ]:* (2 # k - l)# p l/2 /n ;
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167 Calculation of Cosine of chebyshev poles
168
169
170 for k:»1 to  m do
171 begin
172 cu [k ] : -0 .5 » c o s (u [k ] ) * (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;




177 Calculation of Zsl —  ( Arccosh(z))
178 « N « « M N M M t t K N « « N * K * M N N K M * M M * M N N M * K « « K « « }
179
180 for k :» l  to m do
181 begin
182 cu[k]:»c1*cu[k];
183 cv [k ]:«c l#cv [k ];
184 z 1 [1 ] : -1 -c u [k ] ;
185 z 1C23:— c v [k l ;
186 arccosh(zl .z2);
187 z u [ k ] : - z 2 [ l ] ;
188 z v [k ] ; - z 2 [2 ] ;
189 end;
190 w ri te ln ;
191
192
193 Calculation of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial factors
194 « W K « K * K t t * N * K t t * X W * M * W N * N * * M K * M * K N * N * W * N W W t f * * W * N N * M * * t t * * }
195
196 for l : -1  to  m do
197 begin
198 z u [ i ] : > z u [ f ] ;
199 z v [ 1 ] : - z v [ 1];
200 c e x p ( z u [ l ] . z v [ l ] ) ;
201 z u [ l ] : — 2 .0 * z u [ l ] ;
202 2 v [ l ] : — 2 .0 * z v [ l ] ;
203 end;
204 wr 1t e 1n ;
205
206 { N N K W O t O I K M M M M K N K N N I H O t N M M K K N W N N M K N X t t l t W M V H N W O W K
207 I n i t i a l i z e  arrays for polynomial expansion
208
209
210 for 1:»0 to  m do
211 for J : -0  to m do
212 begin
213 a [ 1 .J ] :“0 .0 ;
214 b [ i . J ] : * 0 . 0 ;
215 c [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
216 d [ 1 .J ] : * 0 .0 ;
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217 end;
218 a [ 0 .0 ] : « l . 0 ;
219
221 Loop to generate expanded polynomial
223
224 for k:»1 to m do
225 begin
226 for I : - I  to  k do
227 for J:*0 to  k do
228 begin
229 I : - i - 1;
230 c [ i , J ] : * c [ I , J ] + a [ I , J ] ;
231 d [ I . J ] : - d [ I . J ] + b t l . J J ;
232 c [ J . i ] : « c [ J , l ] + a [ J , I ] ;
233 d [ J . I ] : - d [ J . I ] + b [ J . I ] ;
234 end;
235 for t!»0 to k do
236 for J:*0 to k do
237 begin
238 c[ I . J ]:»c[ I , J]+a[ I . J ]*z u [k ] -b [  i .J ]« z v [k ] ;
239 d [ I . J ] : - d [ I . J ] + a [ l J ) * z v [ k ] + b [ l . J ] * z u [ k ] ;
240 end;
241 for I ! "0  to k do
242 for J:*0  to k do
243 begin
244 at I , j ] : » c [ i . J ];
245 b [ I . J ] i - d [ I . J 3 ;
246 c [ I . J ] ! * 0 . 0 ;




251 for I:»0  to m do
252 for J:«0 to m do
253 a [ I .J ] : -a [ I .J ] *n u m :
254 w r i te ln C  Do you wish amplitude response’ ) ;
255 w r l te C  scaled to  0 dB at  wIT *  w2T •  0 .0  7 (Y /N ) ’ );
256 readln(temp);
257 temp:«upcase(temp);
258 i f  temp-’ Y' then
259 begin
260 sum:»0.0;
261 for I : * 0  to  m do




266 | f  temp«'N’ then
267 begin
268 w r i te ln C  Do you wish amplitude response');
269 w r l te C  scaled to  0 dB at  wIT -  w2T -  pi ? (Y /N ) • );
270 readln(temp);
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271 temp:-upcase(temp);
272 I f  temp-'Y’ then
273 begin
274 sum:«0.0;
275 sign: — 1.0;
276 for I :»0 to m do
277 begin
278 s ign:— sign;
279 for J :_0 to  m do
280 begin
281 sum:*sum+sign#a[l,J];






288 w r i te ln ;
289 w r i te ( 'E n te r  Filename for output of coeff ic ients  ' ) ;
290 readln(fI lename);
291 ass Ign( output,fIlename);
292 rew rlte (ou tput);
293 wrI te ln(output,m);
294 wrlte ln(output.m );
295 write ln(output.num:12:11);
296 for I : - 0  to m do
297 for j : « 0  to m do
298 begin
299 ( wr i t e l n ( I . J .aC I. J ] : 12:11);}




304 { w r i te ln ;
305 wrIteln(num);
306 w r i te ln ;
307 for I :>0  to  m do
308 for J:»0 to m do
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A P P E N D IX  3
Second Chebyshev Low-Pass Filter 
R esponse Program  Source C ode




3  {  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
4 X X
5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the frequency, phase and delay «
6 # response of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 *  from the t h i r d  chebyshev argument *
8 x x
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date Nov.86 *
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0  *
| |  x x
12 *  F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o l t is  . T. Kent *
13 *  *




18 nptsx-25; { * * -  needed fo r  graph3d.pas}
19 nptsy-25; { * * )
20 npts«625; { * * }
2 1 type
22 form “ array  [ t . . 3 . l . . n p t s ]  of r e a l ;  { * * }
23 form2 -a r ra y  [ I . . 2 , I . . 2] of r e a l ;  { * * }
24 form4 ■ s t r in g  [4 0 ] ;
25 form3 -a r ra y  [ 1 . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;
26 var
27 d a ta .d a ta 2 .d e ly  :form; { *# }
28 xy sform2; {*» }
29 am ax ,eps .fac tO ,gam m a,c l .x .y .s . t .w t l .w t2 ,m ag ,p i.p 2 .sca le  s re a l ;
30 p h a s e .d e l ta l ,d e l ta 2 .d e lp l .d e lp 2 ,n  srea l;
31 I . J .k .m .nextx .nexty  : In teger;
32 u .v .c u .c v .z u .z v  sarray [K .o rd m ax]  of r e a l ;
33 Z l , z 2 , t l . t 2 . d p . t 3 . t 4  sform3;
34 f la g  sboolean;
35 temp schar;







43 {$ |  graph3d.pas}
44
45 procedure cadd(var z l .z 2 .z 3 : fo r m 3 ) ;
46
47 { X X X X X X X X X X X X X K X X K X X X X K X X K X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
48 Procedure to  simulate complex add it ion
49  K X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X K X X K X X X X X X X X }
50
5 1 beg In
52 z t [ I ] : - z 2 [ 1 ] + z 3 [ 13;
53 z l [ 2 ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] + z 3 [ 2 ] ;
54 end;
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55 * •
56 procedure cexp(var x . y : r e a l ) ;
57
59 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation  
61
62 var
63 s . t  : r e a l ;
64 begin
65 t : « x ;
66 s : - y ;
67 x : * e x p ( t ) *c o s (s ) ;
68 y : * e x p ( t ) * s l n ( s ) ;
69 end;
70
71 procedure cmult(var z 1 ,z 2 ,z 3 : fo rm 3 );
72
74 Procedure to  simulate complex m u l t ip l ic a t io n
76
77 begin
78 z ! [  l ] : * 2 2 [ l ] * z 3 [ 1] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 2 ] ;
79 2 l [ 2 ] : « z 2 [ l ] * z 3 [ 2 ] + z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ l ] ;
80 end;
81
82 procedure arccosh(var z l .z 2 ! fo r m 3 ) ;
83
85 Procedure to  c a lcu la te  arccosh of z
87
88 var
89 x , y . b , c . d . e . f . g . t . s l g n  : r e a l ;
90
91 begin
92 x : - z l [ l ] ;
93 y : - z l [ 2 ] ;
94 b : * x # x - y » y - l ;
95 c:»2*xxy;
96 d :“x + s q r t ( (s q r t (b *b + c *c )+ b ) /2 ) ;
97 I f  c>»0 then
98 s ig n : * !
99 else
100 s i g n : * - ! ;
10 1 e : *y + s Ig n *s q r t ( ( s q r t (b ^ b + c ^ c j -b ) /2 ) ;
' ° 2  f :« ln ( s q r t ( d * d + e * e ) ) ;
>03 | f  ( (a b s (e )< Ie - I0 0 )a n d (d < 0 .0 > )  then
104 t : —pI
>05 else
>06 begin
>07 | f  ab s (d )< le - l0 0  then
>08 begin
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109 I f  e>«0 then
110 s lgn:» l
111 e lse
112 sign: — I;




117 t : « a r c ta n (e /d ) ;
118 I f  d<0 then
119 I f  e>0 then
120 t : * t + p l
121 else
122 t : « t - p I ;
123 end;
124 end;
125 g : * t ;
126 z 2 [ l ] : * f ;














141 c l r s c r ;
142
143
144 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
146
147 w r i te  In('Frequency Response -  Type I -  Chebyshev Argument # 3 ’ ) ;
148 w r i t e ln ;
149 w r l t e ( 'E n t e r  order of f i l t e r  (+ve < ’ ,o rd m ax . ' /2 )  ; ’ ) ;
150 re a d ln (n ) ;
IS I m:»trunc(2#n);
152 w r l t e ( 'E n t e r  passband r ip p le  Amax ; ' ) ;
153 readln(amax);
•54 w r l t e ( ’ Enter Gamma (0<gamma<l.0 )  ;
155 readln(gamma);
*56 cl:«sln(gamma#pl/2)*sln(gamma#pl/2);
•57 w r I t e I n ;
158 eps:«sq rt(exp (0 .  lo a m a x 'f ln d O )) - ! ) ;
159
160 {KMK»X*X*tt»««X«X*«XM»M«NNX««««M*
151 C a lc u la t io n  o f  chebyshev poles
162 «X»WX*tt»*tt«*K«*«*XXKXXtt*«tt*NMttN}
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163
164 f a c t 0 : » - ln ( l / e p s + s q r t ( l / e p s /e p s + I ) ) /n /2 ;
165 fo r  k : - I  to  m do
166 begin
167 u [ k ] : » ( 2 * k - l ) * p l / 4 / n ;
168 v [ k ] : - f a c t 0 ;
169 end;
170
172 C a lcu la t ion  of Cosine of chebyshev poles
174
175 fo r  k:«1 to  m do
176 begin
177 c u [ k ] : -0 .5 # c o s (u [k ] )# (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;
178 c v [ k ] : » - 0 . 5 # s l n ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) - e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
179 t1 [ l ] : - c u [ k ] ;
180 t 1C 2 ]:-cvC k];
181 c m u l t ( t 2 . t l . t 1 ) ;
182 c u tk ] : - t2 [1 ] ;
183 c v [ k ] : * t 2 [ 2 ] ;
184 end;
185
186  { X X X X N X X X X X X X X X X X X X N N X K X N X X K M X N M X X N N X X
187 C a lcu la t io n  of Zsl —  ( Arccosh(z))
188 *X«**»tttt*X*««X*KN«*X*«ttX«XttMX«M«**««M}
189
190 fo r  k : - l  to  m do
191 begin
192 c u [k ] :» c l *c u [k ] ;
193 c v [ k ] : - c 1 * c v [ k ] ;
194 z l [ l ] : - l - c u [ k ] ;
195 z l [ 2 ] : « - c v [ k ] ;
196 a rc c o s h (z l ,z 2 ) ;
197 z u [ k ] : - z 2 [ l ] ;
198 z v [ k ] s - z 2 [2 ] ;
199 end;
200
2 0 1 { n x x x n x x x x m n x x n x x k m n n x n x x m x w x x x x x n h n m m n k k
202 S ett in g  o f  x -y -a x ls  l im its  fo r  p lo t t in g
203 «XXN*XttX*«XftNNM*XXtt*M«»XXX*XMX**M«tt*NNNM}
204
205 x y [ l . 1 ] : » 0 . 0 ;
206 x y [ l . 2 ] : - p l ;
207 x y [ 2 . l ] : - 0 . 0 ;
208 x y [ 2 , 2 ] : * p l ;
209 
210
211 S election  of Table of Values
212 XNXXXXttttXttXKMXXMXXMXXXNMXMNtt*}
213
214 f l a g : * f a l s e ;
215 w r i te C ’ Do you want a ta b le  of values fo r  magnitude and phase (Y /N ) ’ ) ;
216 read ln(tem p);
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217 temp:»Upcase(temp):
218 I f  temp«’ Y'then
219 begin
220 f l a g : “t ru e ;
221 end;
222 I f  f la g  then
223 begin
224 w r i te ln ;
225 w r l t e l n ( ’ Frequency Response -  Magnitude and Phase');
226 w r i t e l n C  v»1*T w2*T [ H ( 2 l . 2 2 ) 3  < H ( 2 l . 2 2 ) ' ) ;
227 w r i t e l n C  (dB) ( r a d ) ’ ) ;
228 w r i t e l n ;
229 end;
230
232 C a lcu la t io n  of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial fac to rs
234
235 fo r  I : - l  to  m do
236 begin
237 2 u [ I ] : - 2 u t I ] ;
238 2 v [ l ] : » 2 v [ l ] ;
239 c exp (2 u [ l ] . 2 v [ i ] ) ;
240 z u [ I ] : « - 2 .0 # z u [ I  ] ;




245 Loop to  generate f i l t e r  magnitude response
246 XttWMXMNMMMMttNMttttKKttttttMKMMMHXKXMNXftNMttttXttMMtt}
247
248 fo r  l : » l  to  nptsx do
249 begin
250 fo r  J :-1  to  nptsy do
251 begin
252 wt I : - ( I -1 )<*(xy[ 1. 2 ] - x y [ I . I ] ) / (n p ts x -1  )+xy[ 1.13;
253 w t 2 : * ( J - 1 ) * ( x y [ 2 , 2 ] - x y [ 2 ,  l ] ) / ( n p t s y - l ) + x y [ 2 , 1 ];
254 z l [ l ] : « c o s ( - w t 1 ) ;
255 2 1C2]: - s 1n ( - w t I ) ;
256 z 2 [ l ] : - c o s ( - w t 2 ) ;
257 z 2 [ 2 ] : - s l n ( - w t 2 ) ;  ^  ^
258 d p [ 1 ] : * l . 0 ;
259 d p [ 2 ] : -0 .0 ;
260 c a d d ( t l . z l . z 2 ) ;
261
262 {*tt*WWtt*»KX*KX«X*M«NNtfXXNMft*«**«MNXXMMN»X*M«
263 Loop to  m u lt ip le  f i l t e r  polynomial fac tors
264 «*NKN»KNMMM*X»*WXNNNXXWWMN«»««*N»*MNW*NKN*N}
265
266 f o r  k : * l  to  m do
267 begin
268 t 2 [  l ] : « z u [ k ] ;
269 t 2 [ 2 ] : » z v [ k ] ;
270 c a d d ( t 3 . t l . t 2 ) ;
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271 c m u lt( t4 .d p .t3 );
272 d p [ l ] : - t 4 [ l ] ;
273 d p [2 ] :- t4 [2 ] ;
274 end;
275
277 C alcu la tion of magnitude In dB w ith  dc scaling
278 «NM«W«**««****K«tt**WNNMMNKNNN*W«K*M**«***W«*MWW}
279
280 k :« ( l- l) * n p ts y + j;
281 m ag:*sqrt(dp[ l]*d p [ l]+ d p [2 ]*d p [2 ]);
282 I f  k * l then scale:*mag;
283 mag:—20#ln(m ag/scale)/ln( 10);
284
285 {HHJUHHf*##****#)********####****#**##
286 C alcu la tion  o f phase from -2pi -  0
288
289 phase: — 1 .0 *a rc ta n (d p [2 ]/d p [l]) ;




294 i f  dp[2]<0.0 then phase:— 2*pl+phase;
295 end;
296 d a ta [ l .k ] : -w t l ;
297 da ta [2 .k ]:«w t2 ;
298 data[3.k]:»mag;
299 d a ta 2 [I ,k ] :» w tl;
300 data2[2 .k]:«w t2 ;
301 data2[3,k]:*phase;
302 I f  f la g  then
303 begin




308 w rIte In ;
309
310
311 Call to  graphing procedure
V—
3 13
314 c l r s c r ;
315 t i t l e :  — * Magnitude Response ( In dB) ’ ;
316 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta .x y .tit le ) ;
317 c lrs c r ;
318 t i t l e : * ’ Phase Response ' ;
319 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta 2 ,xy .tit le );
320 c lrs c r ;
321
323 C alcu la tion o f group delays of f i l t e r
324




327 Simulation o f d e riva tive  by linear d iffe rence  equation
329
330 de Ita Is» (xy [ 1 ,2 ]-x y [1 ,1 ])/np tsx ;
331 d e lta 2 :* (x y [2 ,2 ]-x y [2 , l] ) /n p ts y ;
332 fo r  i : — I to  nptsx do
333 begin
334 w t1 : - ( I - 1 )* (x y [1 ,2 ]-x y [ I , I ]) /(n p ts x -1 )+ x y [1.13;
335 fo r  j : - l  to  nptsy do
336 begin
337 w t2 :* (J - l ) * (x y [2 ,2 ]-x y [2 ,1 ]) / (n p ts y - l)+ x y [2 , I ] ;
338 k :» ( l-l)#np tsy+J;
339 nextx:-k+nptsy;
340 nexty:«k+ l;
341 I f  nexty>l*nptsy then nexty:«nexty-2;
342 I f  nextx>npts then nextx:-nextx-2*nptsy;
343 data[ I , k ] : * w t l ;
344 d e ly [ I ,k ] :» w t l;
345 d a ta [2 .k ]:*w t2 ;
346 d e ly [2 ,k ]:*w t2 ;
347 de lp l : —data2[3,nextx]+data2[3.k];
348 delp2:«-data2 [3 ,nexty]+data2 [3 .k];
349
351 Scaling of v e rtic a l change elements fo r pe riod ic  wrap-around
353
354 I f  e bs (de lp l)> p l* l.5 0  then
355 begin
356 I f  deIpl>0.0 then
357 d e Ip I: -de Ip I-2 *p I
358 else
359 de lp l:«de lp l+2#p l;
360 end;
361 | f  abs(de lp2 )>p !*l.50 then
362 begin





368 d a ta [3 ,k ] :* d e lp l/d e lta l;
369 de ly [3 ,k ]:« de lp2 /d e lta 2 ;
370 | f  J«nptsy then d e ly [3 .k ]:« -d e ly [3 .k ];
371 | f  |»nptsx then d a ta [3 ,k ]:» -d a ta [3 .k ];
372 | f  data[3.k]<-IO .O  then d a ta C S .k li-d a ta C S .k ^ p l/d e lta l;





378 Call to  Graphing Subroutines
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379 X X X X X X X X X X X X * * # ) * * # * # * * * * * * # * * }
380
381 t i t l e : - *  Group Delay I • ;
382 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta .x y , t i t le ) ;
383 c l r s c r ;
384 t i t l e s —* Group Delay 2 ' ;
385 g r a p h 3 d (d e ly ,x y , t i t le ) ;
386 c l r s c r ;
387
388
389 ( # # X * * # * # # # * # # X # # X # X # X # X #
390 End of main line program










5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the root t r a je c to ry *
6 *  of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived «
7 *  from the t h i r d  chebyshev argument *
8 « *
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date Nov.86 *
to *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3.0 *
I t « i f
12 *  F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o l t is  , T. Kent i f
13 « #




18 npts-150; (**-Needed fo r  graph2d)
19 nptsord-3000;
20 type
21 form -a r ra y  [ 1 . . 2 . I . .nptsord] of r e a l ;  { * * }
22 form3 -a r ra y  [ I . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;
23 form4 ■ s t r in g  [4 0 ] ;
24
25 var
26 data :form; { * * }
27 a m a x ,e p s .fa c to ,g a m m a .c l ,x .y ,s . t .p l ,p 2 . th e ta .n  : r e a l ;
28 I . J . k . m . 1 s Integer;
29 u .v .c u .c v .z u .z v  sarray [ l . .o rd m ax ]  o f  r e a l ;
30 z l . z 2 . t t . t 2  sform3;









40 procedure csub(var z l .z 2 .z 3 : fo r m 3 ) ;
41
42
43 Procedure to  simulate complex subtraction
44 « * K « N M N t t K X W K * t t * X « X K « « * * K M t f * « X * X X X M K X * « K X * N }
45
46 begin
47 Z l [ 1 ] : - z 2 [ l ] - z 3 [ 1 ] ;
48 z l [ 2 ] : az 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [2 ] ;
49 end;
50
51 procedure cmult(var z l ,z 2 ,2 3 : fo rm 3 ) ;
52
53
54 Procedure to  simulate complex m u l t ip l ic a t io n
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5 5  X im X X X X X m tX X X IH m tH tm m X I tX X X W H X X M X X X M X X ltX X X X tH tX *  }
56
57 begin
58 z l [ I ] : * z 2 [ I ] * z 3 [ I ] - z 2 [2 ]# z 3 [2 ] ;
59 z l [2 ] : " z 2 [  I]*z3[2 ]+z2 [2 ]*z3 [ I ] ;
60 end;
61
62 procedure clnv(var z l,z2 :fo rm 3);
63
65 Procedure to  simulate complex Inversion
67
68 var
69 mag : re a l ;
70 begin
71 mag;*z2CI]*z2[l]+z2[2]#z2[2];
72 z l [ l ] :» z 2 [ l ] /m a g ;
73 z l [2 3 t— z2[2]/mag;
74 end;
75
76 procedure cexp(var z l,z2 :fo rm 3);
77
79 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
81
82 begin
83 z 1 [ l ] : -e x p (z 2 [ l ] ) * c o s (z 2 [2 ] ) ;
84 z l [2 ] : - e x p (z 2 [ t ] ) * s ln (z 2 [2 ] ) ;
85 end;
86
87 procedure ca rt(va r z l: fo rm 3; th e ta r re a l) ;
88
90 Procedure to  perform cartesian to  polar conversion
92
93 begin
94 z l [ l ] : - c o s ( th e ta ) ;
95 z l [2 ] : - s ln ( th e ta ) ;
96 end;
97
98 procedure arccosh(var z l.z2 :fo rm 3);
99
100 (XNXttMXttMttttXWXMMWXttXXXttXXttWMNXttWttttWMNMN**




105 x .y .b .c .d .e . f .g . t . s lg n  : re a l ;
106
107 begin 
'08 x : - z l [ l ] ;
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109 y : * z l [ 2 ] ;
110 b :» x» x -y *y -l;
H I c:«2»x*y;
112 d :« x + s q r t ( (s q r t (b Mb +c *c )+ b ) /2 ) ;
113 I f  c>«0 then
114 s igns*I
115 else
116 s lg n : * -1 ;
117 e : * y + s lg n *s q r t ( (s q r t (b *b + c *c ) -b ) /2 ) ;
118 f : - ln (s q r t (d # d + e » e ) ) ;
119 I f  ( (a b s (e )< le - l0 0 )a n d (d < 0 .0 ) )  then
120 t : - p i
121 else
122 begin
123 I f  abs(d)<le-IOO then
124 begin
125 I f  e>-0 then
126 s ig n :* )
127 e lse
128 s Ig n : —- 1;




133 t s * a r c ta n (e /d ) ;
134 I f  d<0 then
135 I f  e>0 then
136 t : * t + p l
137 else
138 t : * t - p l ;
139 end;
140 end;
'41 g :« t ;
142 z 2 [ l ] : - f ;














157 c l rs c r ;
158
159
160 Input f i l t e r  s p e c if ic a t io n s
161 
162
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163 w rlte ln ( 'R o o t T ra jecto ry  -  Type 1 -  Chebyshev Argument i
164 w rite ln ;
165 w r lte ( ’ Enter order o f f i l t e r  (+ve <’ .ordmax,*/2) ; ’ ).*
166 read ln (n );
167 m :«trunc(2*n);
168 w r lte ( ’ Enter passband r ip p le  Amax ; ' ) ;
169 readln(amax);
170 w r ite ( ’ Enter Gamma (0<gamma<l.0) ; ’ ) ;
171 readln(gamma);
172 c 1:»s1n(gamma"p1/2 )» s 1n( gamma*p1/2 );
173 w rite ln ;
174 eps: -s q r t ( exp(0.1#amax*1n(1 0 ))-1 );
175
176
177 Calculate chebyshev poles
178 XXttttXttMXXNttftMXXttXMXttttXttX**}
179
180 f  actO: 1  n(1/eps+sqrt(1/eps/eps+1)) /n /2 ;
181 fo r  k:«1 to  m do
182 begin
183 t i[k ] : - (2 * k -1 )* p i/4 /n ;
184 v [k ]:» fa c t0 ;
185 end;
186
187 { K K N N K N N V t l W K I K I M I H t * *  # # * # * # * * » * » » #
188 Calculate cosine o f cheb poles
189
190
191 fo r k:»1 to  m do
192 begin
193 c u [k ]:-0 .5 '*c o s (u [k ])* (e x p (v [k ])+ e x p (-v [k ]));
194 c v [k ]:» -0 .5 '*s ln (u [k ])* (e x p (v [k ]) -e x p (-v tk ]) ) ;
195 t l [ 1 ] : * c u [k ] ;
196 t l [ 2 ] : - c v [ k ] ;
197 c m u l t ( t 2 . t l . t l ) ;
198 c u [k ]:» t2 [ U ;
199 c v [k ] ! - t2 [2 ] ;
200 end;
201
202 { n x x x x h k x n x x x x k x x w k x x x x x x x x n x
203 Calculate zs ls  -  arccosh(z)
204 x w x n m x x x k k x x m x x x x n n x x n x x x x x k }
205
206 fo r k :» l to  m do
207 begin
208 cu [k ]:»cP *cu [k ];
209 cv [k ]:» cP *cv [k ];
210 z 1 [ l ] : * l - c u [k ] ;
211 2 1C 2 ] c v C k ] ;
212 arccosh(z l,z2);
213 z u [k ] : - z 2 [1];
214 z v [k ]:» z 2 [2 ];
215 end;
216
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217
218 Loop to  generate root t r a je c t o r ie s  fo r  a l l  fac tors
219
220
221 fo r  1:■! to  m do
222 begin
223 t i l l ] : * z u [ 1];
224 t ! [ 2 ] : - z v [ l ] ;
225 c e x p ( t 2 . t l ) ;
226 t l [ 1 ] : « 2 * t 2 [ 1 ] ;
227 t l C 2 ] : - 2 « t 2 [ 2 ] :
228
229 {M N N M N tf tfM MN MKM XN W ffM WM N NM MXftN NN ffM MWM N ffK N KM
230 Loop to generate points of t ra je c to r ie s
231 X X X X X X H t t X X H X X X X X X X X M H X X X X X X W X X X X X X K K # * * * }
232
233 fo r  1:» l  to  npts do
234 begin
235 t h e t a : •  (1 - 1 ) / ( n p t s - 1) * 2 * p 1;
236 c a r t ( z 2 . t h e t a ) ;
237 c s u b ( t 2 , t ! , z 2 ) ;
238 c l n v ( z l . t 2 ) ;
239 d a t a [ l ,  1 +< 1 -1 )**npts]: - z  1C1 ] ;




244 { x x x x x x x x x x t t x x x x x x x x i n t x x # *
245 C all  to  graphing ro u tin e
246 t f t t X X M X f t X N f f t t M X t t t t X X M X X N I t * * * }
247 c l rs c r ;
248 t i t l e : - '  Root T ra je c to r ies
249 graph2d(data .m ,t1t 1e ) ;
250 c l rs c r ;
251
252
253 End of Main line Program











5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the expanded trans fer «
6 *  function of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 *  from the t h i r d  chebyshev argument *
e « #
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date J u l . 87 m
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0 *
I I N *







19 form3 "array  [ I . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;
20 var
21 num, amax, sum. eps. n . f  actO. gamma.sign.
22 c l .x .y .s , t .w t l ,w t 2 .m a g ,p l .p 2 .s c a le  : r e a l ;
23 1. J . k , 1.m.nextx.nexty : In teger;
24 u .v .c u .c v .z u .z v  sarray [h .o rd m a x ]  of r e a l ;
25 z l . z 2 . t l , t 2  sform3;
26 f la g  :boolean;
27 temp :char;
28 filename ; s t r ln g [ l3 ] ;
29 output stext;
30 a .b .c .d  sarray [ 0 . .ordmax.0..ordmax] of r e a l ;
31
32 { t t t f K M X t t * * * * * *
33 Subprograms










44 w r i te ln ;
45 wr l te ln ( *p re s s  any key to continue1) ;  .
46 repeat u n t i l  keypressed;
47 w r i te ln ;
48 end;
49
50 procedure cexp(var x #y : r e a l ) ;
51
52
53 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
54
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55
56 var
57 s . t  : r e a l ;
58 begin
59 t : * x ;
60 s : - y ;
61 x :» e x p ( t ) *c o s (s ) ;
62 y : » e x p ( t ) * s ln ( s ) ;
63 end;
64
65 procedure emu 11(var z t .z 2 .z 3 : fo rm 3 ) ;
66
68 Procedure to  simulate complex m u l t ip l ic a t io n
70
71 begin
72 z l [ l ] : - z 2 [ l ] * z 3 [ l ] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 2 ] ;
73 z l [ 2 ] : - z 2 [ l ] * z 3 [ 2 ] + z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ l ] ;
74 end;
75
76 procedure arccosh(var z l .z 2 : fo r m 3 ) ;
77
79 Procedure to  c a lcu la te  arccosh of z
81
82 var
83 x . y . b . c . d . e . f . g . t . s i g n  t r e a l ;
84
85 begin
86 x t - z l [ l ] ;
87 y : « z l [ 2 ] ;
88 b s -x # x -y *y - l ;
89 c :» 2 *x *y ;
90 d :» x + s q r t ( (s q r t (b *b + c # c )+ b ) /2 ) ;
91 4 f  c>-0 then
92 s ig n : * I
93 e lse
94 s i g n : " - I ;
95 e : »y+s Ign*sqrt( ( s q r t (b # b + c *c ) -b ) /2 ) ;
96 f : « ln ( s q r t ( d * d + e * e ) ) ;
97 I f  ( (a b s (e )< le - l0 0 )a n d (d < 0 .0 ) )  then
98 t : - p l
99 else
100 begin
101 | f  a b s (d )< le - l0 0  then
102 begin
103 | f  e>-0 then
104 s lg ns - l
105 e lse
106 s i g n : * - I ;
*07 t : -p l /2 * *s lg n ;
108 end
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109











t :» a rc ta n (e /d )  
I f  d<0 then 
I f  e>0 then 
t :» t+ p l  
else
t t - t - p  I ;
end;
119 g : - t ;
120 z 2 [ l ] : - f ;














135 c lrs c r ;
136
138 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
139 *N**NNN**«ft*««M***MM*ttNMNNX*NMK}
140
141 w r lte ln ( ’ Expanded Transfer Function Generator*);
142 w rite lnC * Chebyshev Argument # 3 ') ;
143 w r ite ln ;
144 w rlte ( 'E n te r order o f f i l t e r  (+ve <*.ordmax.*/2) ; ' ) ;
145 read ln (n );
146 m :-trunc(2*n);
147 w rlte ( 'E n te r passband r ip p le  Amax ; ' ) ;
148 readln(amax);
149 w riteC 'Enter Gamma (0<gamma<l.0) ; * ) ;
150 readln(gamma);
151 cl:»sln(gamma*pl/2)#sln(gamma#pl/2);
152 w r ite ln ;
153 epss»sqrt(exp(0 .I#am ax# ln (l0 ))-l);
154
155 {XXXXXXXXXXXXMXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
156 Calcu la tion o f chebyshev poles
157 «»X»XNM*#Xtt*MN«*««X*X*Xft*XX««X*}
158
159 fa c to : — In (1/eps+sqrt(1/eps/eps+1)) /n /2 ;
160 fo r k : " I  to  m do
161 begin
162 u [ k ] : * ( 2 « k - | ) » p | / 4 / n ;
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167 Calcu la t ion  of Cosine of chebyshev poles
168
169
170 fo r  k :» l  to  m do
171 begin
172 c u [ k ] : » 0 .5 * c o s (u [k ] ) * (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;
173 c v [ k ] i — 0 .5 * s l n ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) - e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
174 t i t  1 ] t-cuCkl;
175 t l t 2 ] : - c v t k ] ;
176 c m u l t ( t 2 . t l . t l ) ;
177 c u [k ]s * t2 [1 ] ;
178 c v [k ] : - t2 C 2 ] ;
179 end;
180
181 (N l t M N N H t f K M N N t t N N t t M N N W N i t H M M N N N N t t N K t U t N I X U *
182 C a lcu la t ion  of Zsl —  ( Arccosh(z))
183
184
185 fo r  ks * l  to  m do
186 begin
187 c u [k ] : -c l# c u [k ] ;
188 c v [ k ] : - c l * c v [ k ] ;
189 2 l [ 1] : - 1-c u tk ] ;
190 Z l [ 2 ] : — c v [k ] ;
191 arc c o s h (z t .z 2 ) ;
192 z u [ k ] ! - z 2 [ l ] ;
193 z v [ k ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] ;
194 end;
195 w r i te ln ;
196
197 { t t N N N N « « N f t * * K N N « M N M K « * » K « N * «  * * » ) » » # *
198 Calcu la t ion  of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial factors
199 a * * * ! * * * * # * # # * # # ) * # * * * # # * # # * * # # # # # # # # # # # # # # * * * #  a * * # # * * * * }
200
201 fo r  1:■! to  m do
202 begin
_ 203 z u [ l ] : - z u [ l ] ;
zvC1 ] : - z v [ 1];
— 2.05 c e x p ( z u [ l ] . z v [ l 3 ) ;
206 z u [ l ] : » - 2 . 0 * z u [ l ] ;
207 z v [ l ] : — 2 . 0 * z v [ l ] ;
208 end;
209 w r i te ln ;
210
211
212 I n i t i a l i z e  arrays fo r  polynomial expansion
213
214
215 fo r  1: -0  to  m do
216 fo r  J 0 to  m do
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217 begin
218 a [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
219 bC I , J ] :« 0 .0 ;
220 c [ I . j ] : * 0 . 0 ;
221 d [ I . J J : - 0 . 0 ;
222 end;
223 a [ 0 . 0 ) : - 1 . 0 ;
224
225 { X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
226 Loop to generate expanded polynomial
2 2 7  X N X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X K X K X X K N X X K M X X X }
228
229 fo r  k : * l  to  m do
230 begin
231 fo r  l : * l  to  k do
232 fo r  J : - 0  to  k do
233 begin
234 I i - l - l ;
235 c [ I . J ] : - c [ I . J ] + a [ I . J ] ;
236 d [ I , J ] s - d [ I , J ] + b [ I , J ] ;
237 c [J ,  l ] : * c [ J . l ] + a [ J . I ] ;
238 d [ J , l ] : - d [ J . l ] + b [ J . I ] ;
239 end;
240 fo r  l : - 0  to  k do
241 fo r  J : - 0  to k do
242 begin
243 c [ I . J ] : - c [ I . J ]+ a [ I  J ] * z u [ k ] - b [ I , J ] * z v [ k ] ;
244 d [ I . J ] : * d [ l . J ) + a [ l , J ] * z v [ k ] + b [ I . J ] * z u [k ] ;
245 end;
246 fo r  I : - 0  to  k do
247 fo r  J:«0 to k do
248 begin
249 a [ I . J ] : - c [ I . J ] ;
250 b [ I , J ] : * d [ I . J ] ;
251 c [ I . J ] : * 0 .0 ;




256 fo r  I : - 0  to  m do
257 fo r  J:»0 to  m do
258 a [ l ; j7 N .e [ l ,J ] * n u m ;
259 w r i t e l n C ‘Co-you wish amplitude response');
260 w r l t e C  scaled to  0 dB a t  wIT -  w2T -  0 .0  7 ( Y / N ) ' ) ;
261 readln(tem p);
262 temp:-upcase(temp);
263 I f  tem p-'Y ' then
264 begin
265 sum:-0.0;
266 fo r  I : - 0  to  m do
267 fo r  J : -0  to  m do
268 sum:-sum+a[I. J ] ;
269 num:»sum;
270 end;
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271 I f  temp-'N ’ then
272 begin
273 w r l t e l n C  Do you wish amplitude response');
274 w r i t e C  scaled to  0 dB a t  wIT ■ w2T ■ pi ? ( Y / N ) ' ) ;
275 readln(tem p);
276 temp:«upcase(temp);
277 I f  temp-'Y* then
278 begin
279 sum:*0.0;
280 sign: — 1.0;
281 fo r  I :» 0  to  m do
282 begin
283 s ig n :— sign;
284 fo r  J:»0 to  m do
285 begin
286 sum:»sum+slgn*a[I, J ] ;






293 w r i te  In;
294 w r l t e ( 'E n t e r  Filename fo r  output of c o e f f ic ie n ts  ' ) ;
295 readln(fI lename);
296 ass lg n (o u tp u t.f I len am e);
297 re w r i te (o u tp u t ) ;
298 wr I te ln (o u tp u t .m );
299 w r l te ln (o u tp u t .m );
300 wrIte lnCoutput.num:1 2 :11);
301 fo r  I :« 0  to  m do
302 fo r  J t -0  to  m do
303 begin
304 w r l t e l n ( l , J , a [ l . j ] : l 2 : l l ) ;
305 w r l t e l n ( o u t p u t .a [ I , J ] :  12 :11);
306 end;
307 c lo se (ou tpu t) ;
308
309 { w r I t e I n ;
310 w rlte ln (num );
311 wr1t e I n ;
312 fo r  I : * 0  to  m do
313 fo r  J:«0 to  m do
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A P P E N D IX  4
T h ird  C hcbyshev Low -Pass F ilter 
R esp o n se  P rogram  S ource  C ode




3 { * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
4 *  *
5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the frequency, phase and delay *
6 *  response of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 *  from the fourth  (summer86) chebyshev argument *
8 * *
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date Jun 87 *
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0  *
11 » «
12 *  F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o l t is  , T. Kent *




18 nptsx«25; { * * -  needed fo r  graph3d.pas)
19 nptsy»25; { * * }
20 npts-625; { * “ )
21 type
22 form -a r ra y  [ I . . 3 , 1. .np ts ]  of r e a l ;  { “*}
23 form2 -a r ra y  [ I . . 2 . 1 . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;  { * * )
24 form4 ■ s t r ln g [4 0 ] ;
25 form3 -a r ra y  [ I . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;
26 var
27 d a ta .d a ta 2 .d e ly  sform; I * * }
28 xy sform2; {•*•*)
29 am ax.eps,factO.gamma.cl.wt1,wt2.mag,pi.p2,scale : r e a l ;
30 p hase .de lta l  ,d e l ta 2 ,d e lp l ,d e lp 2 ,n  : r e a l ;
31 I . J .k .m .nextx .nexty  s Integer;
32 u .v .c u .c v .z u .z v  sarray [ l . .o rd m a x ]  of r e a l ;
33 r l . z 2 . t l . t 2 . d p . t 3 . t 4  sform3;
34 f la g  :boolean;
35 temp schar;









45 procedure cadd(var z l ,z 2 .z 3 : fo r m 3 ) ;
46
48 Procedure to  simulate complex add it ion
4 9  « » X N « N * X » * N » « N » * * M N W * N M t t * * M N W W N M N M N « « « « }
50
51 begin
52 2 l [ I ] : » z 2 [ l ] + z 3 [ I J ;
53 z l [ 2 ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] + z 3 [ 2 ] ;
54 end;
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55
56 procedure cexp(var x , y : r e a l ) ;
57
58




63 s . t  s re a l ;
64 begin
65 t s - x ;
66 ss-y;
67 xs«exp (t ) *co s(s ) ;
68 y s - e x p ( t ) * s ln (s ) ;
69 end;
70
71 procedure cmult(var z l .z 2 .z 3 : fo r m 3 ) :
72
73




78 z 1 [ 1 ] : - z 2 [ 1] * z 3 [ 1] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 2 ] ;
79 z l [ 2 ] s - z 2 [ l ] « z 3 [ 2 ] + z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 1 ] ;
80 end;
81
82 procedure arccosh(var z l ,z 2 : fo r m 3 ) ;
83
84




89 x . y . b . c . d . e . f . g . t . s l g n  s rea l;
90
91 begin
92 x s - z l t l ] ;
93 y : « z l [ 2 ] ;
94 b s -x *x -y # y -1 ;
95 c:-2»x»y;
96 d:«x+sqrt((sqrt(b '*b+c»*c)+b)/2);
97 I f  c>»0 then
98 s i g n : - 1
99 else
100 signs —  1;
101 e : ”y+s lg n » s q r t ( (s q r t (b *b + c *c ) -b ) /2 ) :
102 f : - l n ( s q r t ( d * d + e * e ) ) ;




107 I f  abs(d )< le -100 then
108 begin
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109 I f  e>-0 then
110 s ig n :* )
111 eIse
112 s ig n : * -1 ;




117 t : » a r c ta n (e /d ) ;
118 I f  d<0 then
119 I f  e>0 then
120 t : - t + p l
121 else
122 t : —t —p I ;
123 end;
124 end;
125 g : - t ;
126 z 2 [ I ] : “f ;






133 End of subprograms
134
135
136 « « **#»# ## **# *» ***




141 c l r s c r ;
142
144 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
145
146
147 w rlte ln ( 'F requency Response -  Chebyshev Argument # 4 ' ) ;
148 w r l te ln ;
149 w r l te ( *E n te r  order of f i l t e r  (+ve < , .o rd m ax . ' /2 )  ; ' ) ;
150 ~reacThn£n) ;
151 m:*tPunc(2«n);
152 w r l te ( *E n te r  passband r ip p le  Amax ; ’ ) ;
153 readTn(amax);
154 w r l t e ( ’ Enter Gamma (0<gamma<1.0 )  ; * ) ;
155 readln(gamma);
156 cl:»s ln(gam m a*pl/2)*s ln(gam m a*pl/2):
157 w r l te ln ;
158 ep s:"sq rt (ex p (0 . l^ am a x^ lnC IO )) - ! ) ;
159
161 Ca lcula tion  of chebyshev poles
162
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163
164 f  actO: - - 1n C 1 /e p s + s q r t ( l /e p s /e p s + l ) ) /n /2 ;
165 for k s- 1 to  m do
166 begin
167 u [ k ] : » ( 2 Kk - l ) * p l / 4 / n ;
168 v [k ]:» fac tO ;
169 end;
170
172 Calcula tion  of sine of chebyshev poles
173 tttt*KMNMttWN«NNN«W«HttK*KttNM**ftNNHtfM*M**W«*«}
174
175 fo r  k:»1 to  m do
176 begin
177 c u [k ] : « 0 .5 * s ln ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) + e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
178 c v [k ] :« 0 .5 *c o s (u [k ] ) * (e x p (v [k J ) -e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) :
179 t l [ l ] : - c u [ k ] ;
180 t l [ 2 ] : - c v [ k ] ;
181 c m u t t ( t 2 . t l , t l ) ;
182 c u [ k ] : - t 2 [ l ] ;
183 c v [ k ] : » t2 [ 2 ] ;
184 end;
185
187 Calcula tion  of Zsl —  ( Arccosh(z))
188
189
190 fo r  k t — 1 to  m do
191 begin
192 cu [k ] :»c1*cu [k ] ;
193 c v [k ] j« c l * c v [k ] ;
194 z 1 C I ] j - l - c u t k ] ;
195 z l [ 2 ] : » - c v [ k ] ;
196 arccosh(z1,z2);
197 z u [ k ] : - z 2 t l ] ;
198 z v [ k ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] ;
199 end;
200
202 Sett ing  of x -y -ax ls  l im its  fo r  p lo t t in g
203 ftftWNKXXttXMXXWNNKXXMWMXttWKttKKXWWMXMXXMffNtt}
204
205 x y [ I . I ] : » 0 . 0 ;  •— -?
206 x y [ l . 2 ] : - p l ;
207 x y [ 2 . l ] : - 0 . 0 ;
208 x y t 2 , 2 ] : * p l ;
209
2 1 0  { N X X X X X K X W X N W X H X N X X N X X X X M X X t t K K
211 Selection of Table of Values
212 MHHXXXNNXKXMttXWttMNMNtttfXttNNWMN}
213
214 f l a g : - f a l s e ;
215 w r i t e ( ’ Do you want a tab le  of values fo r  magnitude and phase ( Y / N ) ' ) ;
216 readln(temp);
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217 • temp:-Upcase(temp);
218 I f  temp"' Y1 then
219 begin
220 f l a g : - t r u e ;
221 end;
222 I f  f la g  then
223 begin
224 w r l te ln ;
225 w r i te  In('Frequency Response -  Magnitude and Phase');
226 wr I t e t n C  wl*T w2*T [H (z 1 ,z 2 ) ]  < H (z 1 .z 2 ) ' ) ;
227 w r l t e l n C  (dB) ( r a d ) ' ) ;
228 w r l te ln ;
229 end;
230
232 Ca lcula tion  of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial factors
234
235 fo r  I s - I  to  m do
236 begin
237 z u [ i ] : - z u [ l ] ;
238 z v [ i ] : - z v [ i ] ;
239 c e x p ( z u [ l ] , z v [ l ] ) ;
240 z u [ i ] : - - 2 . 0 * z u t l ] ;
241 zv[ I ] : — 2 .0 *z v [  I ] ;
242 end;
243
245 Loop to  generate f i l t e r  magnitude response
247
248 fo r  l : - l  to  nptsx do
249 begin
250 fo r  J :» t  to  nptsy do
251 begin
252 wt 1: - ( I - 1 ) * ( x y [ I , 2 ) - x y [ 1 .1 ] ) / ( n p t s x - 1) + x y [1 .1 ];
253 w t 2 : * ( j - 1 ) * ( x y [ 2 . 2 ] - x y [ 2 , l ] ) / ( n p t s y - l ) + x y [ 2 , I ] ;
254 z l [ l ] : * c o s ( - w t l ) ;
255 z l [ 2 ] : * s l n ( - w t 1 ) ;
256 z 2 [ l ] :» c o s ( -w t2 ) ;
257 z 2 [2 ] : *s 1 n ( -w t2 ) ;
258 dpC1 ] : - 1 .0;
259 d p [2 ] : -0 .0 ;
260 c a d d ( t l . z l . z 2 ) ;
261
263 Loop to  m u lt ip le  f i l t e r  polynomial fac tors
265
266 fo r  k :» t  to  m do
267 begin
268 t 2 C I ] : - z u [ k ] ;
269 t 2 [ 2 ] : * z v [ k ] ;
270 c a d d ( t 3 , t l , t 2 ) ;
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271 c m u l t ( t4 .d p . t3 ) ;
272 d p [ l ] : - t 4 [ 1 ] ;
273 d p [ 2 ] : * t 4 [ 2 ] ;
274 end;
275
277 Ca lcu la t ion  of magnitude In dB w ith  dc scaling
279
280 k : * ( l -1 )» n p ts y + J ;
281 m a g :*s q r t (d p [ l ] *d p [ t ]+ d p [2 ] *d p [2 ] ) ;
282 I f  k * l  then scale:*mag;
283 mag:— 2 0 * ln (m a g /s c a le ) / ln (  10);
284
286 Ca lcu la t ion  of phase from —2pI -  0
288
289 phase:— 1 .0 *arc tan (d p [2 ] /d p [  1 ] ) ;




294 I f  dp[2 ]<0 .0  then phase:— 2*pl+phase;
295 end;
296 d a ta [1 ,k ] : -w t1 ;
297 d a ta [2 .k ] : -w t2 ;
298 d ata [3 .k ]: -m ag;
299 d a t a 2 [ l . k ] : - w t t ;
300 d a ta 2 [2 .k ] : *w t2 ;
301 d a ta2 [3 ,k ] : -p hase ;
302 I f  f l a g  then
303 begin




308 w r l te ln ;
309
311 Call  to  graphing procedure
3 1 2  f tM N W N t f N H t t t t t t t f M N I tK K K K f tN M t f t t M K W }
313
314 c l rs c r ;
315 t i t l e : * '  Magnitude Response ( In  dB)’ ;
316 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta ,x y . t i t le ) ;
317 c l r s c r ;
318 t i t l e : * ’ Phase Response ' ;
319 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta 2 ,x y , t i t le ) ;
320 c l r s c r ;
321
322 { M » N M « K M « N N M N M N » K N « N « N N « * * X K N W * * W N N W N t l »
323 Ca lcula tion  of group delays of f i l t e r
3 2 4  « « N « N * N « X » * « W « W N K M N * X t t N N H * * M N N M « N N N X « M )
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325
327 Simulation of d e r iv a t iv e  by l in ear  d if fe ren ce  equation
329
330 d e l t a l ! - ( x y [ l , 2 ] - x y [ l . l ] ) / n p t s x ;
331 d e l t a 2 : * ( x y [ 2 ,2 ] - x y [ 2 .  l ] ) /n p ts y ;
332 fo r  l : » l  to  nptsx do
333 begin
334 w t I : - ( I - 1 ) * ( x y [ 1 , 2 ] - x y [ 1 . 1 ] ) / ( n p t s x - 1 ) + x y [ 1.13;
335 fo r  J :« l  to  nptsy do
336 begin
337 w t 2 : » ( J - l ) * ( x y [ 2 , 2 ] - x y [ 2 , l ] ) / ( n p t s y - l ) + x y [ 2 . 1];
338 k ! - ( l - 1 ) * n p t s y + J :
339 nextx:»k+nptsy;
340 nexty :-k+1;
341 i f  nexty>l*nptsy then nexty:»nexty-2;
342 I f  nextx>npts then nextx :-nextx -2*np tsy;
343 d a t a [ 1 .k ] : - w t l ;
344 d e l y [ l , k ] : « u t l ;
345 d a ta [2 .k ] : -w t2 ;
346 d e ly [2 ,k ]s«w t2 ;
347 delpl : — d a ta 2 [3 .n ex tx ]+ d a ta 2 [3 .k ] ;
348 de 1 p2: — deta2[3 ,nexty  ]+ d a ta 2 [3 .k ] ;
349



























378 Call  to  Graphing Subroutines
I f  a b s (d e tp f )> p l * l .5 0  then 
begin
I f  delpOO.O then 
d e lp l : - d e lp l - 2 * p l  
else
d e lp l : - d e lp l+ 2 * p i :
end;
I f  a b s (d e lp 2 )> p l* t .50 then 
begin
I f  delp2>0.0 then 
delp2:»delp2-2'*pl 
else
de I p2: -de I p2-*-2t*p 1:
end;
d a ta [3 .k ] ;« d e Ip  1 /d e lta  I ; 
d e ly [3 .k ] :» d e lp 2 /d e l ta 2 ;
I f  J-nptsy then d e ly [ 3 .k ] : » - d e ly [ 3 .k ] ;
I f  l»nptsx then d a ta [3 .k ] : » - d a t a [ 3 .k ] ;
I f  d a ta [3 .k ]< - IO .O  then d a t a t 3 .k ] : - d a t a [ 3 .k ] + 2 " p l /d e l t a l ;  
I f  d e ly [3 .k ]< - IO .O  then d e ly [3 .k ] :« d e ly [3 .k ]+ 2 '*p l /d e l ta 2 ;




381 c l rs c r ;
382 t i t l e : - ’ Croup Delay I
383 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta ,x y . t i t le ) ;
384 c l rs c r ;
385 t i t l e : - '  Croup Delay 2 ' ;
386 g ra p h 3 d (d e ly .x y . t l t le ) ;




391 End of mainline program





















• •T h is  program ca lcu la tes  the root t ra je c to ry
*  o f  a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived
# from the fourth  chebyshev argument 
«
*  Program By -  Tim Kent 
» Language -  Turbo Pascal 3.0  
x











{••••-Needed fo r  graph2d}
20 type
21 form «array [ I . . 2 . 1. .nptsord] o f re a l; {•“ •}
22 form3 "array [ I . . 2] of re a l;
23 form4 "  s tr ln g [4 0 ];
24
25 var
26 data tform ; {* * }
27 am ax.eps.facto .gam m a.c l.x .y .s .t,p i.p2 ,theta .n  :re a l;
28 I . J .k . m . I  t Integer;
29 u .v .cu .cv.zu .zv ta rray [l..o rdm ax ] o f re a l;
30 z l . z 2 . t l . t 2  :form3;









40 procedure csub(var z l.z2 .z3 :fo rm 3);
42 { X X X X K K K K X K K X X K X K X X K K X X K K K X X K X K K X X K K K X X X X K K
43 Procedure to  simulate complex subtraction
4 4  X X K X K X K X K K X K X K X X K K K X X K X K K K X X X X K K K K X K K X K K K X }
45
46 begin
47 z l [ l j : - z 2 [ l ] - z 3 [ l j ;
48 z I [ 2 ] : * z 2 [ 2 ] - z 3 [ 2 ] ;
49 end;
50
51 procedure cmult(var z l ,z 2 ,z 3 : fo r m 3 ) ;
52
5 3  { X X X X X X X K X X X X X K X X X X K X X K X X X X X K X K X K X X X X K X K X X K K X X X
54 Procedure to  simulate complex m u lt ip l ic a t io n
41
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5 5  M M N N t t N H N M K M N M * * « N N t t W N M N N N N N t t * K W N K f t f t t t H * t t t t * N M W M W  }
56
57 begin
58 z l [ l ] : - z 2 [ l ] * z 3 [ l ] - r 2 [2 ] * z 3 [2 ] :
59 z l[2 ]:-z2 [l]» z3 [2 ]+ z2C 2 ]*z3 C I];
60 end;
61
62 procedure c lnv(ver z l .z2:form 3);
63
65 Procedure to  simulate complex Inversion
5 6  « * * W M « M K * * M « * * * N t t N M N * N N N M N M M M N M W M N » K « N M N }
67
68 var
69 mag srea l;
70 begin
7 1 mag:-z2[ I ]**z2[ I ]+z2[2]»z2[2] ;
72 z l [  I]:»z2[IJ/m ag;
73 z I [ 2 ] : “ -z2[2]/mag;
74 end;
75
76 procedure cexp(var z l,z2 :fo rm 3);
77
79 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
81
82 begin
83 z l[ l]s « e x p (z 2 [l]) *c o s (z 2 [2 ]) ;
84 z l[2 ]s -e x p (z 2 [1 ])*s ln (z 2 [2 ]) ;
85 end;
86
87 procedure ca rt(va r z l:fo rm 3 ; th e ta s re a l);
88
89 {X ttM M ttN N N N W N W M N N M IttO IK X W M X N X W ItttttX M ttN X W M N IK tltttN M K W M N V X M
90 Procedure to  perform cartesian to  polar conversion
92
93 begin
94 z l[ l ] : - c o s ( th e ta ) ;
95 z l[2 ] : - s ln ( th e ta ) ;
96 end;
97
98 procedure arccosh(var z l.z2 :fo rm 3);
99
100 {»««NK**MM»W«MMN*«WWNW*N«MNNWN»N*N*KW«N«»
101 Procedure to  ca lcu la te  arccosh o f z
103
104 var
105 x .y .b .c .d .e . f .g . t .s lg n  srea l;
106
107 begin
108 x s - z l [ l ] ;
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109 y : - z l [2 ] ;
110 b :» x *x -y *y - l;
111 C:»2*X#y;
112 d :»x+sqrt((sqrt(b "b+c*c)+b)/2 );
113 I f  c>-0 then
114 s ig n :* l
115 else
116 s I gn: — I ;
117 e :»y+slgn#sqrt((sqrt(b*b+c#c)-b)/2);
118 f : - ln ( s q r t ( ‘d'*d+e*e)):




123 I f  abs(d)<le-IOO then
124 begin
125 I f  e>-0 then
126 slgn:*>1
127 else
128 s I g n : I ;




133 t:« a rc ta n (e /d );
134 I f  d<0 then
135 I f  e>0 then
136 t!« t+ p l
137 else
138 t s - t - p l •
139 end;
140 end;
141 g :« t;
142 z 2 [1 ]:« f;






149 End o f subprograms







157 c lrs c r ;
158
160 Input f i l t e r  spec ifica tions
161 KKNMKNKMNttMKNftNKttMXHNMNttMXNK}
162
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163 w r l t e l n ( ’ Root T ra je c to ry  -  Chebyshev Argument #4'
164 ' w r1t e 1n;
165 w r i te ( 'E n te r  order of f i l t e r  (+ve < * .ordmax.’ / 2 )
166 re a d ln (n ) ;
167 m :»trunc(2*n);
168 w r l t e C  Enter passband r ip p le  Amax ; ' ) ;
169 readln(amax);
170 w r l t e f ’ Enter Gamma (0<gamma<l.0 )  : ' ) :
171 readln(gamma):
172 cl s»s1n(gamma#p|/2)#3ln(gamma,* p l /2 ) :
173 w r1t e 1n ;
174 e p s : -s q r t (e x p (0 .1 # a m a x * ln ( I0 ) ) - I ) :
175
176
177 Calcula te  chebyshev poles
178
179
180 factO: — ln( 1/eps+sqrt( 1/eps/eps+l ) ) / n / 2 ;
181 fo r  k i “ 1 to  m do
182 begin
183 u [ k ] : - ( 2 * k - l ) « p l / 4 / n ;




188 C alcu la te  sine of cheb poles
189
190
191 fo r  k:«1 to  m do
192 begin
193 c u [k ] :« 0 .5 ' *s ln (u [k ] ) ' * (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v tk ] ) ) :
194 cvfkJi-O.SxcosCutkJJ^fexpCvIkJJ-expf-vCk])):
195 t l [ 1 ] ; « c u [ k ] ;
196 t l [ 2 ] : » c v [ k ] ;
197 c m u l t ( t 2 . t 1 . t 1 ) ;
198 c u t k ] s - t 2 [ l ] ;




203 Calcula te  zs ls  -  arccosh(z)
204
205
206 fo r  k : -1  to  m do
207 begin
208 cu[k]:»c1*'cuCk]:
209 cvtk D s - c l  **cv[k ] ;
210 z l [ l ] : « l - c u [ k ] :
211 z l [2 ] :« -c v C k ] ;
212 a rc c o s h fz l ,z 2 ) ;
213 z u [ k ] : « z 2 [ 1];
214 zvC k]:»z2 [2];
215 end;
216
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217
218 Loop to  generate roo t t r a je c t o r ie s  fo r  a l l  fac tors
219 * t * M #  a # * * * # # *  X X X X W X H X * * * * * *  t u n * * # # # * # * * # # # * * * * # * # * * * * '
220
221 fo r  1:«t to  m do
222 begin
223 t l [ l ] : - z u [ l ] ;
224 t l [ 2 ] : - 2 v [ l 3 ;
225 c e x p ( t2 . t1 ) ;
226 t l [ l ] : - 2 * t 2 [ l ] ;
227 t 1 [ 2 ] : - 2 * t 2 [ 2 ] ;
228
229
230 Loop to  generate points of t r a je c t o r ie s
231
232
233 fo r  1: - l  to  npts do
234 begin
235 t h e t a : - ( 1 - 1 ) / ( n p t s - 1)« 2 *p 1;
236 c a r t ( z 2 , t h e t a ) ;
237 c s u b ( t 2 , t l , 2 2 ) ;
238 c l n v ( z l , t 2 ) ;
239 d a t a [ 1 . l+ ( I  - 1 ) “ npts]s * 2 1[1 ];




244 { X X X N X N X N N X X X X X N N N W N X X X X X M
245 Call  to  graphing ro u tin e
246 t tM M X N W X X N M M M N X K M M N f t N X N t t N N }
247
248 c l r s c r ;
249 t i t l e : * '  Root T ra je c to r ie s
250 g ra p h 2 d (d a ta .m ,t l t le ) ;
251 c l rs c r ;
252
253 ( X X X M X X X N X X X X X X X X N X N M X N K X
254 End of Mainline Program











5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the expanded trans fer ft
6 *  function of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived m
7 # from the fourth  chebyshev argument n
8 « «
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date J u l . 87 ft
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0 N
I I «







19 form3 “ array [ I . . 2] of r e a l ;
20 var
21 num. amax, sum, eps, n . f  actO. gamma. s 1 gn.
22 c l . x . y . s . t . w t l , w t 2 . mag.pl,p2 ,sca le  s re a l ;
23 1, J . k . 1.m.nextx.nexty : Integer;
24 u .v .c u .c v .z u .z v  sarray [L .o rd m a x ]  of r e a l ;
25 z l . z 2 . t l . t 2  sform3;
26 f la g  sboolean;
27 temp schar;
28 filename sstrIngC13];
29 output s text;









39 { W W M N f t f t f t M f t f t M H M f t f t N M f t f t f t f t f t W f t f t f t f t f t N f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t
40 Procedure to  tem porarily  h a l t  program execution
41 M f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t W f t f t f t f t M K f t f t f t f t f t f t f t N f t N N N f t f t W W f t f t f t f t M f t f t f t f t W f t f t f t f t }
42
43 begin
44 wr 1t e 1n;
45 w r l te ln ( 'p re s s  any key to  c o n t in u e ') ;
46 repeat u n t i l  keypressed;
47 w r l te ln ;
48 end;
49
50 procedure cexpfvar x .y s r e a l ) ;
51
52 {ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft#ftftft»ftftft»ft»*ftftftft»ft»ftft*»ftftftft
53 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
54 ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft}




57 s . t  : r e a l ;
58 begin
59 t : * x ;
60 s:»y;
61 x :» e x p (t ) *c o s (s ) ;
62 y :» e x p ( t ) *s ln (s ) ;
63 end;
64
65 procedure cmultfvar z l .z 2 .z 3 : fo r m 3 ) ;
66
67




72 z 1 [1 ] : * z 2 [ 1] * z 3 [ 1] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 2 ] :
73 z l[2 ] : -z 2 C n *z 3 C 2 ]+ z 2 [2 ] '» z 3 C l] ;
74 end;
75 •
76 procedure arccoshfvar z l ,z 2 : fo rm 3 ) ;
77
78




83 x . u . b . c . d . e . f . g . t . s l g n  : re a l ;
84
85 begin
86 x : « z l [ 1 ] ;
87 y :* z lC 2 ] ;
88 b ^ x ^ x -y x y - l ;
89 c:"2»x*y;
90 d : -x + s q r t ( (s q r t (b » b + c *c )+ b ) /2 ) ;
91 I f  c>-0 then
92 s lg n : - l
93 else
94 sign: —  1;
95 e : »y+s 1 g n x s q r t f fs q r t tb ^ b + c v c j -b )^ ) ;
96 f  :« ln (s q r t (d *d + e *e ) ) ;
97 I f  ( (ab s (e )< le -1 00 )an d (d <0 .0 ) )  then
98 t : * p l
99 else
100 begin.
101 I f  abs(d)<le-100 then
102 begin
103 I f  e>-0 then
104 slgn:» l
105 else
106 sign: — 1;
107 t : - p i /2 » s ig n ;
108 end














t : * a r c t a n ( e / d ) ;  
I f  d<0 then 
I f  e>0 then 
t : * t + p l  
else  
t : * t - p l ;
end;
end
119 g : - t :
120 z 2 [ l ] s * f ;














135 c lrs c r ;
136
| 37 {XWXXXMttMtttfMMXKNKKXXNMXXXMMtt****
138 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
140
141 w rite  In(*Expanded Transfer Function Generator’ ) ;
142 w r lte ln (*  Chebyshev Argument # 4 ') ;
143 w r lte ln ;
144 w r l te ( ’ Enter order o f f i l t e r  (+ve <’ .ordmax.’ /2 )  ; ’ ) ;
145 rea d ln (n );
146 m :«trunc(2*n);
147 w rlte ( 'E n te r passband r ip p le  Amax ; ' ) ;
148 readln(amax);
149 w M te (’ Enter Gamma (0<gamma<l.0 )  ; ' ) ;
150 readln^g&mma);
151 c l:*s T n T g a m m a *p l /2 ) *s ln (g a m m a *p l /2 ) ;
152 w rI te In ;
153 eps:-sqrt(exp(0.I*am ax#ln(1 0 ))-1) ;
154
155 {XMHXXNXNNXXNMKNXXMWNXMXXXXWWXXX
156 C alcu la tion  of chebyshev poles
158
159 fa c t0 :« - ln ( l/e p s + s q rt( l/e p s /e p s + l)) /n /2 ;
160 fo r  k :« l to  m do
161 begin
162 u [k ] : - (2 « k - l)« p l/4 /n ;
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167 C alcu la t ion  of sine of chebyshev poles
168
169
170 fo r  k:«1 to  m do
171 begin
172 c u [ k ] :« 0 .5 # s fn (u [k ] )# (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;
173 c v [ k ] : » 0 .5 * c o s ( u [ k ] ) # ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) - e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
174 t l [ l ] : » c u [ k ] ;
175 t l [ 2 ] : * c v [ k ] ;
176 c m u l t ( t 2 . t 1 , t 1 ) ;
177 c u [ k ] i - t 2 [ 1];
178 c v [ k ] : - t 2 [ 2 ] ;
179 end;
180
181 { * *# » » * *# # **# # # » » *» » ** *# # *# # * *# * *» **» *
182 Calcu la t ion  of Zsi —  ( Arccosh(z))
183
184
185 fo r  k :-1 to  m do
186 begin
187 c u [k ] :» c l# c u [k ] ;
188 c v [k ] :« c ! * c v [k ] ;
189 z l [  l ] : » l - c u [ k ] ;
190 z l [ 2 ] :  — cv [k ] ;
191 a rc c o s h (z l ,z 2 ) ;
192 z u [k ] :« z 2 [1 ] ;
193 z v [ k ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] ;
194 end;
195 w r l te ln ;
196
197
198 C a lcu la t io n  of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial fac tors
199 MNtttfNMKttNttMHHMItttttNWNMNtfttNNMNKftttttfttfMNftffMMftNNttNMttMftMHMNM)
200
201 fo r  1: — 1 to  m do
202 begin
203 z u [ l ] ; - z u [ l ] ;
204 z v [ 1 ] : » z v [ 1];
205 c e x p ( z u [ l ] . z v [ l 3 ) ;
206 z u [ l ] : * - 2 . 0 * z u [ l ] ;
207 zvC1 ] : » - 2 .0 * z v [ 1];
208 end;
209 w r l te ln ;
210
211
212 I n i t i a l i z e  arrays fo r  polynomial expansion
213
214
215 fo r  1:»0 to  m do
216 fo r  J : *0  to  m do
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217 begin
216 a [ I . J ] : * 0 . 0 ;
219 b [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
220 c [ i . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
221 d [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
222 end;
223 a [ 0 . 0 ] : - 1 . 0 ;
224
225 { * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
226 Loop to  generate expanded polynomial
227 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * }
228
229 fo r  k : - l  to  m do
230 begin
231 fo r  I ! *  I to  k do
232 fo r  J : - 0  to  k do
233 begin
234 I : - 1 - 1;
235 c [ I . J ] : - c [ I . J ) + a [ I . J ] ;
236 d [ I . J ] : » d [ I . J ] + b [ I . J ] ;
237 c [ J , I ] : » c [ J . I ] + a [ J . I ] ;
238 d [ J , l ] : « d [ J . I ] + b [ J . I ] ;
239 end;
240 fo r  I : - 0  to  k do
241 fo r  J 0 to  k do
242 begin
243 c [ l  j ] : « c [ l . j ] + a [ l . j ] » z u [ k ] - b [ l . j ] * z v [ k ] ;
244 d [ I . J ] : * d [ I . J ] + a [ I . J ] * z v [ k ] + b [ I . J ] * z u [k ] ;
24 5  e n d ;
246 fo r  I ;« 0  to  k do
247 fo r  J:»0 to  k do
248 begin
24 9  a C l . J 3 i - c C l . J ] ;
250 b C I . J 3 i - d C I . J l ;
251 c [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
2 5 2  d C I . j 3 : - 0 . 0 ;
253 end;
254 end;
25 5  num:»l . 0 / a t 0 . 0 ] ;
256 fo r  I j —0 to  m do
257 fo r  J:«0 to  m do
258 a [ l . j ] : - a [ I . J ] * n u m ;
259 w r l t e ln ( *  Do you wish amplitude response');
260 w r l t e C  scaled to  0 dB a t  wIT -  w2T -  0 .0  ? ( Y / N ) ' ) ;
261 read ln(tem p);
262 temp:«upcase(temp);
263 I f  tem p-'Y ' then
264 begin
265 sum:»0.0;
266 fo r  I : - 0  to  m do
267 fo r  J:«0 to  m do
268 sum:-sum+a[I. J ] ;
269 num:»sum;
270 end;
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271 I f  temp-’ N’ then
272 begin
273 w r l t e l n C  Do you wish amplitude response’ ) :
274 w r l t e C  scaled to  0 dB a t  wIT ■ w2T •  pi 7 <Y /N ) ’ ) ;
275 readln(temp);
276 temp:-upcase(temp);
277 I f  temp-’ Y’ then
278 begin
279 sum:“0 .0 ;
280 sign: — 1.0;
281 fo r  I :»0  to  m do
282 begin
283 s ig n :— sign:
284 fo r  J :*0  to  m do
285 begin
286 sum:-sum+slgn*a[I, J ] ;






293 w r l te ln ;
294 w r l te ( 'E n te r  Filename fo r  output of c o e f f ic ie n ts
295 read ln ( f I le na m e );
296 ass lgn(outpu t.f l lenam e);
297 re w r l te (o u tp u t ) ;
298 w r l te ln (o u tp u t .m );
299 w r l te ln (o u tp u t .m );
300 w r l te ln (o u tp u t ,n u m :12 :11) ;
301 fo r  I : * 0  to  m do
302 fo r  J:»0 to m do
303 begin
304 { w rl te ln C I  J . a t l . J ] :  12 :11);}
305 wrI t e l n ( o u t p u t . a [ I . J ] :12 :11 );
306 end;
307 c lo se (ou tpu t) ;
308
309 { wr I t e  I n ;
310 w rIte ln(num );
3 11 w r I t e I n ;
312 fo r  I : - 0  to  m do
313 fo r  J:«0 to m do
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1 program b t t r 2 t y p e I ;
2
4 # *
5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the frequency, phase and delay *
6 *  response of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 *  from the Butterworth argument **newcosh*# *
8 *  *
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date Jun 87 *
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0  *
11 *  »
12 *  F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o l t is  *




18 nptsx-25; { * * -  needed fo r  graph3d.pas)
19 nptsy»25; { * * }
20 npts-625; { * * }
21 type
22 form -a r ra y  [ I . . 3 . I . .np ts]  of r e a l ;  { * * }
23 form2 -a r ra y  [ I . . 2 . 1 . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;  {*» }
24 form4 -  s t r in g [4 0 ] ;
25 form3 -a r ra y  [ I . . 2 ]  o f  r e a l ;
26 var
27 d a ta .d a ta 2 .d e ly  sform; { * * }
28 _ xy :form2; {»#}
29 am ax .e p s .fa c tO .g a m m a .c l .x .y .s . t .w t I .w t2 .m ag .p l,p2 .sca le  : r e a l ;
30 p h a s e ,d e l ta l .d e l ta 2 .d e lp l .d e lp 2 .n  : r e a l ;
31 I . J .k .m .nextx .nexty  sInteger;
32 u .v .c u .c v . ru .z v  sarray [ l . .o rd m a x ]  of r e a l ;
33 z l . z 2 . t t . t 2 . d p . t 3 . t 4  :form3;
34 f la g  sboolean;
35 temp schar;








44 procedure cadd(var z l ,z 2 ,z 3 : fo r m 3 ) ;
45
46 {WNItNXNXXXXXXMNXXXXMNXXXltXXKMNXXXltXXXXXW
47 Procedure to  simulate complex add it ion
49
50 begin
51 z l [ l ] : - z 2 [ l ] + z 3 [ l ] ;
52 z l [ 2 ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] + z 3 [ 2 ] ;
53 end;
54
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55 procedure cexp(var x .y s r e a l ) ;
56
57
58 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
59 M N M t tK K M N N M N t tM M M M N t tN M M M W N N M M M M M K M t tK X N M f f t t f tM W t tN X }
60
61 var




66 x :» e x p ( t ) *c o s (s ) ;
67 y : - e x p ( t ) * s l n ( s ) :
68 end;
69
70 procedure cmult(var 2 l .z 2 ,z 3 : fo rm 3 ) ;
71
72




77 Z 1 [ 1 ] : - z 2 [  1 ] * z 3 [  1 ] -z2 [2 ]**z3 [2 ]  :
78 z l [ 2 ] : - z 2 [  1 ] *z 3 [2 ]+ z 2 [2 ]# z 3 [  1 ] ;
79 end;
80
81 procedure arccosh(var z l .z 2 : fo rm 3 ) ;
82
83 { N K N W N N M M N K M N N t t N W H N N N M K M N M * t t « N K * K N N N * t t * M N




88 x . y . b . c . d . e . f . g . t . s l g n  srea l:
89
90 begin
91 x : * z t [ 1];
92 y : - z i [ 2 ) :
93 b : - x « x - y * y - l ;
94 c : -2 * x * y ;
95 d : -x+ s q r t (  (s q r t (b Mb+cl,c )+ b ) /2 ) ;
96 I f  c>-0 then
97 slgn:»1
98 else
99 s lg n : « - l ;
100 e :"y *-s lg n *sq rt( (sqrt(b '<b +c«c)-b ) /2 );
101 fs - ln fsqrtC d^d+e^e));




106 I f  a b s (d )< le - l0 0  then
107 begin
108 I f  e>-0 then

















s lg n : -1  
e ls e  
s I gn: —  I ; 




t : » a r c t a n ( e / d )
I f  d<0 then
I f  e>0 then  
t : _t+ p l  
e ls e  
t s - t - p l ;
end;
end;
124 g : - t ;
125 z 2 [ l ] : - f ;






132 End of subprograms
1 3 3  « » * N N * t tN » * N » * » « N N M N
134
|35




140 c l r s c r ;
141
142 {
143 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
144
145
146 w r i te  I n ( ’ Frequency Response -  Type I -  Butterworth Argument #2 ’ ) ;
147 w r l te ln ;
148 w r l t e ( 'E n t e r  order o f  f i l t e r  (+ve < ’ .ordmax.’ / 2 )  ; ' ) ;
149 re a d ln (n ) ;
150 m :- tru n c (2 *n );
151 w r l t e ( ’ Enter Gamma (0<gamma<l.0 )  ; ’ ) ;
152 readln(gamma);
153 cl:« l-cos(gam m a*pl) ;
154
155
156 C a lcu la t io n  of Zsl —  ( Arccosh(z))
158
159 fo r  k : - 1 to  m do
160 begin
161 x : » l - c 1 * c o s ( ( 2 * k + l ) * p l /n /2 ) ;
162 y : — c 1 *s ln ( (2 ”k + l ) » p l / n /2 ) ;
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163 z I [ 13:"X;
164 Z IC 2 3 : -y :
165 a rc c o s h (z l ,z 2 ) ;
166 z u t k ] : « z 2 [ l ] ;
167 z v [ k ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] ;
168 end;
169
171 S ett ing  o f  x -y -a x ls  l im i ts  fo r  p lo t t in g
173
174 x y [ I . 1 ] :» 0 .0 ;
175 x y [ 1 . 2 ) . - p l ;
176 x y [ 2 . l ] : - 0 . 0 ;
177 x y [ 2 , 2 ] : » p l ;
178
179
180 Selection  of Table of Values 
182
183 f l a g : - f a l s e ;
184 w r l te ( 'D o  you want a ta b le  of values fo r  magnitude and phase ( Y / N ) ' ) ;
185 readln(tem p);
186 temp:-Upcase(temp);
187 I f  tem p-'Y 'then
188 begin
189 f l a g : - t r u e ;
190 end;
191 I f  f l a g  then
192 begin
193 w r l te ln ;
194 w rl te ln ( 'F req u en cy  Response -  Magnitude and Phase');
195 w r l t e l n C  wl«T w2*T [ H ( z l . z 2 ) l  < H ( z 1 ,z 2 ) ' ) ;
196 w r l t e l n C  (dB) ( r a d ) ' ) ;




201 C a lcu la t io n  of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial fac tors
203
204 fo r  I : * l  to  m do
205 begin
206 I f  z u [ i ] < 0 .0  then
207 begin
208 z u [ 1 ] : » - z u [ l ] ;
209 z v [ I ] : » - z v [ I ] ;
210 end;
211 c e x p ( z u [ l ] , z v [ l ] ) ;
212 zuC 13 : — 2.0*zuC I ] ;
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217 Loop to  generate f i l t e r  magnitude response
218 « M X * K M * * N » W M W M M X « « * N N M I « ( M N M M t t N K M K M N N M t t K N W N W }
219
220 fo r  1: - l  to  nptsx do
221 begin
222 fo r  J : - l  to nptsy do
223 begin
224 w t l : - ( i - 1 ) » ( x y t 1, 2 ] - x y t 1 . t ] ) / ( n p t s x - l ) + x y t 1 , 1
225 w t 2 : « ( J - 1 ) * ( x y [ 2 ,2 ] - x y [ 2 . l ] ) / ( n p t s y - l ) + x y [ 2 .
226 z l [ l ] : - c o s ( - w t l ) ;
227 Z l [ 2 ] : - s l n ( - w t l ) ;
228 z 2 [1 ] : -c o s ( -w t2 ) ;
229 Z 2 [ 2 ] : * s in ( -w t2 ) ;
230 d p t ! ] : • ! . 0 ;
231 d p [2 ] : *0 .0 ;
232 c a d d ( t1 ,z 1 .z 2 ) ;
233
234
235 Loop to  m u lt ip le  f i l t e r  polynomial fac tors
236 X X X X X H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X H X X X X X X )
237
238 fo r  k s-1 to  m do
239 begin
240 t 2 [ 1] : * z u tk ] ;
241 t 2 [ 2 ] : * z v [ k ] ;
242 c a d d ( t 3 . t l . t 2 ) ;
243 c m u l t ( t4 .d p . t3 ) ;
244 d p C I] :» t4 t1 ] ;
245 d p [2 ] : - t4 [2 3 :
246 end;
247
248 { X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
249 C a lcu la t io n  of magnitude In dB w ith  dc scaling
250 X X X X X X X X X X H X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X }
251
252 k : » (  l -1 )*np tsy+J;
253 mag:«sqrt(dp[ 1 ]<*dp[ 1 ]+ d p [2 ] * d p [2 ] ) ;
254 I f  k - l  then scale:«mag;
255 m ag:« -20* ln (m ag /sca le ) / ln (10 ) ;
256
257 { X X X N K X X X M X X N X X X X X X N X X X X X M K X X X X X N N H X
258 C a lcu la t ion  of phase from -2p1 -  0
259 x x x m x m m x x x m k x k n w x n x w n m m x m m m n n n w x n x n }
260
261 phase: — 1.0 *a rc tan (d p [2 ] /d p [  1 ] ) :
262 I f  dpt1 ]<0 .0  then
263 p h a s e p l+ p h a s e
264 else
265 begin
266 I f  dpt2]<0 .0  then p h a s e 2 * ,pl+phase;
267 end;
268 d a t a t l . k ] : * w t l ;
269 d a ta t2 .k ] : -w t2 ;
270 d ata t3 .k ]: -m ag:
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271 data2[ I ,k ] :» w tI ;
272 da ta2 [2 ,k ]:*w t2 ;
273 data2[3.k]:*phase;
274 I f  f la g  then
275 begin




280 w r lte ln ;
281 
282
283 Call to  graphing procedure
285
286 c lrs c r ;
287 t i t l e : * '  Magnitude Response (In  d B )';
288 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta ,xy .tit le );
289 c lrs c r ;
290 t i t l e : * ’ Phase Response ' ;
291 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta 2 .xy ,tit le );
292 c lrs c r ;
293




299 Simulation o f d e riva tive  by linear d iffe rence  equation
300 XMKMttXKftXffXXXWttttXNXKXttOMttXMMMXXXMXMMMXWNHMttttXttMMXKMWMMW}
301
302 de lta  I : * ( x y [ l ,2 ] - x y [ l . l ) ) /n p t s x ;
303 d e lta 2 :-(x y [2 .2 ]-x y [2 .1 ]) /n p ts y ;
304 fo r  l :« l  to  nptsx do
305 begin
306 w t l : * ( l - l ) * ( x y [ l . 2 ] - x y [ l ,  I]) /(n p ts x -1 )+ x y [ 1 ,1 ];
307 fo r  J :-1 to  nptsy do
308 begin
309 w t2 :* (J - l) * (x y [2 ,2 ]-x y [2 . l] ) / (n p ts y -1 )+ x y [2 .1 ];
310 k : - ( i- l) * n p ts y + J ;
3 11 next'x: *k+nptsy ;
312 n ex ty :*k+ l;
313 I f  nexty>l»nptsy then nexty:-nexty-2 ;
314 I f  nextx>npts then nextx:-nextx-2*nptsy;
315 d a ta [ I , k ] : * w t l ;
316 d e ly t I , k ] : * w t I ;
317 d a ta [2 .k ]:*w t2 ;
318 d e ly [2 .k ]:-w t2 ;
319 de lp l:* -d a ta 2 [3 .ne x tx ]+ d a ta2 [3 .k ];
320 de lp2 :*-da ta2 [3 .nexty ]+data2 [3 .k ];
321
322 { nxxnxxxxhxxxxnmxmnxxxxxxxxxxxxnnxxxxxxxxxxxxxxwmxxmmxxxmwxmnx
323 Scaling o f v e rtic a l change elements fo r  pe riod ic  wrap-around
324
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325
326 I f  ab s (d e lp 1 )> p l# l .2 then
327 begin
328 I f  d e lp l>0 .0  then
329 de I p I : «de I p I-2**p I
330 else
331 d e lp l t - d e Ip 1+2«p I ;
332 end;
333 I f  a b s (d e lp 2 )> p l* l .2 then
334 begin
335 I f  delp2>0.0 then




340 d a ta [3 .k ] : -d e Ip  I /d e l t a  I ;
341 d e Iy [ 3 . k ] : -d e Ip 2 /d e I ta 2 ;
342 I f  J-nptsy then d e ly [ 3 .k ] : » - d e ly [ 3 ,k ] ;




3 4 7  { t t t t t tM N N t t t t K W K M M M N N M M N t t f t t tN f f t tM W N W
348 Call  to  Graphing Subroutines
350
351 c l r s c r ;
352 t i t l e : - ’ Group Delay I
353 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta .x y . t i t le ) ;
354 c l r s c r ;
355 t i t l e : - ’ Group Delay 2 • ;
356 g ra p h 3 d (d e ly .x y , t i t le ) ;
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I program b t t r2 ro o t ;
2
3 { X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
4 X *
5 • •T h is  program ca lcu la tes  the roo t t r a je c to r y *
6 » of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived ft
7 *  from the second Butterworth argument ft
8 X «
9 « Program By -  Tim Kent Date Jan.86 ft
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0 ft
I t X ft
12 # F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o l t is ft
13 X




18 npts-150; {'•'•-Needed fo r  graph2d)
19 nptsord-3000;
20 type
21 form -a r ra y  [ 1 . . 2 , 1 . .nptsord] of r e a l ;  t****)
22 form3 -a r ra y  C l.  .23 of r e a l ;
23 form4 ■  str lngC40];
24
25 var
26 data sform; { * * }
27 am ax .e p s .n . fa c to .g a m m a .c l .x .y .s . t .p l .p 2 . th e ta  : r e a l :
28 I . J .k . m . l  t ln te g e r;
29 u .v .c u .c v .z u . rv  sarray [ l . .o rd m a x ]  o f  r e a l ;
30 2 l . 2 2 . t 1 . t 2  :form3;
31 t i t l e  : s t r ln g [4 0 ] ;
32
33
34 ( K K K K X X X X X X X X
35 Subprograms




40 procedure csub(var z l .z 2 ,z 3 : fo r m 3 ) ;
41 " V ---
42 { X X K X X X K X X X X X X X K K X X K X X X X K X X K X X X X K K K X X K K X X g X
43 Procedure to  simulate complex subtraction
44 X X K X K X X X K K K X X X X K K K K K X K X K X X K X X K X K K X K K K K K K X X }
45
46 begin
47 z l [ l ] : - z 2 [ l ] - z 3 [ 1 ] :
48 z l [ 2 ] : - 2 2 [ 2 ] - z 3 [ 2 ] :
49 end;
50
51 procedure c lnv(var  z l ,z 2 : fo rm 3 ) :
52
53 { K X X K X K X X X K X X K K X X X X K X X K X X K X K X K X X X X X K K X K K X
54 Procedure to  simulate complex Invers ion .
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5 5  « » N M « W M M M * N f t K * * M M » K X K t t » « t t N M M M K » t t N * « t t N « M N }
56
57 var
58 mag rre a l;
59 begin
60 m a g : -z 2 [ I ] * z 2 [ I ]+ z 2 [2 ]» z 2 [2 ] ;
61 z l [ l ] : » z 2 [ l ] /m a g ;
62 z l [ 2 ] : — z2[2]/mag;
63 end;
64
65 procedure cexp(var z l .z 2 : fo rm 3 ) ;
66
( 7  { » W t t N » » N M t t * M X « » M M N K X H N » * * N « » K M » M X N K N * M N M K M N K N f t
68 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
5 9  « * X K K X N f t N M N H M * N « » * X M M X » X « N t t » « * M « N N « X M X X K * N N * N }
70
71 begin
72 z l [  I ] : * e x p ( z 2 [ l ] ) * c o s ( z 2 [ 2 ] ) ;
73 z l [ 2 ] i - e x p ( z 2 [ l ] ) » s i n ( z 2 [ 2 ] ) ;
74 end;
75
76 procedure ca r t (v a r  z l: fo rm 3; t h e t a : r e a l ) ;
77
79 Procedure to  perform cartesian  to  polar conversion
8 0  « X « N X N X t t M X * X * « N N » » X N » K N K X t t « « * N * » X * N * X * N X X M » « X N » « M W * }
81
82 begin
83 z l [ l ] : - c o s ( t h e t a ) ;
84 z l [ 2 ] : « s ln ( t h e t a ) ;
85 end;
86
87 procedure arccosh(var z t .z 2 : fo rm 3 );
88
8 9  { N X W N H X X N X X W N N X X X M N X N M M N M X X N N X X X N X X N W X M X X
90 Procedure to  ca lcu la te  arccosh of z
9 |  M N X * X K * M M X M X M K X N X N * « t t M X t t * X N * M W N M N « X X « * N N }
92
93 var
94 x . y . b . c . d . e . f . g . t . s l g n  srea l;
95
96 begin
97 x : - z 1 [ l ] ;
98 y : - z l [ 2 ] ;
99 b i -x ^ x -y ^ y - l ;
100 c : -2 *x *y ;
101 d : -x+ sq rt ( (sq rt (b »b +c“c )+ b ) /2 ) ;
102 I f  c>-0 then
103 s 1gn: — 1
104 else
105 s lg n : « - l ;
106 e :-y+s lgn ,‘s q r t ( ( s q r t ( b ,»b+c'‘c ) - b ) / 2 ) ;
107 f :« ln (s q r t (d *d + e *e ) ) ;
108 I f  ( (a b s (e )< le - l0 0 )a n d (d < 0 .0 ) )  then
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I f  ebs(d)<le-IOO then
begin
I f  e>-0 then
s I gn s■ I 
else
s ig n :— 1; 




t : * a r c t a n ( e / d ) ;  
I f  d<0 then
I f  e>0 then
t : - t + p l
else
t : » t - p l ;
end;
end;
130 g : - t ;
131 z 2 [ l ] : * f ;






138 End of subprograms
|39




146 c l r s c r ;
147
148
149 Input f i l t e r  s p ec if ic a t io n s
151
152 w r l t e l n ( ’ Root T ra je c to ry  -  Type I -  Butterworth Argument #2 ’ ) ;
153 w r l te ln ;
154 w r l te ( *E n te r  order of f i l t e r  (+ve < ’ .ordmax,’ / 2 )  ; * ) ;
155 re a d ln (n ) ;
156 m:«trunc(2'*n);
157 w r l te ( 'E n te r  Camma (0<gamma<l.0 )  ; ’ ) ;
158 readln(gamma);
159 cl :-l-cos(gamma«pl) ;
160
162 Ca lcu la te  zs ls  -  arccosh(z)
140
141
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163 a###*** *# # *# #**** * * * *# # *# ## )*}
164
165 fo r  k :« l  to  m do
166 begin
167 x : - l - c l * c o s ( ( 2 * k + 1 ) « p l /n /2 ) ;
168 y : — c l# s ln ( (2 #k+ l  ) * p l / n / 2 ) ;
169 r1113 : -x ;
170 z t t 2 ] . - y ;
171 a rc c o s h (z l ,z 2 ) ;
172 z u [ k ] : - z 2 [ l ] ;
173 z v [ k ] j - z 2 [ 2 J ;
174 end;
175
176 {a * * * * * *# # # *# *# ## #*### ## #*# )** * * * * *# *# *** *# ### #***# *#
177 Loop to  generate root t r a je c t o r ie s  fo r  a l l  fac tors
179
180 fo r  I !■ I to  m do
181 begin
182 I f  z u [ I ] < 0 .0  then
183 begin
184 ruC 131—  z u [ l ] ;
185 z v [ l ] : — z v [ l ] ;
186 end;
187 t l [ l ] : - z u [ l 3 ;
188 t l [ 2 ] : - z v [ l j ;
189 c e x p ( t 2 . t l ) ;
190 t I C 1 ] : - 2 » t 2 C l 3 ;
191 t l C 2 3 : - 2 * t 2 [ 2 3 ;
192
194 Loop to  generate points of t r a je c to r ie s  
196
197 fo r  I : — 1 to  npts do
198 begin
199 t h e t a : « ( 1 - l ) / ( n p t s - t ) * 2 * p l ;
200 c a r t ( z 2 , t h e t a ) ;
201 c s u b ( t2 . t1 .z 2 ) :
202 c l n v ( z l . t 2 ) :
203 d a taC I . l + ( I - 1 ) *n p ts ] : - z I [ I ] ;





209 Call  to  graphing rou tine
211
212
213 c l rs c r ;
214 w r l te ln ;
215 t i t l e : - '  Root T r a je c to r ie s ' ;
216 g ra p h 2 d (d a ta .m .t i t le ) ;
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217 c l rs c r ;
218
2 1 9  { t t K f t « N M t t M N * * » » M W * W N H « N M M N
220 End of Mainline Program
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5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the expanded t ra n s fe r
6 *  function of a two dimensional d ig i ta l1 f 1 I t e r  derived ft
7 *  from the second butterworth argument «
8 ft
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date J u l . 87 h
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0 m
I I N







19 form3 “ array [ I . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;
20 var
21 num.amax,sum.eps.n.factO,gamma.sign.
22 c l ,x .y .s , t ,w t l ,w t2 ,m a g .p 1 .p 2 ,s c a le  srea l;
23 I .J .k . I .m .n e x tx .n e x ty  : Integer;
24 zu.zv :array  [1..ordm ax] of r e a l ;
25 Z l . z 2 . t 1 , t 2  :form3;
26 . f l a g  :boo1ean;
27 temp schar;
28 filename : s t r in g [ l3 ] ;
29 output stext;














44 w r l te ln ;
45 w r l te ln ( 'p re s s  any key to  continue’ ) ;
46 repeat u n t i l  keypressed;
47 w r l te ln ;
48 end;
49
50 procedure cexp(var x , y : r e a l ) ;
51
52 {ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft
53 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
54 ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft)




57 s , t  s r e a l ;
56 be gi n
59 ts -x :
60  s s - y :
61 xs»exp(t)*cos(s):
62 y s -e x p ( t ) *s ln (s ) ;
63 end;
64
65  p r oc e du r e  c m u l t ( v a r  z l . z 2 . z 3 s f o r m 3 ) ;
66
6 7  { N N H N * N K * « « X « « * K M « N W N M X * K M * N M » » N * W » » * N K » W * t t N W W
68 Procedure to simulate complex m u lt ip l ic a t io n
70
71 begin
72 2 1[ I ] : - z 2 [ I ] » z 3 [ I ] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 2 ] ;
73 2 1 [ 2 ] :  - z 2 [  I ] « z 3 [ 2 ] + z 2 [ 2 ] * ' z 3 C  I ]  :
74 end;
75
76 p r oc e du re  a r c c o s h ( v a r  z l , z 2 s f o r m 3 ) ;
77
79 Procedure to  ca lcu la te  arccosh of z
81
82 var
83  x , y , b . c , d , e , f . g . t . s l g n  s r e a l ;
84
85  be gi n
86  x t « 2 1C13:
87 y r -z lC 2 ] ;
88 b s -x *x -y *y - l ;
89 cs»2#x#y;
90 ds-x+sqrtC tsqrtCbxb+O O +b)^):
91 I f  c>-0 then
92 s igns-I
93 else
94 s i gns  — I ;
95 - es -y« -s lgn#sqrt((sqrt(b*b+c*c)-b )/2 );
96  - ^ ^ - f  s - l n ( s q r t ( d * d + e * e ) ) ;
97 — - -  I f  ( (abs(e )< le -100 )and(d<0 .0 ))  then
98 ts -p l
99 ~ else
100 begin
101 I f  abs(d)<le-IOO then
102 begin
103 I f  e>-0 then
104 signs-I
105 else
106 s igns — I ;
107 t s - p l / 2 * s l g n ;
108 end














t : “ a r c t a n ( e / d ) ; 
I f  d<0 then  
I f  e>0 then  
t : » t + p l  
e ls e  
t i - t - p l ;
end;
end;
119 g : * t ;
120 z 2 [ t ] : - f ;






127 End of subprograms
129
130








139 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
141
142 w r l t e l n f ’ Expanded Transfer function Generator’ ) ;
143 w r l t e l n C  Butterworth Argument #2 ’ ) ;
144 w r l te ln ;
145 w r i t e ( ’ Enter order o f  f i l t e r  (+ve < ’ .o rdm ax .V 2 ) ; ’ ) ;
146 re a d ln (n ) ;
147 m :*trunc(2#n );





153 C a lcu la t io n  o f  Zsl —  ( Arccosh(z))
154
155
156 f o r  k s- 1 t o  m do
157 b e g i n
158 x : - l - c l # c o s ( ( 2 * k + l ) # p l / n / 2 ) ;
159 y : » - c l * s l n ( ( 2 ’‘k + l  ) ” p l / n / 2 ) ;
160 z l [ l ) : » x ;
161 z l [ 2 ] : - y ;
162 a r c c o s h ( z l , z 2 ) ;
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163 z u [k ] :» z 2 [ l ] ;




168 Calcula tion  of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial factors
169 X M N ttX X M M X W N ftK M K M N ttftX M X ttK ftttM X X N K N N H ttM W X ttttK X M K K K W M M X K M X X
170
171 for 1 : - 1  to  m do
172 begin
173 I f  z u [ l ]< 0 .0  then
174 begin
175 zuC13:- -zu C 13;
176 z v [ l ] : — z v t l l ;
177 end;
178 c e x p ( z u [ l ] . z v [ l ] ) ;
179 z u [ f ] : » - 2 . 0 * z u [ l ] ;
180 Z v [1 ] : « -2 .0 # z v [1];
181 end;
182
183 {*K ftN M N K « W M N K » N * N W N N W K * M K N K N » N N N M H M N » N K N « * » N *
184 I n i t i a l i z e  arrays fo r  polynomial expan si on
185
186
187 fo r  1: » 0  to  m do
188 fo r  J:»0 to m do
189. begin
190 aCI , J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
191 b [ I . J ] : * 0 . 0 ;
192 c [ i . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
193 d [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
194 end;
195 a [ 0 , 0 ] : - l . 0 ;
196
197 {W ttt t t t t tM X N ftN t fM M N W ttf t t tK lt t t t tX t tW f tM X X K X ttM X X t tX
198 Loop to  generate expanded polynomial
199
2 0 0
201 fo r  k :« l  to  m do
20 2 beg i n
203 fo r  1 : - 1  to  k do
204 fo r  J:»0 to  k do
205 begin
206 l : - l - l ;
207 c[ 1 . J ] : * c [ 1 . J ] + a [ 1. j l r
208 dCI J l f d t l  ,J ]+ b [ l  J ] ;
209 c [ J . I ] : » c [ J . I ] + a [ J , l ] ;
2 1 0 dCJ,1] : " d [ J . 1] + b [ J .1];
211 end;
2 1 2 fo r  I : * 0  to k do
213 fo r  J:»0 to  k do
214 begin
215 c [ 1 . j ] i - c [ 1 . J ] + a [ i . J ]» z u [k ] -b [ 1J ] * z v [ k ] ;
216 d [ I . J ] : - d [ l  J ] + a t l . J ] » z v [ k ] + b [ l . J ] " z u [ k ] ;
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217 end;
218 fo r  I : - 0  to  k do
219 for J : - 0  to  k do
2 2 0  begin
221 o [ I . j ] : * c [ I . J ];
2 2 2  b [ I . j ] : - d [ I . J ];
223 c [ I , j ] : * 0 . 0 ;
224 dC I. J ] : - 0 .0 ;
225 end;
226 end;
227 n u m :-1 .0 /a [0 .0 ] ;
228 fo r  l : - 0  to  m do
229 for J : *0  to  m do
230 a [ l , J ] : - a [ l , J ] * n u m ;
231 w r l t e ln C  Do U0|J wish amplitude response');
232 w r l t e C  scaled to  0 dB a t  wIT -  w2T -  0 .0  ? ( Y / N ) ' ) ;
233 readln(temp);
234 temp :-upcase(temp);
235 I f  temp-'Y ' then
236 begin
237 sum:»0.0;
238 fo r  l:>0  to  m do




243 I f  temp-'N' then
244 begin
245 w r l t e ln C  Do you wish amplitude response’ ) ;
246 w r l t e C  scaled to  0 dB a t  wIT -  w2T -  pi ? ( Y / N ) ' ) ;
247 readln(temp);
248 temp:»upcase(temp);
249 I f  temp-'Y ' then
250 begin
251 sum:-0.0;
252 s ig n :— 1.0;
253 fo r  I : - 0  to m do
254 begin
255 s ig n :— sign;
256 fo r  J:»0 to  m do
257 begin
258 sum:»sum+slgn*a[I. J];






265 w r l te ln ;
266 w r l t e C  Enter FI lename fo r  output of c o e f f ic ie n ts  ' ) ;
267 read ln (f I lenam e);
268 ass lgnC output.f i lename);
269 re w r Ite (o u tp u t) ;
270 w rl te ln (o u tpu t.m );
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271 w rIte ln (ou tpu t.m );
272 w rl te ln(output,num :12:11);
273 for I : - 0  to  m do
274 fo r  J : - 0  to m do
275 begin
276 { w r l t e l n ( I . J , b[ I , J ] : 12:11) ; }




281 { w r l te ln ;
282 wrlteln(num);
283 w r l te ln ;
284 fo r  I :« 0  to  m do
285 fo r  J:«0 to  m do
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APPENDIX 6
Chcbyshev H igh-Pass F ilter 
R esponse  P rog ram  Source C ode





5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the frequency, phase and delay *
6 *  response of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 *  from the t h i r d  chebyshev high-pas3 argument *
8 *  *
9 » Program By -  Tim Kent Date Jul 87 »
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0  *
1 1  *  *
12 *  F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o l t is  . T. Kent *




18 nptsx«25; {•**- needed fo r  graph3d.pas)
19 nptsy«25; { * “ }
20 npts-625; { * * }
21 type
22 form -a r ra y  [ I . . 3 , 1. .np ts ]  of r e a l ;  {*# }
23 form2 -a r ra y  [ I . . 2 , 1 . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;  { * * )
24 form4 -s tr in g [4 0 ];
25 form3 -a r ra y  [ I . . 2 ]  o f  r e a l ;
26 var
27 d a ta ,data2 .de Iy :form; {**1
28 xy :form2 ; { * * }
29 a m a x ,e p s ,fa c to ,g a m m a ,c l .x .y ,s .t .w t l .w t2 ,m ag,p i.p2 ,sca le  t r e a l ;
30 p h a s e ,d e l ta l ,d e l ta 2 .d e lp l ,d e lp 2 ,n  t re a l ;
31 I . J ,k .m ,nextx ,nexty  t In te g e r ;
32 u .v .c u .c v .z u .z v  tarray  [K .o rd m ax ]  of r e a l ;
33 Z l.z 2 .t1 . t2 .d p .t3 .t4  sform3;
34 f la g  tboolean;
35 temp tchar;
36 t i t l e  tform4;
37
38
3 9  { t t t t » X » « X X M » N M
40 Subprograms




45 procedure cadd(var z l ,z 2 ,z 3 t fo r m 3 ) ;
46
48 Procedure to  simulate complex add it ion
4 9  « X N M X « * * M t f X * N * M * * * W W N M X * * X * * W t t W » * » « * » W N }  ■
50
51 begin
52 z l [ l ] : » z 2 [ 1 ] + z 3 [ l ] ;
53 z1 [2 ]t*z2 [2 ]+ z3 [2 ];
54 end;
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55
56 procedure cexp(var x , y : r e a l ) ;
57
58 { * « « M N W * « « N N N t t * N * N * « t tK * M K K K N K t tM M W N W * M * t f» N « « N * *




63 s . t  sreal;
64 begin
65 t : * x ;
66 s : -y :
67 x :«exp(t)#cos(s):
68 y : - e x p ( t ) * s ln ( s ) ;
69 end;
70
71 procedure cmult(var z l ,z 2 .z 3 : fo rm 3 );
72
73




78 z l t I ] : * z 2 [ I ] * z 3 [ l ] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 2 ] ;
79 Z 1 [2 ]  : - z 2 [  1 ] * z 3 m + z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [  I ] ;
80 end;
81
82 procedure arccosh(var z l ,z2 : fo rm 3);
83
84 {X M M ttftM W M tfM M M ffK ttt tN ttN M ftN H M K ttK ttK ttX ffM M M N N K M *




89 x . y . b . c . d . e . f . g . t . s l g n  : re a l ;
90
91 begin
92 x : - z 1C1] ;
93 y : - z l [ 2 ] ;
94 b t -x ^ x -y ^ y - l ;
95 c :« 2*x'*y;
96 dj^x+sqrtCtsqrtCbxb+c^cJ+b^);
97 I f  c> - 0  then —
98 s ig n : - l
99 else
100 s Ign : — I ;
101 e : -y+s1g n *sq rt ( (s q r t (b » b + c *c ) -b ) /2 ) ;
102 f  r - ln tsq rt fd vd +exe)) ;
103 I f  ( (abs(e )< te -100 )and(d<0.0 ))  then
104 t : * p l
105 else
106 begin
107 I f  abs(d)<le-IOO then
108 begin
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109 I f  e>*0 then
110 sIgn s-1
111 else
112 s ig n : - - I ;




117 t:-a rc ta n (e /d ) ;
118 I f  d<0 then
119 I f  e>0 then
120 t : - t+ p i
121 else
122 t : - t - p l ;
123 end;
124 end;
125 g : - t ;
126 z 2 [ l ] : « f ;














141 c lrs c r ;
142
(43 {N«*W*MN*«NttK*MMN*MMWW«N*M*MNH»K
144 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
1 4 5  « * « » » « « m n n « k » » « « n k n « * * w k * * * * n « n }
146
147 writelnC'Frequency Response -  High Pass Chebyshev Argument #3*):
148 w r lte ln ;
149 w r lte ( ’ Enter order of f i l t e r  (+ve O .ordm ax.V2) ; ’ ) ;
150 read ln (n );
151 m:-trunc(2**n);
152 w rlteC 'Enter passband r ip p le  Amax ; * ) ;
153 readln(amax);
154 w rlte ( 'E n te r Gamma (0<gamma<l.0) ; ’ ) ;
155 readln(gamma);
156 c l :■ ! .0+cos(gamma*pl/2)*cos(gamma*pl/2);
157 w r lte ln ;
158 e ps :-sq rt(exp (0 .1 *a m a x*ln (!0 ))-l);
159
160 {WMttttNNNOttttttttNNttKtfftWltNNXXMNNNNNX
161 Calcu la tion of chebyshev poles
| 6 2  « « * * « K K f t * N M « X « M N N * K « W * * * W X * « « » N }
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163
164 f  actO:■ - 1n (l /e ps +s qr t ( l /e ps /e ps + 1 ) ) / n / 2 ;
165 fo r  k:«1 to  m do
166 begin
167 u [k ]s » (2 *k -l)# p l/4 /n ;
168 v [k ]:» fac tO ;
169 { u r l t e l n C l s t . ’ u .v \ u [ k ] , v [ k ] ) ; )
170 end;
171
172 { X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
173 Ca lcula t ion  of Cosine of chebyshev poles
| 7 4  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X }
175
176 fo r  k : — t to  m do
177 begin
178 c u [k ]:-0 .5 *s in (u [k ])* (e x p (v [k ])+ e x p (-v [k ]) ) ;
179 c v [k ]:» 0 .5 *c o s (u [k ])* (e x p (v [k ]) -e x p (-v [k ]) ) ;
180 t l [ l ] : * c u [ k ] ;
181 t l [2 ] :« c v [k ] ;
182 c m u l t ( t2 , t l . t l ) ;
183 c u [ k ] : * t 2 [ l ] ;
184 c v [ k ] : * t 2 [ 2 ] ;
185 { w rl te ln C Is t . 's In sq u are d  ' , c u [ k ] . c v [ k ] ) ; }
186 end;
187
188 ( X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
189 Ca lcula t ion  of Zsl —  ( Arccosh(z))
190 X X K X X X X X X X K X X X X K K X X X X K X K X K K K K X K X X X X X X }
191
192 fo r  k:»1 to  m do
193 begin
194 c u [ k ] : - c l * c u [ k ] ;
195 c v [k ]:-c 1 *c v [k ];
196 zlC I ] :-cuCk]~1.0 ;
197 Z l[2 ] : - c v [k ] ;
198 arccosh(z1, z 2 ) ;
199 z u [ k ] : - z 2 [ l ] ;
2 0 0  z v [ k ] : * z 2 [ 2 ] ;
201 { w r l t e l n ( l s t . ’ precosh ' . z I L l l . z l ^ ] . ’ cosh ’ , z 2 [ l ] , z 2 C 2 ] ) ; }
2 0 2  end;
203
2 0 4  ( X K X X K X X X X X K X X X K X K K X X X X K X X K K K X K X X X X K X K X X X
205 Sett ing  of x -y -ax ls  l im its  for p lo t t in g
2 0 6  K X K X X X X K X K X X X K X X X X X X K X X X X X X X X K X X X X X K X K K X }
207
208 x y C l . l ] : — p i;
209 x y [ l . 2 ] : » p l ;
2 1 0  xy [2 . 1] : — p i;
211 xy [2 . 2 ] : * p l ;
212
2 1 3  { X K X X X X X X K K K X X K X K X X K K X X X X X K X K X
214 Selection of Table of Values
2 | 5  X X K X X K X K K X K X K K K X X X K K X X X K X X X X X }
216
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217 f  l-ag: - f  a I se;
218 w r l te ( 'D o  you want a ta b le  of values’ fo r  magnitude and phase ( Y / N ) ' ) ;
219 readln(temp);
2 2 0  temp:-Upcase(temp);
221 I f  temp-'Y'then
2 2 2  begin
223 f l a g : - t r u e ;
224 end;
225 I f  f la g  then
226 begin
227 w r l te ln ;
228 w r l t e ln C  Frequency Response -  Magnitude and Phase');
229 w r l t e ln C  wl»T w2*T t H ( z l . z 2 ) ]  < H ( z l , z 2 ) ' ) ;
230 w r l t e ln C  (dB) ( r a d ) ' ) ;
231 w r l te ln ;
232 end;
233
235 Ca lcula t ion  of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial factors
237
238 fo r  I : - l  to  m do
239 begin
240 I f  ( z u [ l ] < 0 .0 )  then z u [ I ] : — zu[I  ] ;
241 c e x p ( z u [ l ] , z v [ l ] ) ;
242 ruC I ] s— 2 .0 » z u [ l ] ;
243 z v [ l ] : — 2 . 0 * z v [ l ) ;
244 { w r l t e l n ( l s t . ' f a c t  ' , z u [ I ] , z v [ I ] ) ; }
245 end;
246
248 Loop to  generate f i l t e r  magnitude response
250
251 fo r  i : -n p tsx  downto I do
252 begin
253 fo r  J:-nptsy downto 1 do
254 begin
255 w t I : - ( I - I ) * ( x y [ 1, 2 ] - x y [ 1 .1 ] ) / ( n p t s x - I ) + x y [ 1 .1 ];
256 w t 2 : - ( J - l ) * t(x y [2 ,2 ] -x y [2 ,  l ] ) / ( n p t s y - l ) + x y C 2 .1];
257 z 1 [ l ] : * c o s ( - w t l ) ;
258 z I [ 2 ] : - s I n ( —w t1);
259 z 2 [ 1] : -c o s ( -w t2 ) ;
260 z2 [ 2 ] : - s l n ( - w t 2 ) ;
261 d p C I ] i - l . 0 ;
262 dp[2 ] : - 0 . 0 ;
263 c a d d ( t l . z l , z 2 ) ;
264
265 {N*«HMXX«»WN«**K»*««WXM««NKNttXMM«»*ttXX**»ttM»
266 Loop to m u lt ip le  f i l t e r  polynomial factors
267 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
268
269 fo r  k :» l  to  m do
270 begin
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271 t 2 [ 1] :»zu [kJ ;
272 t 2 [ 2 ] ; » z v [k ] ;
273 c a d d ( t 3 , t l . t 2 ) ;
274 c m u l t ( t4 .d p , t3 ) ;
275 d p [ l ] : - t 4 [ l ] ;





280 C a lcu la t ion  of magnitude In dB w ith  dc scaling
281
282
283 k : - ( l - l ) * n p t s y + J ;
284 m a g:-s qr t (dp [1 ] * d p [ 1]+dp[2 ] *d p [2 ] ) ;
285 I f  k * (np tsx - l)*np tsy+n p tsy  then scale:-mag;
286
287
m ag:--2 0 * ln (m a g /s c a le ) / ln (  10) ;
288
289 C a lcu la t ion  of phase from -2pl -  0
290
291
292 phase : — 1 . 0 »arc tan(dp[2 ) / d p [ 1 3 ) ;




297 I f  dp[2]<0 .0  then phase:— 2*,pl+phase;
298 end;
299 d a t a [ l , k ] : » w t l ;
300 d a ta t2 , k ] :» w t2 ;
301 data[3 .k]:»mag;
302 data2 [ l , k ] : » w t l ;
303 data2 [ 2 , k ] : * w t 2 ;
304 data2 [ 3 .k ] : »phase;
305 I f  f la g  then
306 begin






w r l t e ln ;
313
314 Call  to  graphing procedure
315
316
317 c l r s c r ;
318 t i t l e : - '  Magnitude Response ( I n d B ) ' ;
319 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta ,x y . t l t le ) ;
320 c 1r s c r ;
321 t i t l e : - ’ Phase Response’ ;
322 g r a p h 3 d (d a ta 2 .x y . t l t le ) ;
323
324
c l r s c r ;
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325 { X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
326 Calculation of group delays of f i l t e r
3 2 7  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X )
328
329 { X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
330 Simulation of d er iva t ive  by l inear d iffe rence equation
3 3 |  X X K X X K X X X X K K X X K K X K X K X K K X K X X K K X K X X K X K K K X X K K K K X K X K X X X X K K X )
332
333 d e I t a I : * ( x y [ 1, 2 ] - x y [ 1 .1 ] ) /nptsx;
334 . d e l t a 2 : - ( x y [ 2 .2 ] - x y [ 2 . t ] ) /n p t s y ;
335 for I : * I  to  nptsx do
336 begin
337 w t I : - ( I - 1 ) * ( x y [ 1 , 2 ] - x y [ I . I ] ) / (n p ts x -1 )+ x y [1 .1 ];
338 for J:»1 to  nptsy do
339 begin
340 w t 2 : » ( j - l ) * ( x y [ 2 . 2 ] - x y [ 2 . l ] ) / ( n p t s y - l ) + x y [ 2 . I ] ;
341 k : * ( l - l )« n p ts y + J ;
342 nextx:«k+nptsy;
343 n ex ty : -k+ l;
344 i f  nexty>i*nptsy then nexty:-nexty -2 ;
345 I f  nextx>npts then nextx:»nextx-2*nptsy;
346 d a ta t I ,k ] :« w t1 ;
347 d e ly [ l ,k ] :» w t1 ;
348 d a ta [2 ,k ] : -w t2 :
349 d e ly [2 .k ] : -u t2 ;
350 delpl :* -d a ta 2 [3 ,n ex tx ]+ d a ta2 [3 .k ] ;
351 d e lp2 :»-data2[3 ,nexty ]+data2[3 .k ];
352
353 { K K X X X X X X X X K K X X K X K K X X K K X X K X X X X X X X X X X K K X X X X K K X X X K K X X X K X X X K X X K X K
354 Scaling of ve rt ica l  change elements fo r  periodic  wrap-around
3 5 5  X K K X K X X X X X K K X X X X K X K K K X X K K K K X K K K K X X K K X K X X K K K X K X X X K X K K X X K X K X X X K }
356
357 I f  a b s C d e lp I» p l * I .50 then
358 begin
359 I f  delpOO.O then
360 d e lp l i -d e Ip 1-2 wpI
361 else
362 d e lp l : “d e lp l+2#p i;
363 end;
364 I f  abs(de lp2)>p l» l .50 then
365 begin
366 I f  delp2>0?0 then-^




371 d a ta [3 ,k ] :» d e lp l /d e l ta l ;
372 d e ly [3 ,k ] : *d e lp 2 /d e l ta 2 ;
373 i f  J«nptsy then d e ly [3 ,k ] :» -d e Iy [3 .k ] ;
374 I f  l -nptsx then d a ta [3 .k ] :« -d a ta [3 .k ] ;
375 I f  d a t a [ 3 ,k ] < - 10.0 then d a t a [ 3 .k ] : - d a t a [ 3 .k ] + 2 x p | /d e l t a l ;
376 I f  d e ly [3 .k ]< - IO .O  then d e ly [3 .k ] :» d e ly [3 .k ]+ 2 x p | /d e l ta 2 ;
377 end;
378 end;
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379
380 { N K K » M « N M M * M H K W « W t f N N M K » * N » * « W N  
38! Ca ll  to  Graphing Subroutines
3 8 2  N M W * N N * N W * t t N * * * * N * K t t W » * N f t N N M H }
383
384 c l r s c r :
385 t i t l e : - *  Group Delay I ’ ;
386 g ra p h 3 d (d a ta .x y . t i t le ) ;
387 c l rs c r ;
388 t i t l e : - *  Group Delay 2 ’ ;
389 g ra p h 3 d (d e ly .x y . t l t le ) ;
390 c l rs c r ;
391
392








4  «  «
5 •‘ This program ca lcu la tes the root t ra je c to ry  *
6 *  of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 *  from the t h ir d  chebyshev high-pass argument *
8 *  *
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date Jul 87 •*
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0  *
11 *  *
12 •* F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o l t is  . T. Kent *




18 npts*l00; {•‘ •‘ -Needed for graph2d)
19 nptsord«3000;
2 0  type
21 form -a r ra y  t l . . 2 , l . .n p ts o rd ]  of re a l ;  {•*•*}




26 data sform; {•‘ •‘J
27 am ax .eps ,fac to .gam m a.c l ,x .y .s .t .p l .p 2 ,the ta ,n  : re a l ;
28 I .J .k .m , I  j In teg er :
29 u .v .c u .c v .zu .zv  ja rray  [ l . .o rd m ax ]  of r e a l ;
30 z t , z 2 , t l , t 2  iform3:









40 procedure csub(var z l ,z 2 .z 3 : fo rm 3 );
41
4 2  { M N t tW N N K M K M X It N M ttM N N N N M N N X N N H H M K N tlN M M M It M M M N tt
43 Procedure to simulate complex subtraction
4 4  M H K M K K N f f lH tM M H W It t tN W tt tf N It H H N M M ttN W N H K N M M tlM N ttW ft }
45
46 begin
47 z l C I ] : " z 2 [ 1 ] - z 3 [ I ] ;
48 z l [2 ] :» z 2 [2 ] -z 3 C 2 ] :
49 end;
50
51 procedure cmult(var z l ,z 2 .z 3 : fo rm 3 );
52
5 3  {K X M W N M N M N N W M N N H H X M W K ftltN K O N H tfN N M M M H M M K K K N M ttN M M X
54 Procedure to  simulate complex m u lt ip l ic a t io n





58 2 l [ I J : * z 2 [ 1 ] * z 3 [ l ] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 t 2 ] ;
59 z l [ 2 ] : » z 2 [ I ] * z 3 [ 2 ] + z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ I ] ;
60 end;
61
62 procedure clnv(var z l ,z 2 : fo rm 3 );
63
65 Procedure to  simulate complex Inversion





71 mag:»z2[ I ] * z 2 [ l ] + z 2 [ 2 ] * z 2 [ 2 ] ;
72 z l [1 ] :»z2C l] /m ag :
73 z 1 [2 ] :* -z 2 [2 ] /m a g ;
74 end;
75
76 procedure cexp(var z l ,z 2 : fo rm 3 ):
77
79 Procedure to simulate complex exponentiation
81
82 begin
83 z l [ l ] : - e x p ( z 2 [ l ] ) » c o s ( z 2 [ 2 ] ) ;
84 z1 [2 ]:«exp (z2 [  I ] ) » s ln ( z 2 [ 2 ] ) ;
85 end;
86
87 procedure ca r t (v a r  z l: form 3; t h e t a : r e a l ) ;
88
89 {NXOXNXKNKMKNXMXMXMNXOXMKltWXXNWMMNXMXXNttNXMXWXMXXNXX
90 Procedure to  perform cartesian to  polar conversion
92
93 begin
94 z l [  l]:"Cos(theta);
95 z l [ 2 ] : » s ln ( t h e t a ) ;
96 end;
97
98 procedure arccosh(var 2 l . 2 2 :form3 ) ;
99
101 Procedure to  ca lcu la te  arccosh of z
103
104 var
105 x . y . b . c . d . e . f . g . t . s l g n  sreal;
106
107 begin
108 x : - z l [ 1] ;
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109 y : * z l [ 2 J ;
110 b :« x *x -y » y - l ;
111 c:»2*x*y;
112 d :«x+ sq rt( (sqrt(b *b+c*c )+b )/2 );
113 I f  c>"0 then
114 s lg n :* l
115 else
116 s lg n :« - l ;
117 e : -y+s i gn#sqrt( (sqrt( b *b + c *c ) -b ) /2 ) ;
118 f :« ln (s q rt (d # d + e *e )) :
119 I f  ( (abs(e )<te -100 )and(d<0.0))  then
120 t : - p l
121 else
122 begin
123 I f  abs(d)<le-IOO then
124 begin
125 I f  e>»0 then
126 s ig n :* I
127 else
128 s ign:»-1;




133 t :» a rc ta n (e /d ) ;
134 I f  d<0 then
135 I f  e>0 then
136 t : * t + p l
137 else
138 t s - t - p i :
139 end;
140 end;
141 g : * t ;
142 2 2 [ l ] : - f ;














157 c lrs c r ;
158
159 (XXNMttMttXMXNWKWWXXNNWKNWKNXW*
160 Input f i l t e r  spec if ications
| 6 | *ttWNMMMttKM»itttNNNXttMttXXNMXM««}
162
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163 wr I t e J n C R o o t  T r a je c t o r y  -  High Pass Chebyshev Argument # 3 ' ) :
164 w r l t e l n ;
165 w r 1 t e ( ’ Enter o rder o f  f i l t e r  (+ve  < ’ .o r d m a x , * /2 )  ; ’ ) ;
166 r e a d l n ( n ) ;
167 m : « t r u n c (2 * n ) ;
168 w r l t e ( ' E n t e r  passband r i p p l e  Amax ; ' ) ;
169 re a d tn (a m a x );
170 w r l t e ( * E n t e r  Gamma (0<gamma<1. 0 )  ; • ) ;
171 readln(gamma);
172 c l : • ! .0+cos(gam m a*p l/2 )*co s(gam m a*p l /2 ) ;
173 w r l t e l n ;
174 e p s : » s q r t ( e x p ( 0 .1 * a m a x * l n ( 1 0 ) ) - l ) ;
175
176
177 C a lc u la te  chebyshev poles
178
179
180 f a c tO :—  1 n (1 /e p s + s q r t (1 /e p s /e p s + 1 ) ) / n / 2 ;
181 f o r  k :»1  to  m do
182 begin
183 u [ k ] : « ( 2 # k - l ) * p l / 4 / n ;
184  v [ k ] : » f a c t 0 ;
185 { w r l t e l n ( l s t . ' u . v  ’ . u [ k ] , v [ k ] ) ; }
186 end;
187
189 C a lc u la t e  cosine o f  cheb poles
191
192 f o r  k : - l  to  m do
193 begin
194 c u [ k j : - 0 .5 # s ln ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) + e x p ( - v t k ] ) ) ;
195 c v [ k ] : - 0 .5 * c o s ( u t k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) - e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
196 t l [ l ] : - c u [ k ] ;
197 t 1 [ 2 ] : - c v [ k ] ;
198 c m u l t ( t 2 . t l . t 1 ) ;
199 c u [ k ] : - t 2 [ 1 ] ;
200 c v [ k ] : - t 2 [ 2 ] ;




205 C a lc u la te  z s ls  -  a rc c o sh (z )
206 MNttXXMMKItNMMMNNXXKMNMMNXXNXN}
207
208 f o r  k :»1  to  m do
209 begin
2 1 0  c u [k ] :» c l *c u [k ] ;
211 c v [ k ] : » c 1 * c v [ k ] ;
212 z l [ l ] : - c u [ k ] - l . 0 ;
213 z l [ 2 ] : - c v [ k ] ;
214 a r c c o s h ( z l , 2 2 ) ;
215 z u [ k ] : - z 2 [ l ] ;
216 z v [ k ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] ;
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217 { w r l t e l n d s t . ’ precosh ’ . z l [ l ] . z l [ 2 ] . '  cosh ’ ,z 2 [  I ] , z 2 [ 2 ] ) ; )
218 end;
219
221 Loop to  generate roo t t r a je c t o r ie s  fo r  a l l  fac tors
223
224 fo r  I :■! to m do
225 begin
226 I f  ( z u t tK O .O )  then zu[ I ] zut  I ] ;
227 11 [ I ] : * z u [ 1];
228 t 1C2 ] : - 2 vC1 3 ;
229 cexp (t2 . t 1) ;
230 t l [ 1 ] : - 2 * t 2 [ l ] ;
231 t t t 2 ] : - 2 * t 2 [ 2 ] ;
232 { w r l t e l n d s t . ’ f a c t  \ t l [ 1 ] . t l [ 2 ] ) ; )
233
235 Loop to  generate points of t r a je c t o r ie s
237
238 fo r  I : » l  to  npts do
239 begin
240 t h e t a : ■ ( ! - ! ) / ( n p t s - I ) * 2 * p I ;
241 c a r t ( z 2 , t h e t a ) ;
242 c s u b ( t 2 . t l . z 2 ) ;
243 c l n v ( z l . t 2 ) ;
244 d a t a [ 1 . 1+ ( I - 1) * n p t s ] : - z 1[ I ] ;




2 4 9  { « K X X * * X * * * X X M K « K f t t t K K X X * X f t
250 Call  to  graphing ro u tin e
2 5 |  « * W N N N » N « t f * N X » * N » » t t « f t N X M * }
252
253 c l r s c r ;
254 t i t l e : ■’ Root T ra je c to r ie s ’ ;
255 g ra p h 2 d (d a ta .m .t l t le ) ;
256 c l rs c r ;
257
258 {XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
259 End of Mainline Program











5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the expanded t ra n s fe r ft
6 *  function of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derlIved »
7 *  from the t h i r d  chebyshev high-pass argument *
8 *
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date J u l . 87
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0 h
I I * n





17 ordmax»2 0 ;
18 type
19 form3 »array [ I . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;
20 var
21 num.amax,sum.eps.n.factO,gamma,sign.
22 c 1 . x . y . s , t , w t l . w t 2 .m ag,pl.p2 .sca le  t r e a t ;
23 1 . J . k . 1 .m .nextx.nexty : Integer;
24 u .v .c u .c v .z u .z v  ta rray  [h .o rd m a x ]  of r e a l ;
25 z l . z 2 , t l . t 2  tform3;
26 f la g  tboolean;
27 temp schar;
28 filename t s t r l n g [ 13];
29 output t te x t ;















44 w r l te ln ; —
45 w r l t e l n ( ’ press any key to  c o n t in u e ') ;
46 repeat u n t i l  keypressed;
47 wr 1t e 1n;
48 end;
49
50 procedure cexpfvar x . y t r e a l ) ;
51
52 {a##**# ## *## *)* *## #*### **### ** *** * *# # **# **# **# #
53 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
54




57 s . t  : r e a l ;
58 beg in
59 t : - x ;
60 s : « y ;
61 x : » e x p ( t ) * c o s ( s ) ;
62 y ! » e x p ( t ) * s l n ( s ) ;
63 end;
64
65 p roced u r e  cmu l t (va r  z l  , z 2 , z 3 : f o r m 3 ) ;
66
57 {tt»#KW»X*XXK»**NXXX*NX»»X**X»ftKXft*NttNMXMtt«MK*»
68 P rocedu re  t o  s i m u l a t e  complex m u l t i p l i c a t i o n
70
7 1 begin
72 z 1 [ 1 ] : - z 2 [ 1 ] * z 3 [ 1 ] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 2 ] ;
73 z l [ 2 ] : * z 2 [  I ] * z 3 [ 2 ] + z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ l ] ;
74 end;
75
76 p roced u re  a r c c os h (v a r  z l , z 2 : f o r m 3 ) ;
77
79 P rocedu re  t o  c a l c u l a t e  a r cco sh  of  z
81
82 var
83 x . y . b . c . d . e . f . g . t . s l g n  : r e a l ;
84
85 beg in
86 x : - z t [ l ] ;
87 y : - z l [ 2 ] ;
88 b : * x * x - y * y - l ;
89 c : - 2 »x *y ;
90 d:"X+sqrt((sqrt(b*b+C#C)+b)/2);
91 I f  c>«0 then
92 s i g n r - l
93 e l s e
94 s i g n :  — I;
95 e : « y + s l g n * s q r t ( ( s q r t ( b * b + c # c ) - b ) / 2 ) ;
96 f : « l n ( s q r t ( d # d + e # e ) ) ;
97 I f  ( ( a b s ( e ) < l e - 1 0 0 ) a n d ( d < 0 . 0 ) )  t h en
98 t : - p I
99 e l s e
100 begin
101 I f  a b s ( d ) < l e - l 0 0  t hen
102 beg in
103 I f  e>«0 t hen
104 s I g n : •  I
tOS e l s e
106 s i g n s — I ;
107 t : » p l / 2 # s l g n ;
108 end














t : « a r c ta n (e /d ) ;  
I f  d<0  then
I f  e>0  then 
t :» t+ p l  
else  
t : “t - p I :
end;
end;
119 g : * t ;
120 z 2 [ 1 ] : - f ;





126 {a # * * * *# # # *# * *# *# * *#








135 c l r s c r ;
136
137
138 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
140
141 wrltelnCExpanded Transfer Function Generator’ ) ;
142 w r l t e l n C  High Pass Chebushev Argument # 3 ’ ) ;
143 w r l te ln ;
144 w r l te C E n te r  order of f i l t e r  (+ve < ’ ,o rd m a x , ' /2 )  ; ’ ) ;
145 re a d ln (n ) ;
146 m :- tru n c (2* n ) ;
147 w r l t e ( ’ Enter passband r ip p le  Amax ; ’ ) ;
148 readln(amax);
149 w rlteC 'E nter  Gamma (0<gamma<1.0 )  ; ’ ) ;
150 readln(gamma);
151 c l  : » 1 .0+cos(gamma"pl/2),,cos(gamma,* p l /2 ) ;
152 w r I t e I n ;
153 e p s : -s q r t (e x p (0 . I» a m a x * ln ( l0 ) ) -1 ) ;
154
155 {*##**###*«*#****«»##»*#»»#*#»*»
156 C a lcu la t ion  of chebyshev poles
158
159 fac tO : —  In ( l /e p s + s q r t ( I /e p s /e p s + 1) ) / n / 2 ;
160 fo r  k : - l  to  m do
161 begin
162 u [ k ] : - ( 2 * k - 1 ) » p 1 /4 /n ;
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163 v [ k ] : * f a c t 0 ;




168 Calcula tion  of Cosine of chebyshev poles
169 M M « » « N » K W H N « « M N M » H M N « M « N M » « N « N *« K N » N N tt t tN N }
170
171 for k : - 1  to  m do
172 begin
173 c u [k ] :« 0 .5 * s ln ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) + e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
174 c v [k ] :« 0 .5 * c o s ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) - e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
175 t l [ 1 ] :» c u [k ] ;
176 t l [ 2 ] i * c v [ k ] ;
177 cm u lt ( t2 , t 1 . t 1) ;
178 c u [k ] :« t 2 [ l ] ;
179 c v [ k ] i - t 2 [ 2 ] ;




184 Calcula tion  of Zsl —  ( Arccosh(z))
185
186
187 fo r  k : - 1  to  m do
188 begin
189 cu [k ] :» c l# c u [k ] ;
190 c v [k ] :« c l *c v [k ] ;
191 z l [ l ] : * c u [ k ] - l . 0 ;
192 z l [ 2 ] : * c v [ k ] ;
193 arcc o s h (z l ,z 2 ) ;
194 z u [ k ] : - z 2 [ I ] ;
195 z v [ k ] : - z 2 [ 2 ] ;
196 { w r l t e l n ( 1s t , ’ precosh ’ . z l [ 1] , z l [ 2 ] . ’ cosh ' , z 2 [ 1] , z 2 [ 2 ] )
197 end;
198 w r l te ln ;
199
2 0 0 • { W * N * K K K * K » » H N * K « X N t tK * M M « * M » X K t t * t tK * t tN « N » N « « * W * N « N M » X X H M
201 Calcu la t ion  of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial fac tors
20 2
203
204 fo r  1: - 1  to  m do
205 begin
206 I f  ( z u [ l ] < 0 .0 )  then z u [ i ] : * - 2 u [ l ] ;
207 z u [ 1] : » z u [ 1] ;
208 z v [ l ] : » z v [ l ] ;
209 c e x p ( z u [ l ] , z v [ 1] ) ;
2 1 0 z u [ l ] : — 2 . 0 *»zu[l];
211 z v [ l ] : » - 2 . 0 * *zv [ l ] ;
2 1 2 end;
213 w r l te ln ;
214
215
216 I n i t i a l i z e  arrays for polynomial expansion




219 fo r  1: » 0  to m do
2 2 0 fo r  J:«0 to  m do
221 begin
222 a [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
223 b [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
224 c [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 :
225 d [ 1. J ] :« 0 . 0 ;
226 end;
227 a [ 0 . 0 ] : - l . 0 ;
228
229
230 Loop to  generate expanded polynomial
231
232
233 fo r  ks«1 to  m do
234 begin
235 for l ; « l  to  k do
236 fo r  J : -0  to  k do
237 begin
238 1 : *  1 - 1 :
239 c [ l  J ] : - c [ I J ] + a [ I . J ] ;
240 d [ 1. J ] : * d [ 1 .J ]+ b [1 .J];
241 c C j . 1 ] ! » c [ J . I ] + a [ J . I ] ;
242 d [ J . I ] : » d [ J . I ] + b [ J . I ) ;
243 end;
244 fo r  1: - 0  to  k do
245 fo r  J:»0 to  k do
246 begin
247 c [ 1 . J 3 : » c [ l , J ] + a [ l , J ] * z u [ k ] - b [ 1 .J ] * z v tk ] :
248 d [ I . J ] : - d [ l J ] + a [ l . j ] » z v [ k ] + b [ l , J ] * z u [ k ) ;
249 end;
250 for 1: * 0  to  k do
251 fo r  J : -0  to  k do
252 begin
253 a [ I . J ] : « c [ l , J ] ;
254 b [ I . J ] : - d [ I . J ] ;
255 c [ 1 , J ] : * 0 . 0 ;
256 d t l . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;
257 end;
258 end;
259 num:«1 . 0 / a [ 0 , 0 ] ;
260 fo r  1 :» 0  to  m do
261 fo r  J : -0  to  m do
262 at 1 . J ] : “a [ 1. J]*num;
263 w r l t e ln C  Do you wish amplitude response');
264 w r i t e r  scaled to 0 dB at  wIT -  w2T -  0 .0  7 (Y/N)
265 readln(temp);
266 . temp:>upcsse(temp);
267 I f  temp-’ Y' then
268 begin
269 sum:»0 . 0 ;
270 for 1 ! - 0  to  m do
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271 fo r  J:»0 to  m do
272 sum:«sum+a[l, J ] ;
273 num:*sum;
274 end;
275 I f  temp-'N ' then
276 begin
277 w r l t e l n ( '  Do you wish amplitude response') ;
278 w r l t e ( *  scaled to  0 dB a t  wIT -  w2T -  pi ? ( Y / N ) ' ) ;
279 readln(temp);
280 temp:»upcase(temp);
281 I f  temp»'Y’ then
282 begin
283 sum:«0.0;
284 Sign: — 1.0;
285 fo r  I : * 0  to  m do
286 begin
287 s ig n :— sign;
288 fo r  J:*0  to  m do
289 begin
290 . sum:«sum+slgn*a[I,J];






297 w r l te ln ;
298 w r l t e ( ’ Enter Filename fo r  output of c o e f f ic ie n ts  ' ) ;
299 re ad ln ( f I le n a m e );
300 ass Ign( o u tput.f I lenam e);
301 re w r i te (o u tp u t ) ;
302 w r l te ln (o u tp u t .m );
303 w r I te ln (o u tp u t .m );
304 w rlte ln (o u tp u t .n u m :12 : 11) ;
305 fo r  I :« 0  to  m do
306 fo r  J:«0 to  m do
307 begin
308 { w r l t e l n ( I . J , a [ l . J ) : 12 :11 );)
309 wr i t e l n ( o u t p u t . a t I . J ] : 12 :11);
310 end;
311 c lo se (ou tpu t);
312
313 (  w r l te ln ;
314 wr Ite ln(num );
315 w r l te ln ;
316 fo r  I : » 0  to  m do
317 fo r  J:»0 to  m do
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APPENDIX 7
General Chebyshev Filter 
Response Program Source Code





5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the frequency, phase and delay *
6  *  response of a two dimensional d ig i t a l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 # from the f i f t h  chebyshev argument (g en era l)  *
8  *  *
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date July 87 »
10 # Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0  *
11 *  *
12 *  F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o l t is  . T. Kent #




18 nptsx-25; { * * -  needed fo r  graph3d.pas>
19 nptsy-25; (***}
20 npts-625; {» *}
2 1 type
22 form »array [ l . . 3 , l . . n p t s ]  o f  r e a l ;  { * * )
23 form4 “s t r ln g [4 0 ] ;
24 form2 »array [ I . . 2 , I . . 2 ]  of r e a l ;  { * * }
25 form3 «array [ 1 . . 2 ]  of re a l ;
26 var
27 d a ta .d a ta 2 .d e ly  :form; { * * }
28 xy sform2 ; ( * * )
29 emax,eps.facto.gamma I.gamma2 . c l , x , y , s . t . w t l , w t 2 ,mag,pt,p2 .scale  : r e a l ;
30 p h a s e .d e l ta l ,d e l ta 2 .d e lp l ,d e lp 2 .n  : r e a l ;
31 I . J .k .m .nextx .nexty  : Integer;
32 u . v .c u .c v .z u .z v .s u .s v  tarray  [h .o rd m a x ]  of r e a l ;
33 Z l . z 2 . t l . t 2 . d p . t 3 . t 4  tform3;
34 f la g  tboolean;
35 temp tchar;
36 t i t l e  tform4;
37
38





45 procedure cadd(var z l ,z 2 ,z 3 s fo rm 3 );
46
4 7  { N M M t t N * t t t t K X M W » « » N W » t t N N K K t t N M M » « K N « t t « N « « N *
48 Procedure to  simulate complex add it ion
4 9  « K » * t t N N * M « t t « X W N M N K M » K N « M M N « N M X X X K W N * * * « }
50
51 begin
52 zIC I ] : « z 2 [  l ] + z 3 ( l ] ;
53 z l [ 2 ] : * z 2 [ 2 ] + z 3 [ 2 ] ;
54 end;
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55
56 procedure cexp(var x . y : r e a l ) ;
57
58 {W W MIfW MKHHW W NttM W W HKW NItW MW ItltKHttttHW HMHHW MHKM W MKM
59 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
80 « W N * « « « M W * W K « * « W » * * * * K M * « W W N « * H N X » K » » W M * W » K » t t }
61
62 var
63 s . t  sreal;
64 begin
65 t :» x ;
66  s : -y ;
67 x : -e x p ( t ) *c o s (s ) ;
68  y :« ex p ( t )» s in (s ) ;
69 end;
70
71 procedure cmult(var 2 l . 2 2 . z 3 :form3 ) ;
72
7 3  { * M t t * * « M M N * N N K N t t X K t t N t t * N N K K « X X t t * t t M « N N N « W M N M W N N *
74 Procedure to  simulate complex m u lt ip l ic a t io n
76
77 begin
78 z l [ I ] : " z 2 [ l ] * z 3 [ l ] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 2 ] ;
79 2 1[2 3 : - z 2 [ I ] # z 3 [ 2 ] + z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ I ] ;
80 end;
81
82 procedure arccosh(var 2 l . z 2 :form3 ) ;
83
85 Procedure to ca lcu la te  arccosh of z
87
88  var
89  x . y . b .c . d . e . f . g . t . s i g n  t re a l ;
90
91 begin
92 x : - 2 l [ l ] ;
93- y : - z l [ 2 ] ;
94  b :»x*x-yHy-|;
95 c : -2 *x *y ;
96 dt-x+sqrtftsqrtCbHb+cWcJ+b)^);
97 I f  c>-0 then — -
98  s lgn:» l
9 9  else
100 sign: — I;
101 e : -y+s1gn»sqrt(( s q r t (b *b + c *c ) -b ) /2 ) ;
102 f  :-ln(sqrt(d'»d+e*‘e ) ) :
103 I f  ( (abs(e)<1e-100)and(d<0.0))  then
104 t : - p i
105 else
106 begin
107 i f  abs(d)<le-IOO then
108 begin


















I f  e>-0 then
slgn:« l
e lse
SI gn: I ; 




t : « a r c ta n (e /d ) ;  
I f  d<0 then
I f  e>0  then 
t :« t+ p l  
else  
t : - t - p I :
end;
end;
125 g :» t ;
126 z 2 [ 1] : - f ;





132 {# *# *# * ) * *» * * * *« * *# « *








141 c l r s c r ;
142
143 {##»##*##**# *# ****###**#####*##*
144 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
146
147 wrI t e l n ( ’ Frequency Response -  General Chebyshev Argument’ ) ;
148 w r l te ln ;
149 w r i t e ( 'E n t e r  order of f i l t e r  (+ve < ’ .ordmax., / 2 )  ; ’ ) ;
150 re a d ln (n ) ;
151 m :» trunc(2*n );
152 w r l t e ( 'E n t e r  passband r ip p le  Amax ; * ) ;
153 readln(amax);
154 w r i te C E n te r  Gammal (0<gamma<1.0 )  ; ' ) ;
155 readln(gammal);




160 w r l te ln ;
161 e p s : -s q r t (e x p (0 . l^amaxxlnCI0 ) ) - 1) ;
162
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163 {KWWHMHH*KtfH«KKWttHWXHNNKHttMNNWMN
164 C a lc u la t io n  of chebyshev pole3
|55  khhhnxxxxxxxnkhxxhxxnkxxmxkxmmn}
166
167 f  actO: —  In (1 /e p s + s q r t ( I /e p s /e p 3 + 1 ) ) / n / 2 ;
168 f o r  k:«1 to  m do
169 begin
170 u [ k ] : - ( 2 * k - l ) » p l / 4 / n ;
171 v [k ] :■ fa c tO ;
172 end;
173
| 74 { HXMXMNHWNXNXXMXMXXXXNXMHMXHMHXHXXMNNMXMMW
175 C a lc u la t io n  of Cosine o f  chebyshev poles
(75 ttMKMXNWXXXNMttttWMHXNNMMXMNMMMMNWWMMXHNMKWM)
177
178 fo r  k : * l  t o  m do
179 begin
180 c u [ k ] : » 0 . 5 * c o s ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) + e x p ( - v t k ] ) ) :
181 c v [ k ] : — 0 . 5 » s l n ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) - e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
182 s u [ k ] : « 0 . 5 * s l n ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) + e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
183 s v [ k ] : « 0 . 5 * c o s ( u [ k ] ) * ( e x p ( v [ k ] ) - e x p ( - v [ k ] ) ) ;
184 t l [ 1 ] s * c u [ k ] ;
185 t 1 [ 2 ] t “ c v [ k ] ;
186 c m u l t ( t 2 , t l . t l ) ;
187 c u [ k ] : « t 2 [ l ] ;
188 c v [ k ] : « t 2 [ 2 ] ;
189 t l [ l ] : - s u [ k ] ;
190 t l [ 2 ] : - s v [ k ] ;
191 c m u l t ( t 2 . t l . t 1 ) ;
192 s u C k ] : - t 2 [ 1 ];




197 C a lc u la t io n  of Zsl —  (  A rcco sh(z ))
19Q MNXftMMKXttttKXXXWttXNNXftWMttftNttNttMXXttKttNM}
199
200 fo r  k : - 1  to  m do
201 begin
202 c u tk ] : ■gamma I*cu[k]+gam m a2*su[k];
203 cv[k]:-gammal»cvtk]+gamm a2*sv[k];
204 Z l [ l ] : * c u [ k ] ;
205 z l [ 2 ] : - c v t k ] ;
206 arcco sh (z l  , z 2 ) ;
207 z u [ k ] : - z 2 t l ] ;




212 S e t t in g  o f  x -y - a x ls  l im i t s  fo r  p lo t t i n g
2 | 3 *MMttWNNNNMttN*NNMMft»KMXM«KMDN«ftttNMKKM*M*N}
214
215 x y [ 1 . 1 ] : * 0 . 0 ;
216 x y [ l . 2 ] : * p l ;
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217 x y [2 , l l:« 0 .0 ;
218 x y [2 .2 ]:-p l;
219 I f  gamma 10 1 .0  then
220 begin
221 x y t I . I ] : * - p l ;




226 Selection of Table of Values 
228
229 f la g : “ fa lse ;
230 w r lte ( ’ Do you want a tab le  of values fo r magnitude and phase (Y /N )');
231 readln(temp);
232 temp:«Upcase(temp);
233 i f  temp-'Y'then
234 begin
235 f la g : “ true ;
236 end;
237 I f  fla g  then
238 begin
239 w rlte ln ;
240 w rlte ln ('frequency Response -  Magnitude and Phase');
241 w rlte ln C  wl*T w2*T tH (z l.z 2 ) ] <H (z1.z2)');
242 w rlte ln C  (dB) ( ra d ) ') ;
243 w rlte ln ;
244 end;
245
247 Calculation of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial facto rs
249
250 fo r I :» l to  m do
251 begin
252 I f  (zu[ 1X0.0) then
253 begin
254 z u [I]:« -z u [IJ ;
255 z v [ l ] : - z v [ l ] ;
256 end;
257 ce xp (zu [l]#z v [ l ] ) ;
258 z u [ l ] : - 2 .0 » z u [ l ] ;




263 Loop to  generate f i l t e r  magnitude response
264 ttttttMNKMttftNttltltHMKttWttKKMWNNMNNHXNXNKMMMMNMttttK)
265
266 fo r l :« l  to  nptsx do
267 begin
268 fo r j : « l  to  nptsy do
269 begin
270 w tI : • ( I - I ) » (x y [ I ,2 ] - x y [ I . I ] ) /(n p ts x -I)+ x y [1,1];
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271 w t 2 : * ( J - l ) * ( x y t 2 . 2 ] - x y t 2 , I ] ) / ( n p t s y - I ) + x y t 2 , I ]•
272 z l f l ] : » c o s ( - w t l ) ;
273 z l t 2 ] : » s l n ( - w t l ) ;
274 z 2 [ l ] : * c o s ( - w t 2 ) ;
275 z 2 [ 2 ] : - s ln ( - w t 2 ) ;
276 d p t l ] : -1 .0 ;
277 d p [2 ] : *0 .0 ;
278 c a d d ( t l . z l . z 2 ) :
279
281 Loop to  m u lt ip le  f i l t e r  polynomial fac tors
2 8 2  « M « « « M f t « * * * « * N « W « * N W * « « N t t K * M N W M * N W N « * * « N K W K }
283
284 fo r  k :» l  to  m do
285 begin
286 t 2 t 1 ] : « z u t k ] ;
287 t 2 [ 2 ] : » z v t k ] ;
288 c a d d ( t 3 . t l . t 2 ) ;
289 c m u l t ( t4 ,d p , t3 ) :
290 d p [ 1 ] : * t 4 t 1 ] ;
291 d p [ 2 ] : * t 4 [ 2 ] ;
292 end;
293
294 {N H W N K K W N N M ftltttN N N N V M M N K M M M ItM M N M M M ItM W ItM O M H H ttH H M K H
295 C a lcu la t io n  of magnitude In dB w ith  dc scaling
297
298 k : » ( l - l ) * n p t s y + J ;
299 m a g : -s q r t (d p [1 ]x d p [ l ]+ d p [2 ]*d p [2 ] ) ;
300 I f  k - l  then scale:»mag;
301 m a g :« -2 0 * ln (m a g /s c a le ) / ln (10);
302
304 C a lcu la t ion  of phase from -2pl -  0
306
307 phase: — 1 l0 x a rc ta n (d p C 2] /d p [ l ] ) :




312 I f  dpt2 ]< 0 .0  then phase:— 2*p!+phase;
313 end;
314 d a t a t I , k ] : - w t l ;
315 d a ta t2 .k ] : -w t2 ;
316 datat3 .k ]:*m ag;
317 d a t a 2 t l . k ] : - w t 1 ;
318 d a ta 2 t2 .k ] : -w t2 ;
319 data2t3 ,k ]:»phase;
320 I f  f l a g  then
321 begin
322 w r l t e l n ( w t l : 1 0 : 6 , ’ ’ ,w t 2 : IO : 6 . ’ ' .m a g : l4 : 6 . '  * .phase:14:6);
323 end;
324 end;
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325 end;
326 w r lte ln ;
327
328 {NWWMNMWttffNMMMKttWtfMMMNMNMMNft
329 Call to  graphing procedure
330 xxxxxxx#*#****#*##*#*##*#*#}
331
332 c lrs c r ;
333 t i t l e : - '  Magnitude Response (In  dB )';
334 g ra ph 3d (d a ta .xy ,title );
335 c lrs c r ;
336 t i t l e : - '  Phase Response ’ ;
337 g raph3d (da ta2 .xy .title );
338 c lrs c r ;
339
340 {MttttXNWNHttMttttXMttttKWXNHXXWNWXXNXNMftNXMMtt
341 C alculation of group delays of f i l t e r
342 a *# * * *# # *# #*** **# ## #*# **# *# # *# *# ## #** *}
343
345 Simulation o f de riva tive  by linear d ifference equation
347
348 d e lta l:» ( x y [ I .2 ] - x y [ I , l) ) /n p ts x ;
349 d e lta 2 :» (x y [2 ,2 ]-x y [2 ,l]) /n p ts y ;
350 fo r I : - I  to  nptsx do
351 begin
352 w t l : - ( l - l ) « ( x y [1 ,2 ] - x y [ I . I ] ) / (n p ts x - l )+xy[ 1.13;
353 fo r J : - l  to  nptsy do
354 begin
355 w t2 :-( j - l  ) * (x y [2 ,2 ]-x y [2 .I ]) /(n p ts y - l)+ x y [2 ,1 ] ;
356 k :» (l- l)« n p tsy+ J ;
357 nextx:-k+nptsy;
358 nexty:«k+ l;
359 I f  nexty>i"nptsy then nexty:-nexty-2 ;
360 I f  nextx>npts then nextx:-nextx-2»nptsy;
361 d a ta [ l .k ] : -w t l ;
362 d e ly [ l .k ] : -w t l ;
363 da ta [2 .k ]:-w t2 ;
364 d e ly [2 .k ):-w t2 ;




369 Scaling o f v e rtica l change elements fo r period ic wrap-around
370 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
371
372 I f  a bs (de lp l)> p l* l.2  then
373 begin
374 I f  delpl>0.0 then
375 d e lp l:-d e lp l-2 *p l
376 else
377 d e lp l:-d e lp l+ 2 "p l;
378 end;
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379 I f  abs(de lp2)>pl*l.2 then
380 begin





386 d a ta [3 .k ]:*d e lp l/d e lts l:
387 d e ly [3 .k ]:-de lp2 /de lta2 ;
388 I f  J-nptsy then d e ly [3 .k ]:—d e ty [3 .k ];





394 Call to  Graphing Subroutines
395 «WK»KKXMW«***MH*NMX**Ktttf*N*»K}
396
397 c lrs c r ;
398 t i t l e : - ’ Group Delay I ’ ;
399 g raph3d (da ta ,xy ,title );
400 c lrs c r ;
401 t i t l e : - '  Group Delay 2 ’ ;
402 g ra ph 3d (d e ly .xy ,title );













3  {  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
4 X "
5 *  This program ca lcu la tes  the root t r a je c to ry  *
6 " of a two dimensional d ig i ta l  f i l t e r  derived "
7 *  from the f i f t h  chebyshev argument (g enera l)  *
8 *  *
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date July 87 *
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3 .0  *
U  x «






18 npts-150; {""-Needed fo r  graph2d)
19 nptsord-3000;
20 type
21 form -a r ra y  [ I . . 2 . I . .nptsord] of r e a l ;  {"" )
22 form3 -a r ra y  [ 1 . . 2 ]  of re a l ;
23 form4 -  s t r in g  [403;
24
25 var
26 data sform; {"" )
27 am ax.eps,factO .gammal,gam ma2.cl.x .y .s .t.p l,p2.theta,n  srea l;
28 I .J .k .m , I  : Integer;
29 u .v .c u .c v .z u .z v .s u .s v  sarray [K .ordm ax] of re a l ;
30 Z l . z 2 . t l . t 2  :form3;
31 t i t l e  : f  orm4;
32
33






40 procedure csub(var z l ,z 2 .z 3 : fo rm 3 ) ;
41
4 2  { X K X X K X K K X K X X K K X X X K K X K K K X X K K K K X X K X K X X X K K X K X




47 z l t 1 ] : » z 2 [ 1 ] - z 3 [ l ] ;
48 Z l{2 ]:-z 2 [2 ]-z 3 [2 ] ;
49 end;
50
51 procedure cmult(var z l ,z 2 .z 3 : fo rm 3 );
52
5 3  { X K X K X K K X X X X X K X X X X X K X X X K K X X X X X X X X K X X K X X X X K X K X X
54 Procedure to simulate complex m u lt ip l ic a t io n




58 z l [  I ] s - z 2 [ I ] * z 3 [ I ] - z 2 [ 2 ] # z 3 [ 2 ] ;




63 procedure cinv(var z l .z2 : fo rm 3);
64
66 Procedure to  simulate complex Inversion





72 m a g :« z2 [ I ] *z2 [ I]+ z2 [2 ]#z2 [2 ] ;
73 z l [ l ] : - z 2 [ l ] / m a g ;
74 z l[2]s« -z2[2 ] /m ag;
75 end;
76
77 procedure cexp(var z l .z2 : fo rm 3):
78
7 9  { K X X H K H K N X M X W H X X M H H H M X H X X X X M X X N M N N X X X X X X X H H M N M
80 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation  
82
83 begin
84 z l [ l ] s » e x p (z 2 [ l ] )» c o s (z 2 [2 ] ) ;
85 z l [2 ] : - e x p ( z 2 [ l ] ) t * s ln ( z 2 [ 2 ] ) ;
86 end;
87
88 procedure ca rt(var  z l:form 3; th e ta s re a l ) ;
89
91 Procedure to  perform cartesian to  polar conversion
9 2  X X H X X X X X H X X X X K X X * X » X » X H X * X » X » # H * X * X X X X X » » » X * « X X » X X X }
93
94 begin
95 z l [ l ] : - c o s ( t h e t a ) ;
96 z l [ 2 ] : * s ln ( t h e t a ) ;
97 end; -
98
99 procedure arccosh(var z l .z2 : fo rm 3);
100
101  { # # # # # # # # # # * # » * # * # # # # # # # # # # # # * # » # # # * # # # # # #




106 x , y ,b .c . d . e , f . g . t . s l g n  sreal;
107
108 begin
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109 X : * 2 l [ l ] ;
110 y :*2t [ 2] ;
111 b :"X *x -y # y - t ;
112 c:«2#x*y;
113 d:»x+sqrt((sqrt(b*b+c*c)+b)/2);
114 I f  c>-0 then
115 sIgn:» I
116 else
117 sign: — I;
118 e :»y+slgn*sqrt((sqrt(b*b+c«c)-b)/2):
119 f:-ln (sq rt(d #d + e*e ));
120 I f  ((abs(e)<le-l00)and(d<0.0)) then
121 t:« p l
122 else
123 begin
124 I f  ebs(d)<le-!00 then
125 begin
126 I f  e>-0 then
127 sIgn:» I
128 else
129 signs — 1;




134 t:*a rc ta n (e /d );
135 I f  d<0 then
136 I f  e>0 then
137 t:» t+ p i
138 else
139 t s - t - p l ;
140 end;
141 end;
142 g : - t ;
143 2 2 [ l ] : * f ;














158 c lrs c r ;
159
160 {WM»NM««WNW*MWKW»NNNK*WHttH*MN
161 Input f i l t e r  specifications
162
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163
164 w r i t e I n ( 1 Root Trajectory -  Type I -  General Chebyshev Argument ’ );
165 w r l te ln ;
166 w r l te ( 'E n te r  order of f i l t e r  (+ve < ’ .ordmax,* /2 ) ; ' ) ;
167 read ln (n );
168 m :*trunc(2#n);
169 w r l te ( 'E n te r  passband r ip p le  Amax ; ’ ) ;
170 readln(amax);
171 w r l t e ( ’ Enter Gammal (0<gamma<l.0 )  ; ' ) ;
172 readln(gammal);
173 w r l te ( 'E n te r  Gamma2 (0<gamma<l.0 )  ; ' ) ;
174 readln(gamma2);
175 gammal:»cos(gamma I * p i ) ;
176 gamma2:«cos(gamma2#pi) ;
177 w r I t e In ;
178 eps:»sqrt(exp(0. I*amax*ln( 10 ))—1);
179
180 {a#*#########*#*###*#*##*####*##
181 Calculation of chebyshev poles
183
184 fa c t0 :« - ln ( l /e p s + s q r t ( l / e p s /e p s + l ) ) /n /2 ;
185 for k : -1  to m do
186 begin
187 u [ k ] : « ( 2 # k - l ) * p l /4 /n ;
188 v tk ] : * fa c t0 ;
189 end;
190
192 Calculation of Cosine of chebyshev poles
194
195 for k :« l  to  m do
196 begin
197 c u [k ] :» 0 .5 * c o s (u [k ] ) * (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v tk ] ) ) ;
198 c v [ k ] : — 0 .5 * s ln (u [k ] )« (e x p (v [k ] ) -e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;
199 s u [k ] !» 0 .5 * s ln (u [k ] ) * (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;
200 sv [k ] :» 0 .5 *c o s (u [k ] )» * (e x p (v [k ] ) -e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;
201 t l [ l ] i - c u [ k ] ;
202 t l [ 2 ] : - c v [k ] ;
203 c m u l t ( t 2 . t 1 , t 1 ) ;
204 c u [ k ] : - t 2 [ 1 ] ;
205 c v [k ] :» t2 [2 ] ;
206 t I C 1 ] : “SuCk] ;
207 t l [ 2 ] : - s v [ k ] ;
208 c m u l t ( t 2 . t l . t l ) ;
209 s u [ k ] : * t 2 [ l ] ;
210 s v [k ]s - t2 [2 ];
21.1 end;
212
214 Calculation of Zsi —  ( Arccosh(z))
216
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221 21 [ 131 “CiiCk];
222 z 1 [2 3 :-c v tk ] ;
223 orccosh(zl ,z2);
224 z u [ k ) : - z 2 [ l ] ;




229 Loop to generate root t ra je c to r ie s  fo r  a l l  factors
230
231
232 for 1:«l to m do
233 begin
234 I f  ( z u [ 1]<0 .0 )  then
235 begin
236 zu[ 1 ] i — zuC 13;
237 z v [ l ] s — z v [ l ] ;
238 end;
239 t l [ l ] : - z u C l ] ;
240 t l [ 2 ] : » z v [ 13;
241 c e x p ( t 2 . t l ) ;
242 t l [ l ] :» 2 » t2 C 1 3 ;
243 t l [2 3 : -2 » t2 [2 3 ;
244
245 {M K * * H W * * K M N « M * N N M H » * « M K K * K * N K M * W N W » M H K K *
246 Loop to generate points of t ra je c to r ie s
247 W W M tt» * t tN H H H N N N W W H K W N » N tt* * *« N » N » ttN M *« N M N K }
248
249 for 1 : • !  to  npts do
250 begin
251 th e ta : ■ ( ! - ! ) / ( n p t s - 1) *2 *p 1;
252 c a r t ( z 2 , th e ta ) ;
253 c s u b ( t2 . t1 ,z 2 ) ;
254 c l n v ( z l , t 2 ) ;
255 dataC1.1+(1-1) *n p ts ) : * z 1[13;




260 {N ttK K ttN N ItN W W O N H H N M H N M K N H M H
261 Call to graphing routine
262
263
264 c lrs c r ;
265 t i t l e : - *  Root T ra je c to r ie s ' ;
266 grap h 2d (da ta .m .t l t le ) ;
267 c lrs c r ;
268
269
270 End of Mainline Program













5 *  This program calculates the expanded transfer *
6 *  function of a two dimensional d ig i ta l  f i l t e r  derived *
7 # from the f i f t h  chebyshev argument (general) X
8 N X
9 *  Program By -  Tim Kent Date J u l . 87 X
10 *  Language -  Turbo Pascal 3.0 X
I I « X
12 *  F i l t e r  Theory -  Dr. J. S o lt is  , T. Kent X
13 X





19 form3 -a rray  [ I . . 2 ]  of re a l ;
20 var
21 num.amax. sum, eps. n . f  actO. gamma 1,gamma2. s Ign ,
22 c l ,x .y .s . t .w t t ,w t2 .m a g .p l ,p 2 ,s c a le  : r e a l ;
23 1.J . k , 1.m.nextx.nexty sInteger;
24 u .v .cu .cv .su .sv .zu .zv  tarray [K .ordm ax] of re a l ;
25 Z l , z 2 . t l . t 2  sform3;
26 f la g  :boo!ean;
27 temp :char;
28 filename : s t r ln g [ l3 ] ;
29 output : te x t ;
30 a .b .c .d  sarray [ 0 . .ordmax.0..ordmax] of re a l ;
31












44 wr I te ln ;
45 w rlte ln C p res s  any key to continue ') ;
46 repeat u n t i l  keypressed;
47 wr 1 t e 1n ;
48 end;
49
50 procedure cexp(var x , y : r e a l ) ;
51
52
53 Procedure to  simulate complex exponentiation
54




57 s , t  : re a l ;
58 begin
59 t :» x ;
60 s : -y ;
61 x:»exp(t)#cos(s);
62 y : * e x p ( t ) * s in ( s ) ;
63 end;
64
65 procedure cmult(var z l .z 2 .z 3 : fo rm 3 ):
66
68 Procedure to  simulate complex m u lt ip l ic a t io n
6 9  M W M X N M * » * M N t t M * M M W H W M X K N * M W M » H H N « N W M * H N M « H « K t t« }
70
71 begin
72 2 1 [ I ] : - z 2 [ I ] * z 3 [ I ] - z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ 2 ] ;
73 z l [ 2 ] : » z 2 [ I ] # z 3 [ 2 ] + z 2 [ 2 ] * z 3 [ I ] ;
74 end;
75
76 procedure arccosh(var z t ,z2 : fo rm 3):
77
73 {XXHHXXXHXHXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXtfXXXXXX
79 Procedure to  ca lcu la te  arccosh of z
8 0  « M K N N K » « M * W t t K N X W X * f t W X M M M N M « M « K N M K » K t t M K N * }
81
82 var
83 x . y .b .C .d . e . f . g . t .s l g n  t re a l ;
84
85 begin
86 x : * z l [ l ] ;
87 y : » z l [ 2 ] ;
88 b : " x * x - y * y - l ;
89 c:«2*x*y ;
90 d :»x+sq rt ( (s q r t (b *b + c*c )+ b ) /2 ) ;
91 I f  0 - 0  then
92 s lg n : - l
93 else
94 s i g n : - - I ;
95 e : -y + s lg n *s q r t ( (s q r t (b *b + c *c ) -b ) /2 ) :
96 f : * l n ( s q r t ( d Hd+e*e)):
97 I f  ( (abs(e )<1e-t00 )and(d<0.0 ))  then
98 t t - p l
99 else
100 begin
101 I f  abs(d)<le-IOO then
102 begin
103 I f  e>-0 then
104 signs"!
105 else
106 s Ign : • - 1 ;
107 t : - p l / 2 * s lg n ;
108 end




111 t : - a r c t a n ( e / d ) ;
112 I f  cKO then
113 I f  e>0 then
114 t : * t + p !
115 else
116 t : - t - p l ;
117 end;
118 end;
119 g :» t ;
120 z 2 [ l ] : « f ;






127 End of subprograms







135 c l rs c r ;
136
I 37 { *# * )*# * * * * *# » **» *» # « # *» **» # ** * *»
138 Input f i l t e r  design parameters
140
141 wr l t e l n ( ’ Expanded Transfer Function Generator’ ) ;
142 w r l t e l n C  General Chebyshev Argument');
143 w r i te  In;
144 w r i t e ( ’ Enter order of f i l t e r  (-t-ve < ’ ,ordmax.’ / 2 )  ; ’ ) ;
145 re a d ln (n ) ;
146 m :»trunc(2*n);
147 w r l t e ( ’ Enter passband r ip p le  Amax ; ' ) ;
148 readln(amax);
149 w r l t e ( ’ Enter Gammal (0<gamma<l. 0 )  ; ' ) ;
150 readln(gammal);
151 w r l t e ( ’ Enter Gamma2 (0<gamma<l.0 )  ; ’ ) ;
152 readln(gamma2);
153 gammal: "cos(gammal*pl) ;
154 gamma2:*cos(gamma2Hp l ) ;
155 w r l te ln ;
156 ep s:"sq rt (ex p (0 .1 »a m ax * ln (10 )) -1 ) ;
157
159 Ca lcu la t ion  o f  chebyshev poles
160 # # * * * * * * » * # * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * » * }
161
162 fa c t 0 : « - ln ( l / e p s + s q r t ( l / e p s /e p s + l ) ) /n /2 ;
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163 for k : - t to  m do
164 begin
165 u [ k ] : « ( 2 * k - l ) * p l / 4 / n ;
166 v [k ] : " fa c t0 ;
167 end;
168
170 Calculation of Cosine of chebyshev poles
172
173 for k : - 1 to  m do
174 begin
175 cu [k ] :*0 .5 * *c o s (u [k ] ) * (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v [k ]) ) :
176 c v [k ] :« -0 .5 *s ln (u [k ] )« (e x p (v [k ] ) -e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;
177 s u [k ] :« 0 .5 * s ln (u [k ] ) * (e x p (v [k ] )+ e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) :
178 s v [k ] :« 0 .5 Kc o s (u [k ] ) * (e x p (v [k ] ) -e x p ( -v [k ] ) ) ;
179 t l [ 1 ] : - c u [ k ] ;
180 t l [ 2 ] : * c v [ k ] ;
181 c m u l t ( t 2 . t 1 . t l ) :
182 c u [k ] : - t2 C I ] ;
183 cvCk3:-t2C23:
184 t i t  I ] : * s u [k ] ;
185 t l [ 2 ] : - s v [ k j ;
186 c m u l t ( t 2 . t 1 . t l ) ;
187 s u [ k ] : - t 2 [ l ] ;
188 s v [k ] :« t2 [2 ] ;
189 end;
190
192 Calculation of Zsi —  ( Arccosh(z))
194
195 for k:«1 to m do
196 begin
197 c u tk ] : "gamma I»cu[k]+gamma2*su[k];
198 cv[k]:"gamma!**cvCk]+gamma2*sv[k] ;
199 z l [ l ] : » c u [ k ] ;
200 z l [ 2 ] : » c v [ k ] ;
201 arccosh(z1#z2 );
202 z u [ k ] : « z 2 [ l ] ;




207 Calculation of constants In f i l t e r  polynomial factors
209
210 for I :■) to  m do
211 begin
212 I f  ( z u [ I ] < 0 .0 )  then
213 begin
214 z u [ iJ : « - z u [ l ] :
215 Z vC l]:— z v [ l ] ;
216 end;
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217 c e x p ( z u [ l ] . z v [ l ] ) ;
218 z u [ I ] :» -2 .0 *zu t  i ] ;
219 zv[ I ] : — 2.0*zv[  I ] ;
220 end;
221
223 I n i t i a l i z e  arrays for polynomial expansion
225
226 for i :»0  to  m do
227 for J:»0 to  m do
228 begin
229 a [ I . J ] : « 0 . 0 ;
230 b [ I . J ] : » 0 . 0 ;
231 c [ l . j ] : - 0 . 0 ;
232 d [ i . j ] : * 0 . 0 ;
233 end;
234 a [ 0 , 0 ] : * l .0;
235
237 Loop to generate expanded polynomial
239
240 fo r  k : - 1 to m do
241 begin
242 for I I  to  k do
243 for J : -0  to  k do
244 begin
245 I : *  I - 1;
246 c [ I . J ] : - c [ I . J ] + a [ I . J ] ;
247 d [ l , J ] : » d [ I . J ] + b [ I . J ] ;
248 e [ J . I ] t - c [ J . I ] + a [ J . I ] ;
249 d [J .  I ] : * d [ j . I ] + b [ J . I ] ;
250 end;
251 fo r  I :»0  to  k do
252 fo r  J : -0  to  k do
253 begin
254 c [ l , J ] : - c [ l , J ] + a [ l . j ] * z u t k ] - b [ l , J ] # z v [ k ] ;
255 d [ I . J ] : - d [ l  J ] + a [ I . J ] * z v t k ] + b [ l  J ] * z u [ k ] :
256 end;
257 for I :«0  to  k do
258 fo r  J:»0 to k do
259 begin
260 a [ I . J ] : - c [ i . J ] ;
261 b t l  J ] : - d [ I . J ] ;
262 c [ I . J ] : - 0 . 0 ;





268 Scale function fo r  B (0 ,0 )  "1 .0  
270
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271 n um :-l.0 /a [0 ,0 ];
272 fo r i : - 0  to  m do
273 fo r J :-0  to  m do
274 a t I , J ] : * a [ I . J]*num;
275
276 {XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHXttXXHKXXXIHtXmtKXItXMX#*
277 Scale amplitude response fo r desired 0 dB
278 XHXXWXtfXXXWXXtHUfXXXHXXtfKXXtlXXtUHHtXMXXtU***)
279
280 w rlte tn C  Do you wish amplitude response’ ) :
281 w rlte C  scaled to  0 dB a t wIT -  w2T ■ 0.0 ? (Y/N)’ ) ;
282 readln(temp);
283 temp:»upcase(temp);
284 I f  temp-’ Y* then
285 begin
286 sum:-0 .0 ;
287 fo r I:»0 to  m do
288 fo r J :-0  to  m do
289 sum:«sum+a[I. J ];
290 num:-sum;
291 end;
292 I f  temp-’ N’ then
293 begin
294 w rlte ln C  Do you wish amplitude response’ ) :
295 w r lte ( ’ scaled to  0 dB at wIT -  w2T -  pi ? (Y/N)’ ) ;
296 readln(temp);
297 temp:*upcase(temp);
298 I f  temp-’ Y* then
299 begin
300 sum:-0 .0 ;
301 Sign: — 1.0;
302 fo r I : -0  to  m do
303 begin
304 s ig n :—sign;
305 fo r J:«0 to  m do
306 begin
307 sum:-sum+slgn»a[I.J);






314 w rlte ln ;
"  315
3|g {«WNXW««*N*«X«MftK«***MN««*«N«M*tf«X
317 Output Expanded Transfer Function
3 |8 MNXMNttMNNXNNMNttMXNXXNttWXMXXMXXWXM}
319
320 w rlte ( 'E n te r Filename fo r output o f co e ffic ie n ts  ’ ) ;
321 readln(fIlenam e);
322 asslgn(output.fIlenam e);
323 rew rlte (ou tp u t);
324 w rIte ln (ou tpu t.m );
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325 w r l te ln (o u tp u t .m );
326 w r l te ln (o u tpu t ,n u m :12 :11);
327 fo r  I : - 0  to  m do
328 for J t -0  to m do
329 begin
330 w r i t e l n ( o u t p u t , a [ I . J ] : 12: I I ) :
331 end;
332 c lose(ou tpu t);
333 end.
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A P P E N D IX  8 
Im age F ilte ring  P rog ram  S ou rce  C ode





c This Is a program to f i l t e r  d ig i ta l  Images
3 c of various sizes (128x128.256x256.512x512)
4 c by a two dimensional f i r s t  quadrant upward diagonal
5 c HR f i l t e r
6 c
7 c FILTER INPUT -  t h is  program expects to read a disk
8 c f i l e  th a t  contains the co e f f ic ie n ts  of the
9 c tra n s fe r  function In expanded form. Afte r the Integer
10 c order with respect to  z l  and z2. resp ec t ive ly ,  the
I I c rea l  numbers representing the c o e f f ic ie n ts  should be
12 c av a i lab le  In the fo llowing order:
13 c num scale fa c to r .
14 c c ( 0 , 0 ) , c ( 0 . 1) , c ( 0 , 2 )  . . .  c ( 0 . n ) . c ( l , 0 )  . . .  c ( l . n )  . . .  c(m,
15 c
16 c c (0 .0 )  -  1.0
17 c
18 c
19 c IMAGE INPUT and OUTPUT -  the program w i l l  read and w r i te
20 c to  and from binary Image f i l e s .
21 c
22 c w rit ten  by Tim Kent
23 c July 87
24
25 real c (2 0 ,2 0 ) ,y (5 l2 .5 l2 ) ,x (S I2 .5 l2 ) .m a x .m ln
26 integer m .n .a .b .s ize
27 character*60 f 11 t e r , f 11e 1n. f 11eout
28 .character*! po 1 n t (128>
29
30 p r in t  * .  'Enter F i l t e r  C o e f f ic ien t  Filename'
31 read 10. f i l t e r
32 10 format(a60)
33
34 o p e n (1 ,f11e - f 1I t e r . s t a t u s - 'o l d ' )
35 read( 1 . * )  m
36 re a d (1 . * )  n
37 I f  (m .g t .2 0 .o r .n .g t .2 0 )  then
38 p r in t  * .  ' '
39 p r in t  * .  'FILTER TOO LARGE FOR PROGRAM TO FILTER.’
40 stop
41 endl f
42 r e a d d . * )  scale
43 do l»1.n+l
44 do J«l,m+1
45 r e a d d . * )  c ( I . J )
46 end do
47 end do
48 c lo s e ( l )
49
50 p r in t  * .  'Enter Image Input Filename’
51 read 10. f l l e i n
52 p r in t  * .  'Enter Size of Input Image : 1) 128x128'
53 p r in t  * .  ' 2 )  256x256’
54 p r in t  69
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55 69 f o r m a t e 3)  512x5
56 r e a d ( * . * )  Is lze
57 p r in t  * .  ’ Enter Image Output Filename'
58 read 10, f l le o u t
59 .
60 I f  ( I s l z e . e q . l )  ls lze« I28
61 I f  ( I s l z e . e q . 2) lslze«256
62 I f  ( I s l z e . e q . 3) ls lze-512
63
64 open( l . f 1l e * f 1le ln . re c l -1 2 8 .
65 c s t a t u s - 'o ld ' . f o r m - ’ form atted ')
66 o p e n (2 .f1le»f 1le o u t , re c l -1 2 8 . re c o rd ty p e - ' f lx e d ' .
67 c s ta tu s - ' new', f  orm-' f orm atted '.carr i agecontro1«
68
69 do 1 - 1 , Is lze
70 do J - l . l s l z e /1 2 8
7! c p r in t  x .  I .J
72 re a d ( l ,5 0 )  point
73 50 format(128a)
74 do k * l , 128








83 do 1 - 1 , Is lze
84 do J - l , Is lze
85 o u tp u t-s ca le *x (1 , j )
86 do k-2.m+l
87 k 2 - l -k + l
88 I f  ( k 2 .g t , 0 )  then
89 c p r i n t * .  I . J , ’ ’ .o u tp u t , ’ ’ , c (k .  1 ) . '  ’ ,i
90 o u tp u t -o u tp u t -c (k . I ) * y (k 2 , j )
91 end I f
92 end do
93 do 1 -2 ,n+1
94 1 2 - j - l + l
95 I f  ( I 2 . g t . 0 )  then
96 c p r in t * .  I . J . '  ’ .o u tp u t . ’ ’ . c ( l . l ) . *  ' . y (
97 output»output-c (1 .1) * y ( 1.12)




102 k 2 - l -k + l
103 I2 - J - I+ I
104 I f  (k 2 .g t .0 .a n d .1 2 .g t .0 )  then
105 c p r in t  63. 1 .J .k 2 .1 2 .c ( k .1) . y ( k 2 . 12)
106 c63 fo r m a t ( l3 . ’ ’ . 1 3 . ’ ’ . 1 3 . ’ ’ . 1 3 . ’ ’ .e l
107 o u tp u t-o u tp u t-c (k .1) * y ( k 2 . 12)
108 end I f
. e 12. S)




111 c p r in t " .  I .J ,o u tp u t
112 y ( l ,J ) -o u tp u t
113 I f  (abs(ou tpu t) .g t .m ax) max-abs(output)




118 c p r In t  " ,  max .min
119 range«(max-min)/255.0
120 do l - l , I s l z e
121 do J " l , ls ize /128
122 do k » l . 128
123 l v a l» ln t ( ( a b s ( y ( I , ( J - l ) * l 2 8 + k ) ) - m ln ) / r a n g e )
124 c p r In t  * . I , ( J - I ) * l 2 8 + k . I v a l , y ( I . ( j - I ) * l2 8 + k ) .m a x .m ln
125 p o ln t (k ) -c h a r ( lv a l )
126 end do
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